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ABSTRACT
This work aims to describe the phonology, 
morphology and syntax of the dialect of South 
Zeal in Devonshire, largely from a taped corpus.
It aims to be structural in approach, but points 
of interest have not been omitted simply because 
they may seem largely anecdotal in nature. It 
is mainly contrastive, developing most those 
points which differ from s( tandard) B(nglish)., Ho 
attempt has been made at either a lexical or a 
semantic analysis.
The first two chapters deal with the seg­
mental and suprasegmental phonology respectively. 
The presence of retroflex [r] and the consequent 
absence of unconditioned centring diphthongs is 
the most marked segmental feature, whereas the 
occurrence of pause in informal speech forms the 
most interesting section of Chapter 3,
The personal pronouns, apart from /aj, mi:/, 
show an opposition of stressed:unstressed, while 
the demonstratives show a three—term series in 
the singular /hi: bat, bx— ki:/, and also a 
* joint system1 with the personal pronouns, whereby 
/it/ and /om/ are always unstressed, and /‘bat/ 
and /bej/ are always stressed.
With the prepositional phrase, interest is 
centred 011 relationships of place, the fto:atf 
opposition being lost and replaced by a series 
!up:down, out:in, over*, relating to direction or
position, normally vis—k—vis Zeal,
In Chapter 8, we find that the verb ’b e 1 
has a double paradigm, usually /m/ unstressed 
and /bi:/ stressed. The verb in general does 
not show any passive— continuous forms of the 
1b e ing hilled’ type„
After a discussion of the uses of certain 
modals, and of the use of ’of’ after an ’—ing’ 
(/— in/) form, it is suggested that only three 
categories of ’phrasal verb’ are necessary for 
English, one of which, the prepositional verb, 
is very rare in the dialect. The thesis con­
cludes with an analysis of the restricted 
possibilities of subordination found in the 
dialect, and of the three-term system of 
relatives, ’what*, ’that* and aero.
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CHAPTER I
General Introduction
G-S1TRRAL INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to describe 
in some detail the phonology, morphology mid 
syntax of the Devonshire dialect spoken in the 
village of South Zeal, situated on the main A30 
Okehampton to Sxeter road on the northern edge 
of Dartmoor. Although I have talked to a number 
of people in the village, the principal body of 
material (the corpus) on which I have based my 
analysis is drawn from interviews with two men, 
George Cooper and the late Thomas Wright.
Thomas Wright, who unfortunately died earlier 
this year, was born and reared in the village of 
South Zeal some 79 years ago, and has lived in 
the village all his life except for a spell of 
five years in the army in the First World War*
This, of course, has had a considerable effect on 
his speech, and it is interesting to note that 
while the phonology of his idiolect has apparently 
been very little affected, there is a considerable 
tendency for the morphology and, more particularly, 
the syntax of his speech to be closer to S*E. than 
that of the second informant.
The principal informant on whose speech the 
following analysis is based Is George Cooper, born 
and reared at Lovaton (in the same parish, some 
three miles N.F. of Zeal village) some 84 years 
ago. Mr. Cooper has lived in the parish all his 
life, and has left the County of Devon for only
* 11-
one night in his life, a night spent in London 
some twelve years ago. He has spent short 
periods away from home, mostly at horse and pony 
shows in Levon. After working as a farm—labourer 
on the * 'Outl^ring1 farms in his youth, he moved 
into Rams ley (a part of South Zeal village) when 
he married over 60 years ago. Since that time, 
Mr. Cooper has worked as a fax* m—labourer, a cart— 
driver, a crane—operator in herrivale Quarry and, 
for the later part of his working life, as a 
Council roadman. His wife came from Torquay, 
and his parents — who had thirteen other sur­
viving children besides George, who was the 
eldest — lived at Lovaton all their lives so far 
as Hr, Cooper is aware.
It is generally accepted In the village that 
Hr. Cooper’s speech is the ’broadest1 in the area 
and that he speaks most like ’ the old fellows, 
our grandfers1. He was educated at the village 
school until the age of twelve, by a local woman 
who spoke the village dialect, and his parents 
were illiterate, His own son, who lives in the 
village, has a speech which shows features of 
Devonshire, but much less so than his father’s.
The first part of the corpvis, on which the 
analysis of the segmental phonology is based, 
consists largely of conversations between the 
two informants, the field—worker needing to say 
very little. However, as the grammatical
differences between the two speakers become more 
apparent, more and more attention was paid to the 
speech of Hr. Cooper and the syntactic analysis, 
above all,is based almost entirely on his speech. 
7/here ’the informant* Is cited as a singular, the 
reference is to Mr, Cooper,
The field—worker has relied very heavily on 
tape—recordings collected either in the informant’s 
own cottage or, by means of a battery—operated 
machine, in the garden or adjacent outbuildings.
It was not foxmd difficult to persuade the 
informant to talk freely, and very little prompting 
was necessary. After the first few visits, no 
attempt was made to emphasize the ’broad* features 
of his speech, and the informant was clearly 
speaking exactly as he usually did. Not surprisingly, 
the topics discussed are limited, principally to 
descriptions of life ’back in they days’, of 
pony— shows and of the problems of Dartmoor and 
the whole area,
A striking feature of the informant’s speech 
is that a story repeated twelve months after the 
field—worker first heard it will be couched very 
often in identical terms, and will show the same 
grammatical construction. This is particularly 
true of events like the ’night in London’, and 
this has led to the suggestion that the informant 
has narrated this particular episode so often that 
It has attained almost a ’set* form, rather in the
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way that folk— stories have been handed down from 
generation to generation* This seems to me to he 
a far more plausible explanation than to ascribe 
it to restricted grammatical and/or lexical 
possibilities*
The corpus collected in this way totals 
approximately 20 hours, about half of which is 
speech by Hr, Cooper alone and the rest in the 
form of a duologue. Other speakers were recorded 
and have at times been used as 1 supporting 
evidence1, but these recordings do not form part 
of the corpus referred to in the body of the 
thesis* In general, points made are based on the 
entire corpus; where this is not so, (particularly 
with actual frequency counts) the size of the 
restricted sample is clearly stated*
Throughout the thesis, examples are given 
both in a phonemic script ( as discussed in 
Chapter 2) and in what approximates to a tradi­
tional S.H. orthography. In the early part of 
tine thesis, this orthographic representation 
approximates more closely to the dialect forms, 
e.g, /jy bi;/ is * glossed1 as 'you be*
/i: down dy no— Giij/ as 'he don't do nothing* and 
/zi:d/ as 'seed'* In the later part of the thesis, 
however, I have tried as far as possible to use the 
normal S*f.* orthography except where this might 
obscure the point being’ discussed* This incon­
sistency has no theoretical justification; it is
- 14-
designed simply to assist the reader*
Two points need to he made about the phonemic 
transcription. Firstly, since a ‘syllable 
boundary1 phoneme is necessary to account for 
the realisations of /l/, /r/ and contiguous 
vowels, I have included it every-where on the 
basis of ‘once a phoneme, always a phoneme1. 
However, the inclusion of syllable—divisions does 
have one obvious advantage; it does enable the 
reader to differentiate between ‘green house1 
/ g r i m  aws/ and ‘greenhouse’ /gri:—naws/ without 
the necessity of including any further superfixes?
Despite the necessity for syllable—division 
markers in one case and the advantage in another, 
nevertheless I have not been consistent in their 
use, in that I have allowed word divisions 
(indicated by a space) to over-ride syllable 
divisions (indicated by a hyphen). I ltnow there 
is no phonetic Justification for this, and plead 
only the greater ease with which the examples 
can be read. I might add also that /toil ejdg/ 
(‘tall hedge1) can be thought of as /tos—lejd3/ 
by those who are interested in the details of the 
phonetic realization. ( For a discussion of the
3$ This implies a relationship between stress and 
syllable—division only in cases of this kind,
i.e. at a level above the single word but 
below the level of sentence—stress.
importance of syllable—division in an example 
such as the above, c.f. /!/ and /r/ in Chapter 2 
below.)
The second important point concerning the 
phonemic transcription is that the symbol n has 
been used to indicate the prominent and nuclear 
stressed syllables, ana these markings often 
allow the tune pattern to be deduced, although 
this has been indicated only when it is gramma­
tically relevant. Prominence, of course, defined 
as ‘distinctive stress*, is always semantically 
relevant and often grammatically also, far more 
so in the dialect than in S.33. ( c.f. particularly
the discussion of the personal pronouns and the 
morphology of ‘be*. )
Finally, a word needs to be said about the 
general intentions of this thesis. I have taken 
it as a fundamental premise that language is a 
set of mutually inter—acting systems and that no 
item can be described except in relation to the 
other items in the system. However, this does 
lead to difficulties, I have naturally tried to 
centre interest on those features of the dialect 
which differ most from S.E., and have thus often 
been faced with the choice of either describing
See Chapter 3 below for the distinction between 
‘prominent* and ’nuclear stressed* syllables 
and the reasons for the indication of the latter.
only part of a particular system or of repeating 
a lot which is already familiar to those who have 
read any modern description of British English.
Where I have chosen the latter course, it will 
be painfully obvious, and I apologise in parti­
cular for parts of Chapter 8J the alternative 
would be patchy incompleteness. 'Where I have 
chosen to omit,-the reader may assume that either 
the item in question is very similar to 8.E. or, 
more frequently, that although there are differ­
ences it is extremely difficult to present these 
in a structured or systematic way.
Since this work is primarily descriptive, I 
have tried to concentrate 011 the dialect material 
itself rather than on the linguistic framework 
within which it is presented, my approach being,
I hope, fairly non—controversial and based 011 that 
of ITockett. Where a specific point could not be 
discussed without first establishing a framework,
I have tried to do this within the body of the 
thesis. I have attempted to be as systematic as 
possible in my approach, but I have not excluded 
remarks 1 felt to be interesting simply because 
the feature concerned could not be adequately 
discussed in structural terms. The syntactic 
approach of Chomsky, 1 feel, is not yet sufficiently 
developed to discuss in a non—controversial way the 
syntax of the dialect, the dialect itself being, 
after all, my principal interest.
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This work, then, is mainly descriptive but 
it is also partly contrastive, and a dispro­
portionate number of examples are given of those 
sections where the differences between S.E. and 
the dialect are most marked. No attempt has been 
made at a diachronic study, both for theoretical 
reasons and also because the writer has no know­
ledge of Germanic Philology. There is a dis­
cussion in Section D of Chapter 8 of the problems 
connected with the divergence between the 
’competence* and the ’performance’ of a dialect 
speaker, and the approach outlined at that point 
is generally reflected throughout the thesis.
The reader will certainly find inconsistencies 
and possibly errors alsoj I hope, however, that 
these will not invalidate the general points I 
have made or the conclusions I have drawn.
CHAPTER II
The Segmental Phonology
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THE . SBGLiENTi\X. PHONOLOGY
General Features a In addition to a number of 
minor differences “between the inventory of 
phonemes and allophones of the dialect, and 
that of R.P. as presented hy Daniel Jones ( uAn 
Outline of English Phoneticsi!), there are two 
major differentiatory features which are at 
once apparent. The first is the absence of any 
close bade rounded vowel* whether long or short, 
except as an allophone of /I/ in certain posi­
tions: instead, we find two close front rounded 
vowels, but with a distribution differing from 
that of D, J. /ur/ and /u/, in that the occur­
rence of the dialect phoneme /y:/ is very re­
stricted* The second major feature is the 
presence of retroflex [r], which has far-reaching 
effects on the system. Not only are centring 
diphthongs necessary in R.P. not found in the 
dialect, the [0 ] element being always conditioned 
by a following /r/, but also a whole series of 
additional retroflex consonantal allophones are 
needed.
We should also mention the non—presence of 
/h/ as a linear phonemeJ it is, however, found as 
an attack feature in certain cases, e,g, /© uhej—kr 
0 dej/ 'an acre a day1. In non— emphatic positions, 
the normal form is simply /q ej—kr/, with a glide 
between the atonic article and the following 
diphthong.
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We may now look more closely at the phonemes 
of the dialect, examining in turn the monophthongs, 
the diphthongs, the semi—vowels, the liquids and 
the consonants.
A number of general points need to be made 
before the individual vowel phonemes of the dialect 
are separately treated. Firstly, the system — or 
the apparent system — is extremely untidyJ not only 
are there no close back vowels, and two additional 
spread close front vowels, but there are also two 
phonemes, /a:/ and /a:/, whose occurrence is 
extremely restricted — in the latter case apparently 
to three lexical items — hut which are apparently 
essential in these limited items.
The two phonemes / a /  and /©/ established by 
Jones for R.P. have been 'amalgamated* in the 
dialect, [a ] being considered an allophone of 
/©/ occurring in stressed position.
It will become apparent below why it has been 
felt desirable to treat the diphthongs together as 
a separate group and to symbolize them all with 
their second element as one of the two semi—vowels 
/j/ and /w/, even though the allophonic variants of 
these two in these environments vary considerably. 
The principal reason is that a [9 ] element occurring 
after a diphthong will normally produce a disyllabic 
structure, whereas after a monophthong it will' 
normally be induced by a subsequent /r/ and not 
produce a syllable—boundary.
Below, I have given a table of the vowel 
phonemes of the dialect, "both monophthongal and 
diphthongal, in a form which approximates to that 
of the I#P,A. chart* The vowel phonemes are then 
dealt with in approximately the order in which 
they appear on the chart*
Table of Vowel Phonemes
\A'/ /y:/
/a/l>]
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Section A — The Monophthongs
S Yl.iB OLI SAT I ON /!:/
Phonetic Description, This phoneme has no 
unexpected allophonic variants, appearing in 
all contexts as a fairly long front close 
vowel0
Examples. /trii/ tree, /si:/ see, /i:n/ in.
Notes. It would have heen possible to
symbolize this phoneme /id/, the latter
element then being indicative of length as
is often the case with /ed/. However, when
this phoneme is followed by a weak central
vowel [o], the semi—vowel element [d]> which
is most noticeable in the case of /ad/, /ed/?
/od/y is iiot sufficiently prominent in the
case of /i:/ to warrant the establishment of
a second syllable. Hence !beer? can be
represented phonetically as [bi:or], whereas
* sprayer1 would be [spred— or], (cf. section ^ 0
B«) Acoustically, one dndges this disyllabi­
fication to occur after /ad? ed? °d? aw, ow/ 
but not after /i:/, /oi/9 (it is not found 
after /e:/,) Hence, since the semi-vowel 
element is prominent in the group of diph­
thongs, but less so with /i:/, /o:/, the 
symbolization adopted here can be d'usiii’i6^ 
on the grounds of two differently patterning 
sub—groups of the vowel system.
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2. S YHBOhISATION /i/
Phonetic Description. A vowel between close 
and half close, not quite front, I.P.A.
( cf * D. J. phoneme /i/.) There appear to be 
no unusual allophonic variants.
Examples, /fit/, /ntj/, /kig/, /kilz/ 
fit rich king kills
Notes. nil.
3. SYMBOLISATION /yi/
Phone tic P e script i on. A front close vowel 
with lips rounded, in contrast with vowel 1., 
where the lips are spread. The realisation 
is fairly long.
Examples. /fy:l/ [fyiu], /py:l/ [pjriu]
fool pool
/ley: a/, /t;y:a/
cooed choose
Notes. At first sight, it might appear that 
the opposition /y:/ to /y/ parallels that in 
P.P. between /u:/ and /u/. This is not quite 
true, however, since the occurrence of our 
phoneme 3 is fairly restricted and occurs in 
by no means all of the words symbolised with 
/u:/ by D. J. Many oppositions are neutralized, 
for example * suit1 and *sootT, both /syt/ in 
our transcription. However, a number of 
oppositions are maintained, especially when 
the informant is presented with the two forms
- 24-
in close contact. Hence ‘could1 and ‘cooed* 
are respectively /kyd/ and /ky: &/. A number 
of words which seem consistently to have a 
long rather than a short vowel will be 
symbolised with this phoneme, for example 
/tjyiz/* For the reasons for not adopting 
a symbolization /yw/, cf. notes on Phoneme 1 
and the first part of Section B (Diphthongs).
4, BY LIB OLI SAT X ON /y/
Phonetic De s cr ip t i on, A front close vowel 
with the lips rounded, in contrast with vowel 
2, where the lips are spreadt The parallel 
between /i:/ and /y:/ is almost exactly 
matched by that between /i/ and /y/, the 
position of these being betv^een close and 
half close, and considerably more retracted 
than either cardinal vowel 1 or cardinal 
vowel 2.
Examples# /rym/, /tym/, /fyl/, /pyl/
room tomb full pull
/pyJ/» Ay<V> /gy<V> /syt/
push could good suit, soot
Notes, Bo far as I have observed, most words 
which show D* J, /u/ in R«P. normally have 
this short vowel, and so also do a number 
which D, J* would symbolise /u:/. It seems 
preferable acoustically to classify the 
majority as short and the minority as long
- 25»
rather than the other way round. This is 
because the vowel of ‘full1, ‘pull* is very 
close in length to that of 'hook*, ’room*, 
‘suit1, !soot! etc, and it is ‘fool*, ‘pool* 
which have the vowel 'which is exceptional by 
reason of its length. Hence, by symbolising 
a majority with, /y/ and a minority with /y:/, 
we are remaining; phonetically as accurate as 
possible while not apparently overlooking any 
distinctive oppositions,
STMB 0118 AT I OH /ei/
Phone ti c Description, Closer than phoneme 6 
/e/ but not as close as the first element in 
our diphthong /ej/.
^carapjles. Only the following have occurred:—
/me:—ri:/, /ve:-ri:/, /ve:—rjos/
Hary vary various
Hutea. It seems impossible acoustically to 
regard this phoneme as a diphthong. Further­
more, if it were so, it would disrupt the 
whole pattern of the dialect, since the /r/ 
is syllable—initial of the following syllable 
and could not therefore condition the centring, 
which would in such a case become independent 
of [r], uniquely so. The fact that /e:/ is
9
in fact monophthongs! may thus be taken as 
one indication that the close linking of 
central [o] with retroflexion and the /r/
phoneme is essentially correct in terms of 
the structure of the dialect.
Although this phoneme appears to have an 
extremely restricted distribution, there seems 
to he no satisfactory alternative to its 
e s t ah1 i shment.
6. SYMBOLISATION /e/
Phone tic De script ion. Almost exactly cardinal 
vowel 5. Occasionally, the realisations of 
our phoneme 7 are so close as to he indis­
tinguishable from /e/, hut in the context of 
a minimal pair, the distinction is maintained, 
except in positions of strong stress, where 
/a/ is relatively very close. (e*g. 1 they 
was had1 — /&ej woz Sfed/.)
Examples. /get/, /red/, /fed/, /e—res/, 
get red fed arrest
/me—r i: /, /de t / 
merry deht
Notes. nil,
? * SYMBOL!SATION /a/
Phonetic Description, In all contexts except
a. and b. below, it is realised as [a] or, 
more accurately perhaps, as [^]# It is even 
more close than is D. J. phoneme /as/.
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AI.LOPHONSS a. realised [j.] in env. /— 1/
b. realised [*] in env. /—~r/
c. appropriate alloplionea in 
the diphthongs /aj/ and /aw/ (q.v.)
Examples, /staf/, /klas/, /pas/, /grant/ 
staff class pass grant1
/af-tr/ [eaf-tor], /ka— sl/ [te-sl], 
after * castle
/ash/
ask
All these examples are realised phonetically 
by [as]
ALLOPHONES a. /kalm/ [logum]
b. /arm/ [.jrm]
Notes. At times, this phoneme is so close 
that it overlaps realisations of phoneme /e/. 
e.g. !bag! [beg]. However, when presented 
with minimal pairs of the type bagSbeg, both 
informants differentiate clearly and decidedly 
[bsBg] o [bog]« Since the two phonemes are 
clearly felt to be distinct, and since ''over—
Itlapping is no means constant, it is 
necessary to establish these two phonemes 
independently of each other.
SYHBOLI3ATI0N /a:/
Plionetic Description# Longer and backer than 
the equivalent vowel in R 0P. although not 
quite as far back as cardinal 5* Decidedly 
longer than the allophone [^ i] of /a/ found 
before /r/ and /!/«
Examples. /lea: n/, /J* am/, /wa: n/
can!t shan’t t/'onrt
as opposed to
/lean/, // al/
can shall land willJ
Notes. This phoneme is only attested in three 
words, but although these can easily be cate­
gorised grammatically, there is no apparent 
way to establish /a:/ as a phonetically
conditioned allophone of /a/, since /kanjkain/,
at least, is a minimal pair* It could be 
argued that the back allophone [a] of /a/ 
shoixld be regarded rather as an allophone of 
/a:/, but this is unnecessary, both because
in the case of [a] before /r/, the tendency
+
towards centring shown by the replacement of 
[se] with [a] in that context is one of the 
most marked features of the dialect, and also 
because before both /r/ and /!/, [<jl] is much 
shorter than /a:/.
9« SYHBOLISATION , /o/
Phonetic Description , Slightly closer than 
D. J. cardinal vowel 6 , perhaps not quite as 
short as in P.P. There are apparently no 
unusual allophonic variants,
Examples. /on/, /frost/, /no k/, /son/, 
 ---------  frost knock song
/po—kot/, /dok~-tr/, /stop—kok/
pocket doctor stop—cock
/so—lid/, /so—ri:/
solid sorry
Notes, Although in full— stressed '‘isolated 
utterance1* position, a diphthong [oo] seems 
to he present in certain monosyllables e.g. 
j/'doog], I feel justified in ignoring this 
because it seems never to he found in con­
nected discourse,
10 • 3YMB0LIBATI0N /pi/
Phonetic Description. Closer than D. J, 
cardinal vowel 6 hut not as close as his 
cardinal vowel 7, longer than in P.P. 
especially before /r/, in which environment 
it is also closer, nearly cardinal 7 [o],
Examples, /so:/, /lorn/, /no:t/, /void/ 
saw lawn naught road
Notes. For the reasons for not eymholisaing 
this as /ow/ or anything similar, see notes 
on phoneme 1 .
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/
11. SYKBOhXSATION /q / 
Phonetic Peso:
i. realised as a we ah central vowel [0 ] in 
all unstressed syllables. It is not 
Pound preceding /r/ in the same unstressed 
syllable, where the centring [©]— element 
is regarded as a feature of the /r/ 
phoneme ( p.v. ) 
ii. realised as [w] ( a retracted, lowered [a]) 
in all tonic syllables except in env.
— r or — rC*
iii. realised as [0 ] in tonic syllables when 
in env. — r or -— rC.
Examples.
i. /tjaj—no/, /tom—'bow— Is/, /fo—rod/
China tombola forward
ii. /hop/ [top], /mo—dn/ [mu—dn], /tom/ 
cup mutton come
/©—ri;/ 
hurry
iii. /par/ [per], /tarn/ [torn] 
purr 0 turn * *
Nofrss. It follows from our description that
certain words such as 1 her * will be phonemi—
cized differently according to the presence
or absence of sentence stress.
stressed /or/ [or] unstressed /r/ [or]
(Syllabic /r/ by definition induces a
preceding centring element [©]•) For a fuller
explanation of. the notes on /r/.
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3ection _3 — .The Diphthongs
G-eneral notes. There are five diphthongs in this 
dialect, namely /aj, ej, o;j, aw, ow/. The only 
problems con-c.ern /aw/ v/hich is discussed below. 
The desire to maintain diphthongs as a -unitary 
class (formally distinguished by having a semi­
vowel as the second element) is that, unlike 
monophthongs, they are always in a separate 
syllable from any following vocoid. This means, 
in effect, that in the env. [V^V], the /j/ and 
/w/ indicate that they nstraddle0 a syllabic 
boundary. (Although the vocal organs complete 
their movement in the first ss^llable, part at 
least of the release of the consonantal element 
occurs in the second syllable). This is why /ii/ 
/y:/ and /o:/ are not symbolised as /id/, /yw/ or 
/ow/, because they can be followed by a vocoid 
without the implication of a di-syllable. Hence, 
for example, column A is disyllabic, whereas 
column B is monosyllabic.
A B
layered • • * [ © ] • *  * beard •••[iso]***
fired •••[a3— 0 ]*** manured •••[y(:)©]•••
scoured • ♦ • *  *• glared •••[so]***
blov/ers «»*[ow— q ]i** board •••[or©]***
3e For a fuller set of examples, of. the table on 
page 45 below.
II
This division accords with ones perception, since 
group A are more markedly disyllabic and contain 
a serai—vowel, whereas group B are normally monosyl­
labic'with no semi—vowel. Thus this seems the 
best point on what is really a cline to make our 
division between monosyllables and disyllables, 
since the two classes of monophthongs and diph­
thongs can be easily formally defined as above.
This factor leads to the desire to symbolise 
diphthong 15 with one or other of the semi-vowels 
as its second element. The appropriate semi—vowel 
would be tu]» but since this is not used elsewhere, 
and since there is no contrast with [w] in the 
env. [a— ], it seems acceptable to write /aw/.
It must be emphasised that this is a matter of 
symbol!sation for convenience of reading; its 
allophone s are [_py] and [cjitl] NSVER [ctw]. There 
can be no objection to symbolising the diphthongs 
as a whole with a serai—vowel (rather than [i] or% u f ,
[u]) as the second element, since it adds so much 
to the overall simplicity of syllable—patterning.
All the diphthongs are considered as sequences 
of linear phonemes, and appropriate allophonic 
rules are included under /a/, /$/ and /w/. This 
involves the establishment of two phonemes, /©/ 
and /o/, not found except in diphthongs, but the 
alternative would, of course, necessitate five 
additional phonemes, There are no intra— syllable 
sequences [W] except those discussed here where
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IS.
15,
the second element is a semi-vowel, and those 
containing a [©] element conditioned by /r/.
In most respects, indeed, the diphthongs 
pattern structurally as monophthongs; the 
principal exception to this has been dis­
cussed above*
SYMBOL I SAT I ON /a j /
Phonetic Description* Phonetically, the first 
element of this diphthong is slightly more 
close than cardinal 4 and very long* The 
second element [i] is very short indeed, 
except when followed by another vowel, when 
it is realised as a frictionless continuant 
[3], The acoustic effect is markedly diff­
erent from D* J* diphthong /ai/*
Examples* /taj/, /kajnd/, /aj—r/, /faj—nr/ 
tie kind higher finer
Botes* nil.
8YMB0LISATI ON /e 3 /
Phonetic Description* The first element is 
very close to D. J* cardinal vowel 2 [e]*
The second element is normally [i]» "but this 
is frequently replaced by a lengthening of 
the first element when the syllable is closed 
or when the next syllable begins with a con­
sonant. Where the next syllable starts with 
a vocoid, the realisation of the second element
is [d].
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Examples, /sgj/ [zei], /vein/ [rein],
say A reign
/lejn/ [lein], /hedp— tawn/[ke:p-] 
lane n Cape Town
/e3— 6.312 9—gow/ [ei—dgiz— ],
ages ago
/redd/ [re:d], /©dV» /sejt/ etc, 
raid eat seat
Notes, It seems impossible to ‘be more 
specific on this than to say that [e;] and 
[ei] are apparently in free variation in the 
env, — C, Many words are attested with hoth ^
forms, and there is no apparent connection ‘ (V^
with stress. If two separate phonemes were 
established, then most of the relevant '} „ ^
lexical items would he attested with hoth -1
> i / 'A
forms,
14. SYMBOhl 3ATI0N /o j/
Phonetic Description, Realised as [oi] in 
final or pre—consonantal position, and as 
[0 3 ], with a fr i c t i on—1e ss continuant, in 
the pre—vocoid position, 'The first element 
is very close to D, J, cardinal 7 [o].
Examples, /pojnt/, /tod/, /bod/ 
point toy hoy
Notes, nil.
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15. S YHB Qhl SAT I ON /aw/
Phonetic Description. The normal realisation 
is [_jiy] ? a diphthong moving from an advanced 
cardinal 5 in the direction of, and almost 
to, secondary cardinal 1. It is realised 
[aN] (i.e. with a labio—palatal semi—vowel) 
when the next syllable has an initial vocoid.
Examples, /pawnd/, /haw/, / 9—rawnd/, 
pound now around
/flaw—r/, /taw—r/, /a—law— in/ 
flower tower allowing
Notes. The symbol! sat ion /aw/ has been 
chosen for two reasons. Firstly, the second 
element had to be a semi—vowel to maintain 
the integrity of the sub-class 'diphthongs*. 
Secondly, the alternative /at/ introduces 
an extra symbol unnecessarily; allophonic 
rules can easily handle the realisations 
of /w/ in the env. /a— /« Thus /aw/ has 
been adopted even though the second 
element is never in fact a labio—velar 
semi—vowel.
Phonetic Description. A close variety of 
cardinal 7 [o] followed by a very short semi­
vowel fu]. The semi—vowel is present in L n
varying degrees but is apparently never 
completely absent. Before a syllable
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starting with a vocoid (vi«e. including [0 ] 
conditioned by /r/) , it is realised [ow],
Examples, /ow/, /rowm/, /Iown/, /nowt/, 
hoe roam loan note
/low—r/ 
lower
Noteso nil.
Section C — The Semi—vowels
SYMB 01,1 SAP? 1 ON / j /
Phone tic p e s or ipt ion,
a, palatal frictionless continuant in syllable- 
initial position, and also as the second 
element of diphthongs when followed by a 
vocoid0 It is not found in the environ­
ment CjV,,, (of, /fy/ * few)
b. short vowel [i] as the second element of 
diphthongs in other envs.
Examples* a, /jiird/, /faj~rd/ [faj—ard]
heard fired
Id, /boj/f /taj/, Qtc
boy tie Q
Notes. It might seem possible, in order to 
simplify the allophonlc rules by omitting 
the second half of a, above, to segment 
* buying * as /ba— j in/ or 1 buy in1 as /ba—j i 1 n/•
This would, however, imply that the vowel in 
the first syllable is realised as a simple 
monophthong, which is not, of course, the 
case. It would also separate the two 
elements of the symbol!sation of what is 
essentially one unit, and lead to representa­
tions such as those above, intuitively felt 
to be wrong. The same problem arises with 
intervocalic [w], and a related one with 
intervocalic /l/ and /r/* These, however, 
must be considered syllable—final or syllable- 
initial according to their actual phonetic 
realisation.
Phonetic De script ion,
a. labio—velar frictionless continuant in 
syllable—initial position and also as the 
second element of the diphthong /ow/ when 
immediately followed by a vocoid; also as 
the second element of consonant clusters.
b, short vowel fu] as the second element ofu n
the diphthong /ow/ in envs, other than 
[ow-v].
c. [y] as the second element of the diphthong 
/aw/ when not in env, [aw—V],
d, [h;] as the second element of the diphthong 
/aw/ when in the env, [aw—Y ],
Examples, a, /wsl/, /dwel/, /low~r/[ low—or ]
well dwell lower
Id .  /low/ [lou] 
low *
c. /kaw/ [kay]
cow
d, /taw—r/ [ tcitb-or]
tower *
Notes. Por the reasons for the second part 
of a. above, see notes on /3/. It seems 
important to consider the diphthongs as 
entities in all environments.
Section I) — The Liquids
1. SYMBOLISATION /!/
Phonetic Bescription.
a. fairly clear continuant in syllable- 
initial position, or as the second element 
of consonant clusters in pre—vocoid 
position.
b. as syllabic, either alone or immediately 
after a consonant in the same syllable, 
the realisation is very dark [1 ].
c. as syllable final immediately after a 
vowel, or as the first element in a con­
sonant cluster, the realisation is vocalic
tv].
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d. when following [rj in the same syllable, 
a retroflex [l] is found.
Examples. a. /lip/, /slip/, /bligk/
lip slip blink
b. /ka— si/ [kae—si],
castle
/tej—bl/ [te;~bl] 
table
c. /Sal/ /eedl/ [gejv]»
shall gale
/fyl/ [fjnj.], /kalm/ [kcmm], 
full calm +
/kxlz/ [knj.z] etc„
kill s
d. /orl/ [orl]
hurl
Notes. Back rounded vowels occur only as 
allophones of /l/, since although the actual 
realisation of phoneme 4 /y/ varies, it is 
never retracted beyond a central position*
The opposition * full1;1 foolT is thus sym­
bolised as /fyl/;/fyil/, phonetically 
[fyu]J[fy:u], the latter being extremely 
long* Both of these are in effect diph­
thongal, and induce a glide of the labio— 
palatal type in slow speech* Phonemically, 
however, they are considered monosyllabic, 
since otherwise the symbol /l/ could not be 
used. This is because after a syllable 
boundary (i.e. as initial or syllabic), /!/ 
would not be realised as [y]. (see allophonic 
notes*)
—/J, 0 "*
2. 3YMBQLI3ATI ON /r/
Phonetic Description,
i, as syllable—initial, realised as [&] or
M *
ii. as second or third element of* consonant 
clusters, realised as [■*] or [•*]• 
iii* a. in position Vr—  when V is /a/ or /o/, 
realised as [r]. (/©/ occurs in this
position only in tonic syllables — 
cf. notes to Vowel 11.) 
b. in position Vr— when V is any other 
vowel phoneme, realised as [or].
9
iv. a. in position VrO- when V is /a/ or 
/o/ or /oi/9 realised as [r].
b. in position VrO- when is any other 
vowel phoneme, realised as [or], 
v. in env, —r— or —Cr—/— CrC— , i.e. when 
syllable—nucleus, realised as [or]
s. i. /red/, /me—rii/
red merry
ii. /brig/, /strig/
bring string
iii. a. /kar/ [kar], /p©r/ [per]
car + 8 purr
b. /bizr/ [biior] etc, with other 
beer 0 vowels.
iv. a. /arm/ [arm], /cord/ [bord]
arm 8 bird
/&3 0 ird3/ [3.3 0 :1*5.3 ]
Gfeorge
b, /biird/ [biiord] etc. with
beard 88 other vowels
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Yp /r/ [ or ], /n©m—b r/ [ iiAm—b 0r ],
her, atonic number
brd/
numbered.
Notes. It is apparent from an examination 
of the data that the retroflexion of this 
phoneme and. the often concomitant centring 
effect [a] are two of the most distinc^ ve 
features of this dialect. It seemed preferable 
at first to set up two phonemes, different­
iated not by the presence or absence of 
retroflexion which is clearly easily accounted 
for by allophonic rules, but rather by the 
presence or absence of a conditioned pre— 
occurring [0 ] element. However, further 
examination of the material does show that, 
lay fairly complex allophonic rules as listed 
on the previous page, it is possible to 
deduce from the phonetic environment whether 
or not such a phonetic element is present.
It is not surprising that the centring 
element is not present after the two central 
vowels /a/ [a] and /©/, or is, at least, not-f*
readily perceptible. What is interesting is 
that, in the env. VrC— , these are joined by 
the phoneme /oz/. Thus in the environment 
Vr— there are two V— phonemes which are not 
followed by [0 ], whereas in the env. VrC— , 
there are three* I cannot explain why /o:/ 
should occupy this anomalous position, but
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the data on this point is clearer than on most.
Thus by examining the preceding vowel phoneme 
in the same syllable, it is possible to tell 
whether or not [0 ] is present.
There now arises the problem of those 
syllables which I have chosen to symbolise with 
no vowel phoneme. It seemed logical that, since 
[0 ] is to be regarded as a feature of /r/ in the 
previously mentioned contexts to avoid setting 
up a whole range of centring diphthongs which 
never occurred except in the environment [~r], 
it should also be regarded as a feature of /r/ 
wlier-ever it occurred unstressed in the position 
[or]. This feature is limited to atonic syllables 
since in tonic syllables the phonetic realisation 
is [—or] and we have chosen to regard this [0 ]
0
as an allophone of vowel 11 /a/ (q.,v0) It 
would theoretically be possible, by complicating 
the allophonic rules still further by different­
iating tonic and atonic syllables, to regard this 
stressed [0 ] also as conditioned by /r/, but this 
seems most undesirable since the very essence of 
this [0 ] element is that it is conditioned by the 
retroflexion and is totally unstressed.
Although in rule five (see previous page), I 
have listed —r— as well as —Or— and —CrC— as the 
environments in question, —r— is attested, I think, 
only in the case of atonic 'her*. However, in 
words such as f number*, ’numbered1, f numbers1, 
the suggested representation works well, what
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D. J. would represent by [0 ] being represented 
here by /r/ with allophonic rules producing a 
realisation [or]. To use two symbols would be
ft
phonemically redundant since the [0 ] must occur 
in thi s envi ronme nt.
One other vital point is this; in this 
particular section “v" in all cases must be 
taken to be referring only to monophthongs.
The diphthongs /aj, eq, 0 3 , aw, ow/, when 
followed by /r/, as when followed by any. other 
vowel phoneme, do not yield a triphthong (see-tw
notes on * diphthongs!). Thus rlayer1 is 
/lej—r/, whereas 1 glare* is /gler/. This 
accords with ones perceptual impressions, in 
so far as it is possible to draw a line any­
where on the cline from definite monophthong 
to definite diphthong. Thus in the context 
[V^V], there will always be a syllable boundary,
V V  4
thus: [Yjjr-V]. The second [V], it must be re­
emphasised, may be /r/.
In fact, the position of the syllable 
boundary in the transcription makes 
this quite clear.
^ »*•
Examples usedg with transcript ions adopted«
MONOSYLLABIC
1 . beer beard [bis or] 
/bi:r/
[bi:and] 
/b i:rd/
2 , /i/ [UNATTESTED]
3. A V [UKA.TTESTHD]
4. pure endured [pyer]
/pyn/
[ indyor&] 
/in—dyrd/
5* A s / [UNAT'iTSST}3D]
6 . glare glared [glean]
/glen/
[gleand]
/glerd/
7. car card [lmn]
A a r / /kard/
8. /a:/ [UNATTESTED]
9. A / [ UNAT0138T]ED]
[per rd]56 
/po;rd/
10. pour poured [po:an] 
/po:n/
11, burr bird [bon]
/bsr/
[bord]
/bord/
DISYLLABIC
IS. fire fired [fa:dan] 
/fad-n/
[faijord]
/fa^-rd/
13. layer layered [leden]
/led-n/
[lejord] 
/lej—rd/
14. employer employers [emplodan][emploda^z] 
/era—ploj—r// em-plod—n
15. flower flowered [flawar]
/flaw-n/
[flaward] 
/flaw—rd/
16. blower blowers [bIowan] 
/blow—r/
[blowerz] 
/blow—rz/
-x Note tlie distinction between [po:an] and 
[po:nd]
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Section E — The Consonants
The consonant phonemes of the dialect differ 
little’ in n.urnber and allophonic variants from 
their counterparts in R.P. There is one phoneme 
less, /h/, which is not attested as a segmental 
phoneme, although we have already noted certain 
uses as a feature of pre-vocalic emphatic juncture. 
Bearing in mind that /j, w, 1, r/ are dealt with 
elsewhere, we set up the following inventory of 
consonantal phonemes:—
/p b t d k g f v 6 c> s 2 J 3 tj &3 m n g/ [19] 
The following can he described phonetically in a 
similar fashion to their equivalents in R.P., and 
appear to have similar allophonic variants, where 
applicable.
A - A  /e/> A A  A A  A A  A A  A  A  A A  A /
The following need brief notes on certain 
addi tiona1 allophoni c var1ant s.
/p/s- A/s- /m/, In syllable—final position, these 
/n/, /t/, are normally unreleased [p1 k 1 m*
n* t1]. Syllable—final [lc! ] is 
often replaced by [9], apparently 
in free variation. These phonemes 
are released — i.e. these alio— 
phones are not found — iai posi­
tions of strong stress*
/n/, /t/, /d/, After [r]in the same syllable,
A J */5 A c A  these phonemes have a retroflex
al1ophone, unre1e a s ed where 
appropriate ( see above) * In 
the case of /tJ'A A 3  A  
course, only the plosive element 
is retroflex. (See also alio— 
phone d. of /l/) .
/f/s /s/. The distribution of these phonemes
differs between the two informants, 
in that Mr. Cooper tends not to 
use them at all in word— initial 
position. However, this is a 
difference in distribution not 
in inventory, (cf. Cooper 
[virl], [zi:] for ’feel* * see1.)
CHAPTER III
Tjie Supra— s egmexit al Phono Io gy
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THE SUPiUSEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY
The major suprasegmental features to be described 
for the dialect material, as for S 0E 0, are stress, in­
tonation and juncture. An exhaustive study of these 
would comprise a work complete in itself; I have 
accordingly limited myself to noting what seem to be 
the most significant points of contrast between the
dialect and S.E., basing my observations principally
1 2on the works of O ’Connor and Arnold , IOingdon ,and 
3
Pike . The observations on the incidence of pause 
in this type of informal speech are, I hope, slightly 
more original.
Stress and Intonation. It is generally accepted 
that the intonation patterns of English can most con­
veniently be described in terms of three finite sets 
(pre-head, head and nucleus), the members of which 
show various, but not unrestricted, combinatory 
possibilities. Hot all linguists agree on the number 
of members in each set, but it is generally accepted
1. J. D. O ’Connor and G. P. Arnold ’’Intonation of 
Colloquial English”.
2. Roger Kingdon ’’The Groundwork of English Intonation”
3. Ko L* Pike ’’The Intonation of American English”.
that the principal meaningful element of the tune is 
carried by the nucleus* (This does not exclude a 
’meaning1 of prominence elsewhere - see below). In 
order to contrast the system found in the dialect with 
that of S.S., we have examined the description of S.S. 
proposed by O ’Connor and Arnold, which seemed the 
simplest and clearest for this purpose.
O'Connor and Arnold propose to establish, for a 
description of the intonation of S.I., six simple 
and two compound nuclei (the nucleus of an intonation 
pattern consists of its last prominent syllable), 
i^hree heads (which run from the first prominent 
syllable to the start of the nucleus), and two preheads 
(which are composed of any syllables occurring before 
the first prominent syllable). Any syllables occurring 
after the nuclear syllable are referred to as the tail.
It is clear from the definitions above that intona­
tion and stress are closely connected, and so, before 
proceeding further, we must examine our concept of 
stress. Pirst, it must be emphasised that not all
*
stressed syllables are prominent. Prominence is defined 
as ’the attribute of words which are made' to stand out 
in an utterance by being accented*, and is thus more 
than the regular rhythmic occurrence of 'inherent* stress. 
All words of more than one syllable normally have at 
least one inherent stress, sometimes more. These, however, 
cannot by definition be syntactically governed and are
* op. cit. p.272
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therefore not distinctive* Furthermore, although two 
degrees of stress are said to be contrastive in S.E. 
in pairs such as /'kondAkt/ and /kon'dAkt/ or /'ekspoit/ 
/ek'spo:t/, no minimal pairs of this type have occurred 
spontaneously in the dialect and attempts at elicitation 
revealed only unfamiliarity with the lexical items in 
question, which are, as far as I know, all semi-learned 
words* Aven the opposition between billow1 and 'below*, 
clearly less 'learned1, was absent in the dialect, since 
'below* is not found in the dialect (cf. section on 
prepositions) and 'billow' was not forthcoming* Hence 
it seems reasonable to conclude that stress, as such, is 
not distinctive at the word level in the dialect.
This does not mean, however, that inherent stress 
plays only an insignificant part in the dialect* Apart 
from its rhythmical functions, not dealt with here, it 
is important (by virtue of its presence in varying degrees) 
to differentiate 'green house* from 'greenhouse1 and 
'light housekeeper* from 'lighthouse keeper* etc. As 
these superfixes seem to be similar in the dialect to 
their S.E. counterparts, I have not treated them more 
fully here. In the transcription, 'word* divisions have 
been allowed to override syllable divisions for reasons 
given in the introduction. This does mean that a pair 
such as 'black bird* and 'blackbird* can be easily 
distinguished, being respectively /blak bard/ and 
/blak—bard/* Compare also /grim aws/ and /gri:—
Thus inherent word stress, which is distinctive at the 
phrase level rather than at the word level, is normally 
clearly indicated in the transcription, at the expense
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of an accurate indication of the phonetic syllable 
division, which is clearly of less importance grammatically.
Prominence, however, (called ’special stress' by 
Strang, p.57) is distinctive, It serves to focus attention 
on any syllable or syllables in a sentence, whether or not 
such syllables were already inherently stressed. The 
placing of this prominence, together with the resultant 
changes to the intonation patterns, can give a series of 
different meanings to a single series of morphemes, and 
these distinct meanings function as members of a set, every 
complete utterance necessarily bearing one "suprasegmental 
meaning" in addition to the combined meaning of the 
segmental units.
Prominence, says Strang , is not distinguished from 
stress simply by being more intense ~ although it often 
is this - but by ’what determined the pre-sence and 
absence of one and the same phoneme of stress', This 
leads directly to a very real problem, not to my mind 
adequately discussed. Can a stressed syllable be 
distinguished from a prominent syllable without using 
as criteria the intonation patterns which have just been 
defined in terms of prominence? In other words, there 
seems to be a circularity, that a nucleus consists.of the 
last prominent syllable and also that where the nucleus 
lies ■ must be the last prominent syllable. In many 
cases, the prominent syllables are obvious, but in a 
number of utterances with what might be called ’ordinary’ 
intonation, it seems implausible to call the nuclear 
syllable prominent except by virtue of the apparent 
circularity outlined above. Thus, in the case of the
* op. cit», p.5Y«
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first two examples below, the prominent syllable is 
obvious in speech, whereas in the third, with ’ordinary* 
intonation, only the negative reason that there is no 
other prominent syllable, or the circular reason that 
that is where the nucleus lies, can tell us that 'try*
■jf
is the prominent syllable .
sHe,seems to,try (’he* is prominent)
HeNseens to,try ('seems1 is prominent)
Hen seems toNtry ('try* must be considered
prominent)
It. might thus be more accurate to say that the nucleus 
of a sentence comprises, the last prominent syllable, 
except that where there is no promina&t syllable it 
comprises the last stressed syllable. We thus avoid 
saying, as O'Connor and Arnold necessarily say, that 
all sentences contain a prominent syllable, which I feel 
to be counter-intuitive . This in no way renders stress 
distinctive, since any differences of meaning are still 
conveyed by the typeafnucleus occurring in such a 
position and the meaning of "prominence" is simply 
absent. We are then left with prominence, which is 
always distinctive in focusing the hearer's attention 
where it would not otherwise be drawn, and intonation, 
the nuclei of which carry a number of distinctive meanings 
which, although they are difficult to define and label 
briefly and adequately, nevertheless function contrastively 
within a finite set. Although these two features can thus 
be established separately, nevertheless they normally 
interact within very close relationships.
* The symbolisation used here and below is that of 
O'Connor and Arnold.
**However, in order always to indicate the nuclear
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Having said that stress is not distinctive at the 
word level in the dialect even in the limited cases where 
■It is so in S.2,, and having said that virtually any 
syllable can be prominent in both dialect and S,E., we 
may now turn very briefly to the intonation patterns 
which occur in the dialect and see how they compare with 
those suggested for S,E.
A number of general points can be made at the outset.
Firstly, the number of tunes (i.e. the number of nuclei)
superfixed to an utterance of a given length is greater
than is the case in S.S., to judge from the transcriptions
of practice sentences given in the standard descriptions
of English intonation. My own impression would confirm
this and suggest that the dialect material is composed
of a larger number of shorter tunes than is normally the
case for S.E. In particular, virtually every adverb
occurring after the verb has a separate tune; thus we find
(I used to rent a little plat just a little way out from 
f/aj ujys t© l(rent 0 li— tl 'plat 1 3 0s 0 li— tl wej ,awt from
(this place here, about a ten minutes1 walk.
(&IS -pie3s ,31 :r bawd 0 tftejn mr—nits ,wo:k/
Here we find ffron this place1 'here1 and 1 about a ten 
minutes' walk' all showing independent Low Bise tunes 
after the compound High Fall + Low Bise of the principal 
tune of the sentence. This gives a far more 'disjointed* 
effect than in S.S. speech, since each tune is separated 
by at least a virtual pause (cf. also notes on juncture, 
below).
(cont.) syllable even when it is not prominent, I have 
throughout the thesis marked stressed syllables 
in the same way as prominent syllables where such 
stressed syllables are nuclear. This not only adds 
clarity but also conforms to the usage of my models 
for this section. Thus, in all the examples, the 
symbol** before a syllable indicates either a pro­
minent syllable or a nuclear stressed syllable.
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Secondly, while the dialect material can apparently 
be adequately described in terms of the six simple and 
two compound nuclei suggested by O ’Connor and Arnold, 
it is much more difficult to categorise the pre-nuclear 
segments in terms of their three heads. This point is 
developed below, with tentative proposals for the 
establishment of two additional heads. I might note 
here also that it has proved extremely difficult to 
differentiate adequately between the simple Pall-Rise
’X-
tune and the compound High Pall + Low Rise . That there 
are two such distinct tunes, I am fairly certain, but to 
distinguish them with certainty at all times would need 
a full study of the ’tune meanings' conveyed by each of 
the tunes. This is something which I feel is exceptionally 
difficult for a native English speaker, simply because 
he can hardly avoid ascribing to a tune the ’meaning’ 
normally associated with it in his own speech, whereas it 
is at least possible that the implications in Devonshire 
differ from those of S.E.
Thirdly, a brief tonetic point may be made, in the 
most general of terns. All of the nuclei referred to 
below include kinetic tones, the movement of which in 
S.P. can be either intra- or inter-syllabic. In the 
dialect material, it is very noticeable that intra- 
syllabic movement occurs only when the nuclear syllable 
is final in the tune; at other times, the nuclear syllable 
is almost invariably static, and the kinetic impression is 
conveyed by the relative position of the following unstressed
* ef. O ’Connor and Arnold, p.27*
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syllable or syllables. Thus whereas in S.P., a High-Pall
realisation of ’push-bike’ /NpyJ-bajk/ night show either
an inter-syllabic fall or, far more probably, a fall
within the prominent syllable followed by an unstressed
syllable level with, or just lower than, the end of the
fall, in the dialect material, only the former is normally
found. So too with, for example, a Low-l?all /> zom-tajmz/,
or a Low-Rise /#m-siz/. The sane feature is observed
when the unstressed syllable is not within the sane word
or phrase. Thus the better it was for you
/da "be— tr %twez fr i:/
where the fall is between /twez/ and /fr/ and not within
/twcz/, and also .... a lot of pigs like
/ © ulod 9 vpig2 lajk/
where the fall is again between the nuclear syllable 
/pigs/ and the adjection /lajk/. This feature adds very 
considerably to the ’jerky1 effect created by the greater 
number of tunos. a superficial listening to the intona­
tion of a spontaneous passage of Devonshire suggests that 
differences between it and S.D. are extremely marked; 
closer examination suggests that, with the possible 
exception of two additional heads discussed below, the 
basic units of the ixrfconation are very similar to S.P., 
and that the very real acoustic differences between the 
dialect and S.D. are due to three principal factors: 
the greater number of shorter tunes, the inter-syllabic 
rather than intra-syllabic kinetic movement, and the 
different incidence of juncture, discussed below.
We nay now proceed to look very briefly at the eight 
nuclei suggested by 0 1Connor and Arnold, all of which are 
found in the corpus quite frequently*
LOW FALL
/ ’bat W 02; ’wot jys t© af t© gow sdry/
That was what used to have to go through...
HIGH FALL
/a5 got 'dry at oil— rajt/
I got through it alright.
RISE PALL
/bejl uwejt fair be3 Aev ,lyksow/
They’ll wait (until) they have, looks so.
LOW RISE
/ ’3©m— tajm *af— tr aj ’las mi , mi— sis/
Sometime after I lost my missus ....
HIGH RISE
/n if bej nan ©— uyi—m j t  ttklej—n m  ber 'byts/
If they haven’t finished cleaning their boots ...
FALL RISE
/koirs mi ^boj wen 0— w^e;) in b© v ar—mi:/
Course, my boy went away in the army,
HIGH FALL + FALL RISE
/aj ’w©rkt on b© sro:ds fr v 0©r— tir ji:r/
I worked on the roads for thirty years.
HIGH FALL + LOW RISE
/wel % naw 3y * z h/
Well now you see ....
* In fact, the two compound tunes High Fall + Fall Rise, 
and High Fall 4- Low Rise always occur in environments 
where the phrasal boundary permits of the view that 
they are merely sequences of simple tunes. However, 
given that there is no discernible pause present in 
certain cases (contrast the usual situation between 
tunes in the dialect), I have chosen to regard these 
as compound tunes. Without a study of meaning, greater 
certainty on this point seems unattainable.
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Many more examples could be adduced of each of these 
tunes and the passage containing the preceding examples 
and others is transcribed fully in an> appendix, to 
illustrate both the segmental phonology and the intona­
tion patterns. It is nottee&De that within the restricted 
corpus studied in detail, the most common tune was High, 
Fall, followed by Fall-Rise. I know of no statistical 
analysis of S.jS. on these lines, but my impression would 
be that Low-Fall and Low-Rise are the most frequent in 
normal speech. This greater use of the tunes employing 
the widest voice range is probably another reason why 
the intonation patterns of the dialect seem, acoustically, 
to be so different from S.L.
It has been briefly mentioned above that description 
of the pre-nuclear segments does not seen to be adequately 
handled in terms of the normal realisations of the three 
heads suggested by O ’Connor and Arnold, namely Low,
Sliding and Stepping. Specifically, there seems to be a 
need for one or more Level Heads, particularly High Level. 
It might be that a full analysis of the heads in co­
ordination with the nuclei would reveal that these level 
heads could be treated as "alloheads” in some way; the 
High Level Head, for example, occurs before Fall-Rise and 
High-Fall nuclei, as might be expected, and a Mid-Level 
Head before Low Fall. The difficulty with "allohoads” is 
that an ordinary rising Low Head also occurs before the 
tunes just mentioned, and while there may well be tonetic
* Stepping and Sliding Heads also occur in these positions, 
though much less frequently than the Level Heads 
discussed hero.
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or other factors governing the occurrence of one or the 
other* it has not been possible to identify then. 
Accordingly* I have treated then provisionally as dis­
tinct heads and have adopted the symbolisation “ for a 
stressed syllable in a High Level head and - for a 
stressed syllable in a Mid-Level head* in accordance 
with the principles of 0 fConnor and Arnold’s system.
We might note finally that the "rising” variety of
the Low Head is extremely common in the dialect. O ’Connor
and Arnold imply (op. cit. p.17) that it is found only
before a High-Pall. In the dialect, it is also found
before Pall—Bise and the compound tunes, and, more
significantly, before tunes starting at a lower level,
such as Bise-Fall, thus necessitating a drop in pitch
between the end of the head and the nuclear syllable.
This, I feel, is not a feature of the Low Head in S.E.
Thus, for example, we find
/n a3 itjys „taf ta Arajd % zem-tajmz/
And I used to have to ride, sometimes ...
where the syllable /taf/ is noticeably higher than the
initial point of the syllable /rajd/.
The unstressed syllables of the prehead seem to 
be described adequately in terms of the Low and High 
Pre-head suggested by O'Connor and Arnold for S.L.
Juncture and Pause
Juncture needs only very brief mention here. As all 
those who have treated this topic have noted, juncture is, 
even in S.!., a 'dispensable feature’, that is, it is 
often lost in less formal conversation. In the dialect 
material, this tendency is strongly accentuated within a 
given tune pattern. Thus we find, for example, 'he sends*
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and ’his ends1 are normally realised the same,/i: zejndz/, 
in the dialect, (although in the first case the /z/ may 
he devoiced under S.E. influence). The often quoted 
examples of ’that scum1 and 'that’s come* were always 
realised identically when elicited, even when the 
informant was asked to speak slowly. We nay also note 
thatjunctural oppositions made in S.S. principally by 
distinctions of length are normally not found in the 
dialect. Thus, to quote one spontaneous example, ’he 
for Christmas1 and ’"beef for Christmas’ are realized 
identically in the dialect, /hi: fr kris-mes/ which I 
feel is most improbable in S.E., even in the quickest 
speech.
However, there is another factor tending to work 
in the opposite direction. There is always a juncture 
feature of some kind between the end of one intonation 
tune and the start of the next, whether or not there is 
actually a pause. Since there are generally more shorter 
tunes in the dialect than in S.E., the realisation of, 
for example, ’from this place here’ /from &is ,plejs 
i:r/ with two Low-Rise patterns, ensures the presence 
of a juncture feature in this case where it is liable 
to be lost in rapid speech in S.E. We can thus say, 
briefly, that juncture is more likely to be dispensed 
with within a tune in the dialect, and less likely to 
be lost between tunes, of which there are a larger 
number in .the informant's speech. Thus the total effect 
is often very different from S.E,
This last point leads directly to an examination of 
pausu itself. In formal speech, pause tends to correlate 
with the boundaries of the tune patterns discussed above,
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which in their turn tend to correlate with clause and 
sentence boundaries. In informal speech, two contrary 
processes seem to operate. On one hand, the number of 
pauses is reduced as intonation tunes often follow one 
another without any pause, while on the other hand 
pauses tend to occur where they do not occur in formal 
speech, within intonational and grammatical groups at 
points which allow maximum lexical choice. It is how­
ever possible to state, for the dialect speaker at 
least, the points at which such pauses nay occur 
although it is not of course possible to predict 
whether or not a pause will occur in a specific 
instance. This section is descriptive rather than 
contrastive since I know of no general study of pause 
in informal Standard English*
We will first look briefly at the additional pauses 
occurring within intonational and grammatical groups at 
what I have called 'points of maximal lexical choice'•
The three principal such points are (a) between deter­
miner and nominal
Her was going give the, _/P7 tenants the first chance.
That's how far up my /^/property come.
He got a H 7  decent firm around him like.
(b) between a preposition and a governed nominal
from /P7  this place here
for /P/ for months and months
(c) between a nominal and the verb of which it is the 
subject
If I seed there was something must be doed, i M  
forget the sitting down.
When tis your hone and that, you A?7 feel happy.
So I /P7 laid hold to this.
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It is particularly interesting that such a pause when 
a compound tense is involved invariably occurs between 
the auxiliary and the lexical verb, not between subject 
and auxiliary. Further, in the case of the tenses with 
auxiliary 'have1, the particle a- which often accompanies 
the auxiliary, also comes before the pause. This, taken 
with the fact that this a- is not found in the passive 
where the auxiliary is 'be', not 'have1, suggests that 
the particle is inherently connected with the auxiliary 
in some way and not with the following lexical unit. 
However, no phonetic or sugra-segnental factors emerge / 
which seem to govern its presence or absence, (cf. below, 
discussion of the perfect tense) so it has only been 
possible to note with which verbs it does or does not 
occur.
Stairs used to / a  to ..er., /P7  go from over there.
He'll /E7 collar a lot of it now.
I ’ve a-/?/ tilled it every year.
I ’ve a~/P/ doed very well ....
In all the above examples the pause occurs at points 
other than the boundary of a tune and/or grammatical unit. 
However, it is not true to say, for the informant at least, 
that such pauses occur at random. In this respect, my 
experience is different from that of Smith and Quirk .
There are virtually no pauses at other points in the 
continuum (apart from those at tune boundaries discussed 
below) except when the informant was interrupted by 
another speaxer in some way. 1 have deliberately excluded 
such situations from my analysis but even there, it is 
normally a pause which allows such an interruption to be
* Smith and Quirk "Some Problems of Verbal Communication". 
Transactions of the Yorkshire Dialect Society Part LIV, 
Vol.IX. pp.10-20
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made and this is usually at one of the three points of 
structure mentioned above*
Let us now look at the other important trend, the 
non-presence of pause at tune boundaries. Here too a 
distinct pattern emerges on closer study. We nay say 
that pause is present (a) between tunes who^boundaries 
correlate with those of independent or co-ordinate 
clauses or (b) between an utterance-initiator (e.g. so, 
anyhow, still, well) with its own tune and the body of the 
utterance,
We may say that pause is not present (a) between 
tunes which are intra-clausal (b) between a subordinate 
clause and any other clause (which may or may not itself 
be subordinate).
Perhaps surprisingly, over 95cf° of the tune boundaries 
examined either showed or failed to show a concomitant 
pause in accordance with these features of the grammatical 
structure of the utterance. An examination of the specimen 
passage provides the following examples, all of which are 
fully transcribed in the appendix.
PRESENT (a) I can tell you this much /l?7 I worked on
the roads for 30 years /P/and I still had ...
(b) Well anyhow /177 that was what used to have 
to go through
ABSENT // e= tune boundary (see appendix)
(a) I used to rent a little plat just a little 
way out // from /W7 this place // here /P7
(b) More tiddies you growed // the better twas 
for you.
When he come home // I thought (to) myself 
now ..*
In a few instances, a pause is present as expected at a 
tune boundary, and there is also an adjacent (predictable) 
intra-group pause of the type discussed above.
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I shall proper (?) take it a bit easy // /P7, 
he1!! /PT collar a lot of it now.
Similarly, when there is no pause at a tune boundary,
there is occasionally an intra-group pause nearby.
Sometime after I lost my missus // X /t7 gived up 
the plot.
These two possibilities clearly arise from the rules
governing the occurrence of pause discussed above.
Thus, in conclusion, we see that the occurrence of
pause shows a high degree of predictability at tune
boundaries, and that we can closely delimit those other
points of structure where it may occur, although its
presence or absence cannot be predicted in any given
utterance. The distinction between independent and
co-ordinate clauses on one hand and subordinate clauses
on the other hand might well help a definition of the
sentence? in those instances where a co-ordinate clause
shows no pause between itself and an adjacent clause,
no sentence boundary would bo postulated. Fries hors 
*
said : ’One cannot find in speech the signals that will 
mark unmistakably the divisions of sentences ... The 
sentence, as set off by punctuation in written anaterials, 
(is not) a unit of the living language of speech1. It 
is true that the informant’s "sentences’1 would not 
correspond to those of standard punctuation, and it is 
also true that suprasegmental features will not mark off 
sentences Unmistakably1. Nevertheless, I feel that a 
unit of structure marked off by a tune boundary correlated 
with specific grammatical features and often with pause
* quoted by Smith and Quirk, op. cit. p.15.
does emerge in the informant’s speech, and this unit 
is closely akin to the 'sentence1 of written English.
This is what is meant by the term * sentence1 throughout 
this thesis. Thus a form such as /¥/ // /‘"ej-dirn4mnm
'len-jard/ // /F7  which satisfies all the criteria, is 
clearly both an independent clause and a sentence in 
terms of the structure of the spoken language. Of course, 
there are a number of occasions when not all the criteria 
are satisfied; in such cases a decision, if it is important 
to the grammatical analysis, may have to be made. Never­
theless, sup.rasegmental features including pause (far 
less random in the informant’s speech than has often been 
suggested for informal speech in general) do help us very 
considerably to establish the units of co-ordinate and 
subordinate clause and sentence, which are extremely 
useful units for the syntactic analysis of the dialect.
CHAPTER IY
Pronouns tand Adj.Qctjryes 
— morphology and syntax
MORPHOLOGY OF THE PERSONAL AMD POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS,
THE POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES AND THE
REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS
The Personal Pronouns
1 st pers*
singular
2nd pars, 
sing.& plur
3rd pers. 
singular 
(concrete, 
non-female)
3rd pers.
singular
(female)
3rd pera, 
singular 
(abstract)
1 st ugers. 
plural
3rd pars, 
plural
STRESSED 
SUBJECT NON-SUBJECT
A d /
/dy/
/as,
/ml:/
/dy/
A : /  /!:/
/or/ /or/
“JOT
EOUED
/as/
UNSTRESSED 
SUBJECT NOH—SUBJECT
/ad/
/dy/ 
/3 a/
A ' /
A ' /
/'6ed/ /bed/
A /
A
/ 3 s/
/&ejy
/om/
/mi:/
A * /
% /
A ’/
/it/
/( e) t/
/q s/
/om/
NOTES (a) Person and Number. The categories of person and 
number correspond to those of S.B. with one major exception, 
namely the third person singular. In S.E., the division of 
this person is basically threefold, male animate (’he1), 
female animate (’she'), any other singular subject (’it*).
It is true that there are certain exceptions, notably pets, 
countries, cars, boats etc., but the-‘selection of 'he1 or 
’she’ for any of these categories is always optional. The 
system In the dialect, although also threefold, is rather 
different, in that 'he1 has generalized very considerably 
at the expense of 'if. The first dialect category includes 
almost every concrete (but not animate female) object, as 
for example, a cottage, a plat of ground, a crane, Big Ben, 
a radio etc. etc. (/is/). The second^/ox/y is limited to 
women, and very occasionally to a mare, although here the 
usage is sporadic (see examples.) The third category (/it/) 
is limited to abstractions, and to the role of a 'dummy' 
subject in phrases such as 'it seems’ 'it is raining' etc. 
Consequently, its occurrence is limited except in unstressed 
subject position. These distinctions are not completely 
maintained, however, as the examples will show.
(b) Stressed and Unstressed. The fundamental 
structural opposition in the personal pronoun system of S.E. 
is that between subject and non-subject, which are formally 
distinct except in the case of 'you'. In the dialect, how­
ever, this opposition is much less important, the most 
significant contrast being between stressed and unstressed 
forms. ('Stressed' is used here, as in the section on verb- 
morphology, in the sense of 'bearing primary-stress’ ). One 
set of forms, however, that of the 1 st person singular, is 
exceptional in that it patterns exactly as in S.E, , /aj/ 
occurring in subject position, stressed or unstressed, and
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/mlt/ in non-subject position in either case. The remarks 
which follow do not therefore apply to this set of forms.
The position with these other forms is rather more 
complicated. Although the basic opposition is one of stress, 
there are divergences within this over-all system, in that 
the unstressed subject is formally the same as the stressed 
forms under certain (differing) circumstances in the case 
of each person.
Thus, in the case of 'her' fit’ and 'us', there are no 
formal distinctions, these being one-member systems? in the 
case of 'he1, the unstressed subject is always formally the 
same as the stressed forms; and in the case of /jy/ and 
/6 ej/, the unstressed subject is the same as the stressed 
forms except when inverted in a question (though here also 
the stressed form may be found when the pronoun bears emphatic 
stress, e.g. /aw bis "jy/ ’how are yon?'.) This is not sur­
prising, since it appears from an examination of the verb- 
morphology that an auxiliary in an inverted question form 
is always a stressed form; we find /jym/ but /bis is/ ('you 
are’ and ’are you?') It is thus possible to specify exactly 
when the unstressed subject is formally as the stressed 
forms, and when as the unstressed non-subject. The pronoun
system may thus be represented polysystemically as:-
(8 ) one-term, no formal oppositions
/(a)r/
/i t/
/©s/
(b ) two-term, subjects non-sub ject opposition, as in S.E.
/aj/ s /mis/
(c) two-term, stressed forms and unstressed subjectsunstressed 
non "subject
/is/ s /n/ (or /im/)
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(d) two-term9 stressed forms and unstressed subject (except 
in inverted Q-jfor£i") s."ungjressed' non-subject, and un~ 
‘stressed subjlTcl in^inverteT^ ^forms.
/jy/, /i;/
/oe j/ /gm/
The most important feature of the system is thus that, 
except for the first person singular, there is no subjects 
object opposition in stressed positions and only a limited 
subjectsobject opposition in unstressed positions. In the 
case of /or/ and /os/, it is the forms which S.E. uses as 
the non-subject form which are used in all stressed positions 
and there are thus no reflexes of ’she’ or 1 we’ 5 in the case 
of /is/ and /bej/, it is the form used by S.Eh as the subject 
form which is used in stressed position; and in the case of
/it/ and /jy/, and the subject?object opposition is neutralise
in SdEo also. In the unstressed positions (except where an 
unstressed subject is formally the same as a stressed form), 
it is in all cases a form similar to that used in S 0E 0 as a 
non-subject form which is used in the dialect, except that 
for /jy/ the normal unstressed form is /is/* We may conclude 
that the over-riding structural opposition in the dialect, 
with the marginal exceptions listed above, is not case but 
stress; in this respect, the system is very different from 
S. E*
Non-structural variants are mentioned and exemplified 
below0
1st person sing, a. stressed
/'*aj ad t$r Jow bs pow—nir "bet “bej wind &© kaps/
I had to show the pony, but they won the cups.
/won i: kom i:n n zi:d "mi: ber/
When he came in and saw me there ...,
/rz won 0 '60 bit owl“-,,fa—J*ind soirt t© "mi:/
Her's one of the bit old-fashioned sort to me,
b . unstressed
/aj got 0 !iki: in mi po—kit aj p©t ui:n/
I got a key in my pocket I put in.
/bej won— tid t© mejk mi: "mejzd lajk j© si:/
They wanted to make me mazed like, you see,
/i 1 ns—vr,lspok t© mi: majnd/
He never spoke to me, mind.
2nd. person sing, and plural.
a. stressed
/if Sijy di—dn dy it s©m— di: els w©z we j— tin Hty/
If you didnrt do it, somebody else was waiting to,
/kyd "jy tel mi: wer zow—n—sow livz/
Could you tell me where so—and— so lives?
(/jy tejk "joir pow—ni: wej ber i:n &© sen— tr © &© riq 
(You take your pony away there in the centre of the ring,
(n ”jy stop ber/
(and you stop there.
The following example shows the stressed:unstressed opposition
/ko:r to—mi: i: sed aw bi: i: aj scd "fajn d3ak aw bi: "jy/ 
'cor, Tommy*, he said, 'how are you? 1 I said, 'Fine, Jack,
how are you?!
/aj got "jy aj now ujy oil—rajt/
I got you, I know you alright.
/i : 1—dn now gyd t© 11 jy/
He isn't 210 good to you.
/rajt ©p o—vr "jy lajk bats &.© "big rym/
Right up over you, like, that's the big room.
b * unstressed
In the unstressed position, there are three forms 
/t7/ 9 iip /d©/ and iii, /i:/„ The respective uses areS- 
i, as normal uninverted subject—pronoun, except in phrases 
such as ’you know’ and ?you see1; ii, as subject—pronoun in 
certain phrases, particularly /jo now/(fyou know*); and iii, 
in all non— subject positions, and in subject position in 
'questions showing inversion, unless the pronoun is particularly 
stressed, see above,
i. /.1 y/
/jy mas bi: Giq—kxn ts jr~"zel wel ajm 9 "la-ki: ''man/
You must be thinking to yourself* ’Well, I ’m a lucky man’, 
/"e—ni: n "ev—ri:— 0ig jy won—tid ty t jo now/
Any and everything you wanted to it, you know,
/aj down now wot os Jyd lidy wi—awt o bid 0 sporrt d© 11 jy/
I don’t know what we should do without a bit of sport,
do you ?
i i <» / j © /
/berz "oil—wiz so—mil] to bi: “dyd jo now/
There’s alv/ays something to be done, you know,
iii,/i 1/
/wot ov i: bin "dy— in ov/
What’ve 37*0u been doing of ?
/jy ne—vr ’'now dy i: /
You never know, do you ?
/aj kyd tel ii bo *‘dejt/
I could tell you the date ,,,,
/mo:r i!ti—di:z jy gro:d bo be— tr '*twez fr i:/
More tiddies you grew, the better it was for you,
/sow "ms—ni: o i: ben—did op bi:— "ajn/« O ft oo,, so many of you bent up behind 
3rd person singular, concrete, non—female
It is difficult to justify the definition of this 
category in the case of stressed forms, since those which 
occur tend to refer to persons or animals; where a stressed 
form refers to anything else, a demonstrative form, usually
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’that’, is normally used. Thus, to he strictly accurate, a
rather different system, incorporating demonstratives^is
often necessary for the stressed position, and the division
of the person into ’male’, ’female’ and ’the rest’ (/i:/,
/or/, /bat/) would he close to that of 8,11, Since the
demonstratives are treated elsewhere* however-, we have based
the divisions of this person on what seems to be the case
for the unstressed positions* Thus /i:/ and /or/, when
stressed, normally refer to animate objects, while neither
/!:/ nor /it/ is normally found stressed when referring to
inanimate objects* Two exceptions are noted below, see
under ’he’ (stressed) and ’it’ (stressed) *
We should also note that potential confusion between
/i:/ ’he’/ ’him’ and /!:/ ’you’ does not arise except in one
case., that of unstressed inverted question form /dy i:/
(’does he?’ or ’do you?’) * In stressed position, /i:/ is
always 3rd person, in unstressed non-subject position, it
is always rind personJ and in unstressed subject position
where there is no inversion, it is always 3rd person, /jy/
or /jo/ being used for the rind person (/i: dy/= he doesj
/jy dy/= you do* )
/n/ and /im/ are apparently in free variation but the
latter is extremely rare, being outnumbered tenfold by /n/*
a * stressed
/”i: n "1 :% mi— soz wen op to bo we—diq/
He and his missus went up to the wedding*
/aj ad o kat n “i: dajd/
I had a cat and he died*
/"bej lajk wi: n Hi: lajks "bej/
They like him and he likes them*
/"i: no:d Slmi: n "aj no:d "i:/
He knew me and I knew him*
/aj ne—vr aks "i: l,no— 0 iq/
I never ask him nothing*
/n sow aj workt "I:/
And so I worked him (a crane)
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/aj ad ’’se—vn*'ji :r log wi "i:/
I had seven year along with him, Ca farmer)
/now Jim—Jam wi ni:/
no shim— sham with him, (a "builder)
/aj Jo<L af to si: 'bawd ”i:/
I shall have to see ahout him0 (the coalman)
h 0 unstressed
/i: wez op to illi--V0— tn/
He (a farm) vrns up to Lovaton,
/i: W 02 ss—vnwmaj 1 wej from "jiir/
He (a quarry) was seven mile away from here*
/i: ¥92 5e hast e 'bo livow~r jo zi:/
He (a cottage) was the hest of the four, you see*
/'now—ho—di: down now "dy i:/
Nobody knows, does he? (or * do you’, cf« note)
/aj Jol a p to gi n '*ep/
I shall have to give it up, (a cottage)
/aj maj— tn “av im mo:r n Gar—ti: dejz n ajd 0 ulost n/
I mightn’t have it more than 30 days, and I ’d fve lost it0
(a dog)
/aj oil—'wiz lajk ki:p im nfo:r—©d/
I always like to keep him forward,, (a clock)
/aj jys 1 0 ksl— tQ—vejt "maj gar—dn lajk aj got 11 "naw/
I used to cultivate my garden like I got it now*
/ajv livd i:n n nnaw fr "fo:r—ti: ji:r/
I ’ve lived in it now for forty year,
/aj ad 9 nyMryf pet on n/
I had a new roof put on it.
We could note one example of /11/ and /it/ apparently in free
variation*
Kaj zi:d 11 wot i: den pet 9p "ej—r ternd n dri: tajmz saw it, what it didj put up a hare, turned it three times ra koit 0 1/
(and caught itu ( The subject is a dog, )
3rd person sing0 g female a, stressed
/ haj ad 60 ufes prajz n u9r ad 60 use—ksnd/
I had the first prise, and her had the second,
/aj zi:d "er bcr wi "ij/
I saw her there with him,
/aj n£—vr jys to sej no— 0113 ty nar/
I never used to say nothing to her.
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*b • unstressed
/wel naw r wonts 9t oil "wajld/
Well now her wants it all wild,
/down spojl r "(bat we3/
Don?t spoil her that way,
/ 3y fcirpt r hah “der awt ‘60 uwej/
You kept her hack there out the way*
All the above examples refer to a woman, 'Her* is used 
at times for a mare, hut inconsistently as the following 
example shows,
/'to owl "mer aj 3ys t© Jow w@z 0 li— tl hit ot-“e3—did ■ . 
The old mare I used to show was a little hit hot-headed 
wen r wqz "majnd ty r sd start hit av 0 “ag—ki:~“pag—ki: 
when her was mind to, her'd start hit of a hanky-panky,
30 now ri: r ap on “Gejnd fr "xaas—tajm 30 now zom— tajmz
you know, rear up on the ' end for past— time, you know, 
a3d 0 got pot “stik ty n fr to let n now tot wer i: 
Sometimes I'd a—got put stick to him for to let him know 
wqz “ty wer i:z “ple3 s waz/
that ««. where he was to, where his place was,
3rd sing,, abstract a, stressed
This is not normally found stressed, for reasons which
have already been stated (cf, notes on /!•/)„ There is one
interesting example, however, where /Sat/ might he expected
/a3 ne—vr se3 "no— Gig ty n bawd "it nr “na— Gig/
I never say nothing to him, about it nor nothing,
b , BPJ1 tjr es
/werz it "ty/
Where's it to ? (
/si: wot it— 1 kost jy t©~"dej wot it did $±:rz a— “gow/
See what it*11 cost you today, what it did years ago,
/a3 do—now tot a3 e—vr tyk e—ni: “in— tres in 1 1 t© “now/
I don't know that I ever took any interest in it to know, 
/got“dry ©t o:l—rajt/
Got through it alright.
It is true that /it/ or /at/ does occur in a number of places
where the reference is a concrete object, hut far less than
/n/. Where /it/ does occur, this may he due to the influence
of S.E.
1st person plural a, stressed
/wen "as waz plaw— in ajv ad "siks dejz 0 wx:k/ 
Whan we were ploughing, I!ve had six days a week 
/"maj po;r owl 3310—&r n far—br riird "as op/
Hy poor old mother and father reared us up * * *
/a 'land— lej—di: r waz fr "as lajk ben/
A landlady her was for us, like, then?
h , unstressed
/"pros—piks as koil at/
''Prospects'*9 us call it,
/Jys to "majn Jirr d3as ap "bav as/
Used to mine here, Just up above us.
grd person plural a, stressed
/ uaJ ad ta Jow ba pow—ni: hat u’beJ wind &a leaps/
I had to show the pony, hut they won the cups,
/aj kyd tjak "bej a—*hawt/
I could chuck them ahout,
/bats apl^bej bej now wot "bawt ov/
That's up to them, they know what they're ahout of ,,,
ho unstressed
In the subject position, there are two forms /bej/ and
/am/, the latter occurring only in inverted questions where
the pronoun is unstressed, as it usually is, (of, the notes
on /Jy/ unstressed,)
/beJ spek ta av "nejm ta ba aw2; down am/
They expect to have a name to the house, don't they ?
/Sat waz far az e—vr bej ,fpojd am/
That was far as ever they paid them,
/*wer dy am get ba "tyilz ty/
Where do they get the tools to?
In the nonrrSubject unstressed position, only /am/ is 
is found,
/bejd tejk am hak av Jr i!do:r fr af a krawn/
They'd take them hack of your door for haIf—a—crown,
/aj stejd ber log wi am fr nmo:r n o Ji:r/
I stayed there along with them for more than a year,
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Relative order In both subject and non— subject positions, 
stressed and unstressed, a first person form comes first, 
followed by a second person, followed by a third person*
/dgss lajk “mi: n njy n ui: Sen/ 
just li :e me and jrou and him, then*
/mi: n went 'skyrl to—ge—&r/
me and Jack went school together,
/praps ’'mi: n ujy majt mejk 0 '’dejl/ 
perhaps me and you might make a deal*
/mil n bej "went 5cr wen najt/ 
me and they went there one night * ,,,
There are no examples with /9 s/,
The Possessive Adjectives and Pronouns
SIR'ES8ED UNSTRESSED
ADJECTIVE PRONOUN ADJECTIVE PRONOUN
lst,p.sg /maj/ /majn/ /mi/ /mil/ /majn/
2nd,p,sg 
Und,p0pl
, / j 0 :r/
0
/jo:rz/ / A / V d 1*2/
3rd* sg. /iiz/ /i: z/ /i: z/ /z/ */i:z/
3rd, sg* /or/ /orz/ A / */vz/
3rd, sg. NOT NOT /its/ NOTPOUND POUND POUND
1 st, pi. /aw—r/ /aw—rz/ /r/ */rz/
3rd, pi. /5c r/ /'bcrz/ / 6r/ */&rz/
Porrns marked * have been elicited, and a m  not spontaneously 
attested. By their nature, the possessive pronouns are 
rarely unstressed, and these forms proved difficult to elicit 
hence column 4 should be regarded with caution
NOTES. As in S.Eh, the forms which we have called
hy the traditional name of 1possessive adjectives*
belong to the set of determiners, and are in a
mutually exclusive relationship to the articles,
demonstratives etc. Interest centres mainly on
their morphology, hut the examples have been chosen
to illustrate their syntax also.
As in more colloquial S.33,, there is a double
set for each of these categories, one stressed and
the other unstressed. In most cases (i.e. except
for /mix/ and /irz/) the unstressed form shows the
loss of the vowel found in the stressed form, the
syllabic then being /r/, (See phonology, under /r/)•
This results in the homonymy of unstressed ’her* and
*our* as /r/ ([or]), and of *hers* and *ours* as
/rz/. (The last two forms were elicited).
The most striking feature of the system is the
aversion to 'its1, as adjective or pronoun, even more
than in S.E, There is only one example in the corpus*
(/bej wy—dn u 0113k gow bawt te—k m  u‘6at op po— tin 
(‘They wouldn't think go about taking that up, putting 
l/o ot in its M]?lejs/
(of it in its piace.
Elsewhere, /o it/ is preferred, and this is what
was elicited in the frame which produced /Jrz/ /rz/
etc. Of course, since ’he* rather than *it* is
normally used for concrete objects in the dialect,
it is not surprising that /i;z/ occurs frequently
where S*S, would show ’its*. We do find, however,
/bo bran—Jxz o it/ for 'its branches’, and /bo ryf
ov it/as well as /i:a ryf/ for ’its roof*.
As the system is basically the same as that of
S.32,, few examples are given.
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STRESSED ADJECTIVE
/’'bej most av "her wej bat ‘‘bej mas dy wot &ej “majnd ty/ 
They must have their way, but they must do what they mind
to.
/"or lost “or prajz jy zi:/
Her lost her prize^ you see.
/bev waz a lot av !aw—r pirpl daj— in awt/
There was a lot of our people dying out ,..
/l’jo;r nejmz ’'gla—vr/
Your name’s Glover,
/aj jya ta kal— ti—vejt '“maj gar—dn lajk aj got n “naw/
I used to cultivate my garden like I got him now.
STRESSED PRONOUN
/ ui: kam irn ad ui:z/
He came in and had his.
/ajl av "majn me— 3rd fas if jy lajk/
I ’ll have mine measured first, if you like.
/blest if r di—dn af ta gow i:n wi ’‘©rz/
Blessed if her didn’t have to go in with hers ...
UNSTRESSED ADJECTIVE
/r pri— ti: ni:r brok r “art o—vr at/
Her pretty near broke her heart over it.
/as ad "tarv n “vegz n “o:l r faj—rin/
W e ’d have our turf and fags, and all our firing ...
/i:l brejk z "art if aj got ta gow wej/
He’ll break his heart if I got to go away,
/a—ko:r—din ty irz grawnd ir got ui:n—lend/
... according to his ground he got inland.
/naw ajm left on mi; own a— "gejn/
Now I’m left on my own again.
/lor] wi mi “son n “do: tr—n— lo:r/
Along with my son and daughter—in—law ...
UNSTRESSED PRONOUN
None of the attestations of these forms is really 
spontaneous, so no examples are given.
REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS
The forms of the relative pronoun are rather different 
from S.E„, the normal paradigm being,—
/mi;~? zel(f)/
/jr-' zel(f)/
/i: — *s.rl (f)/
/r— ' zel(f)/
*/it— * sel/
/r— *zelvz/
/&r— * zelf/
The singular forms present no problems, all taking /f/ final 
in positions of strong stress, /it— *sel/ is elicited, /r—
1zelvz/ is very rare and is always attested with /z/ final, 
whereas /&r— 'zelf/ never has /s/ final, hut always shows /f/.
In the case of all hut /r— !zelvz/, there are enough 
occurrences to think that these factors are not random,
/;]r— 'zel/ is never attested with a final sibilant, since it 
nowhere occurs in a sentence where the subject is unambiguously 
plural. It seems strange that the 3rd plural form always 
shows /f/ and never /s/, but this is in fact the case.
Examples
/aj Goit to mi:zel wo— ute—vrz bo "ma— tr wx i:/
I thought to myself, 'Whateverfs the matter with you?'
/let r lyk ar— tr r— "zelf bat wej/
Let her look after herself that way,
/I: mejd o ,fmark fr i;— sel jo now/
Her made a mark for himself, you know,
/i: majt sist fr so—mig i:— ‘self/
He might insist for something himself,
/bej spok lajk r— "zelvz/
They spoke like ourselves,
/ ,!trejt om z jy lajk bi; utrej—tid jr— zel/
Treat them as you like be treated yourself,
/bejd zej dy ©t jr— "zelf/
They1d sayI 'Do it yourseIfI'
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/p;ivd it awt br— "zelf di—dn ora/
Gave it out themselves, didn't they ?
/ti—dn "110— 6113 to gow drej— in "wyd fr &r— zelf/
Tisn't nothing to go draying wood for themselves,
(/os ad som ufajn joq fe—loz don ve—ri: "gyd 
(Us had some fine young fellows ,,, did very well 
(/fr br—zelf/
(for themselves,
SECPHD PERSON SINGULAR FORMS
Throughout the foregoing sections, reflexes of a 
second person singular form ( fthee!) have been ignored, 
as they form no part of the informant's regular usage. 
However, a paradigm /&!:, &i:, &ii, — , &i:— zelf/ did 
emerge spontaneously, in certain cases when the informant
was repeating utterances made to him by his parents. The
clearest examples include;—
/mo—hr Wb'd zej &I; kn waj* bi:— "zelf bi: ej&3/
Mother would say: 'Thee can wash theeself (at) thy age
/fa— 1br zejd n did bi: "ej—r stand on b© ejnd did—nit/ 
Rather said: '.And did thy hair stand on the end, didn't it?
/T6i: dyist bat dos—ni:/
Thee dost that, dostn't thee ?
It will be seen that no possessive pronoun form 
emerged spontaneously. When questioned 011 this point, 
the informant claimed with certainty that his parents' 
form was /bajn/, This, however, seems improbable,
especially since he also claimed that the relevant
possessive adjective form was /baj/, a statement contra­
dicted by the examples above which are wholly spontaneous. 
It seems more probable that the pronoun form would have 
been /bi:z/, and that in claiming /&aj/ and /&ajn/ to be 
the forms, the informant has been influenced by the usage 
of the church, which he attended regularly for many years.
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The only phrases using reflexes of 'thee1 which occur
more generally in the informant's speech are
* *
/dos-ti: now/ , /das-nii now/
Dost thee know ? Dostn't thee know ?
Hov/ever, this vestigial paradigm itself is less 
interesting than the information gained from the 
informant about the date of the loss of 'thee' from 
ordinary speech in the area. It was the normal mode of 
singular address betf/een his parents and his brothers, 
at least when the informant was a child, and between his 
father and his contemporaries, v/hom the informant 
remembers using these forms regularly when he was a youth. 
At this time, too, he used the form personally when con­
versing with his elders and, to a lesser extent, with 
his own .g e n e r a t i o n T h e  informant is quite clear in his 
own mind that his parents' generation was the last to use 
these forms regularly, lie himself no longer usee the 
paradigm except In a few phrases (see above ) and in the 
citation of remarks made by his parents.
We can thus say that the last generation to use 
these forms in normal speech was born about 100 years 
ago, that this generation used them decreasingly, and 
that the informant's generation, born about 80 years 
ago, has not used them regularly since the age of 25 or
* These are certainly reflexes of 'thee', as the 
informant himself claims. The equivalent forms 
reflecting 'you' are /dy i: now/ and /down i: 
now/ respectively.
30, It is thus some 50 years since 'thee' ceased to 
he frequently use&J enquires in the village show that 
our informant is one of the few people alive who 
remember its more general use*, most people having 
never heard the forms except in church. The regular 
use of 'thee' nevertheless clearly survived, at least 
in places, until the start of this century.
* The fact that the informant's family lived on 
a farm 3 miles out from Zeal might suggest that 
the forms survived slightly longer in the out­
lying areas than in 'Zeal Town',
CHAPTER Y
The
morphology and syntax
THE DEMONSTRATIVES
( a) Morphology
The basic paradigms of the demonstrative adjective 
and pronoun are as follows:—
SINGULAR
SIMPLE ■
1 st
COMPOUND
2nd
COMPOUND
SIMPLE
1 st
COMPOUND
2nd
COMPOUND
SIMPLE
1 st
COMPOUND
SIMPLE
1 st
COMPOUND
adjective
/’8i: // 
/bis/
/oi:z jiin 
/bis ji:r/
/b&//
/bat dcr/
/'& i-o/i: / 
/&i—ki: her/
/& i s/ 
/biiz/
•pronoun
/bat/ /b i—ki:/
/bis jitr/ /bat oat*/
/bis ji:r ji;r//bat ber ber/
PLURAL
adjective
/bejz/ 
/bi:z/
/bed/ /'&i—ki: /
/bejz ji:r/ /bej ber/
/bi:z ji:r/
pronoun
/bej/
/&i—lei: ’6er/
*
* Por the status of /&i—kir/ and /bi—ki: ber/ as 
'plurals1, cf. the syntactic section,
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The paradigm as outlined ahove presents few 
morphological problems, The two pairs of forms /'bi\z/ 
and /bis/, and /bejz/ and /bi: z/ do, however, need 
examination. In the singular of the adjective, the 
two forms /bi:z/ and /bis/ are both frequent, being; 
used mostly In unstressed and stressed position res­
pectively, However, some of the occurrences of 
each ^orm do not follow this tendency, so it does not 
seem profitable to set up a stressed:unstressed 
opposition on the lines of the personal pronouns, 
particularly since such a division would serve no 
purpose in the case of /bat/ and /'&i~ki:/. With the 
1 first compounds1, the form /&i:z jitr/ outnumbers 
/&is jiir/ in the ratio 4:1 in the adjective position.
When functioning as a pronoun, /bi:z/ is rare 
as a simple form and doesn*t occur at all either within 
a first compound (although ?first compounds® are so 
rare as pronouns that no generalization can usefully 
be made) or within a * second compound1, where only 
/bis jiir ji:r/, never /&i:z jirr ji:r/, is found.
Thus /bis/ seems to be more favoured as a pronoun, and 
/bi:z/ as an adjective^ this, of course, is only a 
tendency.
In the plural, the position is more clear-cut.
The normal adjective plurals are /bejz/ and /bejz/ 
ji:r/, which outnumber /bi:z/ and /&i:z ji:r/ by a 
large margin, (see below). Such cases of the latter 
as do occur may perhaps be ascribed to 8 ,E. influence, 
since /bhz/ is clearly used normally as a singular 
rather than a plural form. The absence of any reflex 
of /bejz/ as a plural pronoun is discussed in the 
syntactic section.
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The other forms present little morphological 
difficulty. There is only one occurrence of /’&x—ki:/ 
as a pronoun, although as an adjective it almost out­
numbers /bhz/ and /bat/ together, so it seems to 
belong primarily to the adjectival system. The normal 
singular pronouns are either the simple forms or the 
* second compounds*, the ’first compounds’ being most 
unusual.
In the plural of the adjective, the simple forms 
are much more frequent than their equivalent ’first 
compounds’. We might note also one example of ’those’, 
a form which occurs nowhere else in the corpus, and 
which should presumably be considered to be due to 5 .  
influence,
(/oil feowa ber 111Japs bat waz awt &er to "work 
(All those there chaps that was out there to work,
(/bej "ad to/
(they had to ,»,
In the plural of the pronoun, there is apparently 
only the one form /bej/, for notes on its status, see
the syntactic notes.
The following are examples o * those demonstratives 
which are not further discussed below,- The*.uses of 
/bat/ as a singular adjective,#of' /bi—hi:/’ as a singular 
eptplur.al adjective,and of all the pronouns are fully 
exemplified in the syntactic section, and thus no 
examples are given here,
/aj k©m dawn uji:r to liv in &h z  li— tl owl ystrejt/
1 came down here to live in this little old street,
/wel "'bhz ji:r aj don ©bi t  ulaj— tr/ 
fell, this year, I did a bit lighter,
/naw tfbis sii—isn tiz "o—vr/
How this season tis over,
/"bis waz ka~*min uSi: z wej/
This was coning this way,
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/berz oil “bis ji:r so:rt a &3obz gwen. on to-^dej/
There’e all this here sort of jobs going on today,
/aj W9z dawn u'&tx* wer 6i:z ji:r "plaw v/©z op Hji:r/
1 was down there where this here plough was up here*
/beja plej— sis bi: o:l— k,rajt if jy now wer jym ,(gwen ty/ 
These places are alright if you know where you’m going to 
/bej got t© pej ba s,wej—d.3 iz to bejz pi:—pi/
They got to pay the wages to these people*
/aj dy a bit klgarcL—nin n lajks av o:l ‘bi:z Qiijz/
I do a bit of gardening ... and likes of all these things
/wot mejks oil bej uilz lyk sow wel/
What makes all they hills look so well?
/wer d3 im waz sent ty bej ty”mi:t/
Where Jim was sent to, they two met,
/ 3fbej wa:n av o:l "bej soirt a pi:—pi ap ber/
They won’t have all they sort of people up there,
/tel !lky—pr ta "jift "bej "stownz "her/
Tell Cooper to shift they stones there.
(•b)
Singular
/bii2/
/b is/
/bi12 J i: r/ 
/bis ji:r/ 
/bat/
/bat ber/ 
/bi—ki:/ 
/bi~ki: ber/
Frequency Table 
ad3eotives
io Plural
13 /bejz/ 23
11 /bi: 2/ 2
9 /bejz D*i:r/ 7
2 /bhz Ji:r/ 4*
15 /bej/ 49
3 /6ej ber/ 2
43 /bi—ki:/ 10
4 /bi—ki: her/ 3
Singular
/b 1 s/ 10
/c)i: z/ 4
/bis Ji:r/ 2
/bis Jiir jiir/ 25
/bat/ 2 2
/bat ber/ 2
/bat ber ber/ 34
/b1—kir/ 1
100
100
pronouns
Plural
/bej/
100
100
* greatly inflated by the constant recurrence of 
the phrase Tin they days'*
** For the status of this form as a demonstrative, 
see notes on the syntax.
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t c) Syntax
The most striking feature of the demonstrative 
system is that, in the singular adjective system at 
least, there is apparently a three— term opposition 
/'&i:z : bat : Si—ki:/ in contrast with the two— term 
system of S.E. It seems fair to say that the role of 
/Si:z/ is similar to that of ’this* in S.E. (hut see 
note on / b h z  Ji:r/ helow), but any attempt to different­
iate /bat/ and /Si—ki:/ proves extremely difficult*
There are a number of sentences of the type:—
/if Jy waz to pot "bat stik i:n kros "Si—ki: pow—ni:/
If you was to put that stick in across thicky pony ...
where the two forms seem to fill the same function*
The virtual absence of /bi—ki:/ from the pronoun system,
together with the fact that /Si—ki:/ is three times as
frequent as /bat/ as an adjective, would suggest that
/'6x—ki;/ is the normal adjectival form in the dialect,
and that /'bat/ has a greater range, having a function
which is basically pronominal but in addition
adjectival at times. This is further supported by the
fact that when presented with sentences of the type:—
/i: tornd bat "ej—r "dri: "tajmz n "i: ko:t n/
He turned that hare three times and he caught it.
the informant claimed that /bi—ki:/ would be equally
acceptable and could indicate no distinction* Thus
there are pairs of sentences such as: —
/aj jys to wo:k bat ber "ty majl n liaf/
I used to walk that there two mile and a half*
/jyd work bi—ki: unajn "majl/
You’d walk thicky nine mile.
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or again
/bat vi—ni/t "bat <3.3ob/
That finished that joh*
/aj wydn av "Si—ki: dgob/
I wouldn't have thicky job*
There are certain cases where either one form or
the other seems to be required, notabIj that /bat/ is
used when actually indicating a size with the hands;—
/gow op n si: bo stowns "bat IC130 "bat 0ik—nos/
G-0 up and see the stones that length, that thickness*
while /bi—ki:/ is used in contrast with /to—br/, where
S*E* would normally use 'one' or 'the one'*
/syn os bej got ot "bi—ki: and bejd Grok ot 
Soon as they got it thicky hand, they’d thruck(?)it 
o—we j wi bo “to—br/ 
away with the other*
In the adjective plural, the contrast between
/bi—ki;/ and /bej/ is not a real one, since /bi—ki:/
is found only with numerals*
/a j ad 'b1—ki:" e j— ti:nub ob o"wi:k/
I had thicky eighteen bob a week,
/aj ikepek bi—ki: "najn woz o:l "won “mans Ji:p/
I expect thicky nine was all one man’s sheep*
When presented with /bi—ki: / before plural norninals,
the informant rejected them* It would therefore be
preferable to re—define ’singular' and ’plural’ In the
dialect to account for this (as we have often done in
the sections on the verb), rather than to consider
/bi—ki:/ as a plural formj this would accordingly
neutralise in the plural any /bi—ki:/ : /bat/ opposition
which may exist in the singular*
In the pronominal system, there is only one
occurrence of /bi—ki:/
/maj mi— sos bo:t “bi—ki: fo:r r "dajd/
Ky missis bought thicky before her died*( a radio)
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It is true that most cr? the occurrences of /bat/ as a
pronoun do not refer to a specific antecedent eag0
/aj "ka:n o—voird to dy "bat/
I can’t afford to do that*
hut there are a number of cases where /bat/ does play
a role closely parallel to /’bi—ki:/ above,
/©z uaj W92 pa— sin "bat n "bat waz pa— sin "mi:/
As I was passing that, and that was passing me,(a dog)
As there are no other examples of /hi—ki:/ as a singular
pronoun, either simply or as part of a ’first* or
■X-
* second■compound1, and no cases at all in the plural , 
it seems fair to say that any /bat/ : /Di—ki:/ opposition 
is realized only in the singular adjective, and that 
here too it is difficult to see what the basis of any 
opposition might be, A list of representative examples 
o-° /bat/, /bat ber/, /bi—ki:/, and /bi—ki: ber/ is 
given below, in their function as singular adjectives, 
so that they can easily be compared,
/lat£
/oil bej got to "dy iz stirr bat li—tl "will 0 bit/
All they got to do is steer that little wheel a bit,
/jyd pat i:n "daj—na—majt ta blast bat stovmnof/
You’d put in dynamite to blast that stone off,
/0s ad gow “i:n bat pah n av 0 pajnt 0 "bi:r/
We. yd go in that pub and have a pint of beer,
/bat ber/
/aj jys ta work bat ber "ty majl n "af/
I used to walk that there two mile and a half.
/gvd az "gowld bat ber ’*0ig woz/
G-ood as gold, that there thing was,
/bi—ki:/
/oil av 0 s bi: in "bi—ki: bo:t jo si:/
All of us be in thicky boat, you see,
■^There is one example of /bi—ki:/ in the plural, but in 
a position where 3.k. would show ’they*:—
/own—li: tajm Si—ki: got to kani "owm waz/
Only time they had to come home was ..,.
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/&i—ki: "dog i: sed "bin ber oil “dej/
* Thicky dog', he said, ’“been there all. day?*
/stsrz went op "bar lajk ,fbi—ki: sajd "bi—ki:
Stairs went up there, like, thicky side, thicky 
/ejnd 0 ‘60 wo:l/ 
end of the wall,
/bi—ki: plejs wad hi: “blak wi pi:—pi/
Thicky place would he 'black with peonle , , *
/aj tra—vld bi—ki: owld ro:d "vow—r Tiji:r/
I travelled thicky old road four year,
/wots "&i—ki: "li— tl "plejs koild fair jy get 
\:i/hat*s thicks?- little place nailed, before you get 
/op "jc1—vr—tn/ 
up Yelverton?
/&i—ki: vi: Id bejd "brejk n 'bej ko:ld it/
Thicky field, they*d break it, they called it,
/i: waz gwen to pat mi: n £3 an "op hi—ki: najt/
He was going to put me and Jan up thicky night,
/ une—vr bin dry &i—ki: ro:d "zins/
ITever been through thicky road since,
/&i—ki: ber/
/dgim ko—nl kar—tid owm bi—ki: ber d^ar 0 "saj—dr 
Jim Connell carted home thicky there jar of cyder 
/sejm 9z i: kar— tid n !lop/ 
same as he carted it up,
/os got i:n &i—ki: 6sr uvi:ld/ 
got in thicky there field ,, •
The morphological status of /‘bi:z/ and /bis/ as
singulars, and of /bejz/ and /&i:z/ as plurals has
already been discussed. Syntactically, their use
seems to correspond to S,E» closely, except in one
important respect: the 'first compound* forms are used
in a way similar to a sub-standard usage which is
fairly widespread, in the sense of *a* or *a certain*,
/i:d got bi: z ji:r "dog/
He/d got this here dog,
/jyd pat 5i:z ji:r grejt,lkrost 0:1 top/
You'd put this here great crust on top,
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The 'first compound* is never used as an equivalent
to S,E, 'this1, being reserved for uses of the type
above, although there is another ^orm /'bhz oooa ji:r/,
which is occasionally used where S0E* would show 'this',
e,g. /twi:n ji:r n bi:z vi—lid3nji:r lajk/
Between here and this village here like*
In the plural, an exactly parallel syntactic 
division occurs between /bejz/ (cf, S0S 8 'these') and 
/bejz ji:r/.
/bejz ji:r "mi—dnz bot waz ji:r/
These here maidens that was here •*,
/aj jys to pot am in front ov bejz ji:r "jfidz/ 
loused to put them in front of these here sheds,
/bej got bi;z ji:r "e j— tor—nrz/
They got these here hay— turners .,.
In all the above examples, the 'first compound^, 
both singular and plural, refer to items which have 
not been mentioned before, and which are not adjacent 
to the speaker; they are thus referentially distinct 
from the normal use of S.E, * this*.
But although we can fairly say that /'bhz/ and 
/bejz/ are syntactically distinct from their equi­
valent first compounds, what of the other adjective 
compounds /’bat ber/, /bx—ki: ber/ and /bej ber/?
There seems to be no syntactic division in these cases 
between them and their equivalent simple forms, so it 
is perhaps not surprising that the frequency table 
shows them to be without exception much less common 
than /‘bi:z ji:r/ and /bejz jirr/, which have a distinct
* Except where specifically mentioned, as here, the 
compound forms are inseparable* Where 'here' and 
'there' do come after the nominal, they often 
bear a distinct nucleus, as a postposed adverb*
(cf, page S’+) -94-
syntactic role* forms such as:—
/os got in bi—ki: ber "viild/
We got in thicky there field, and 
/gyd oz 'fgowld, bat &er"0ig waz/
G-ood as gold, that there thing was*
do not seem any different from
/as "maid &i—ki: li— tl plat/
We mowed thicky little plat . 0. and 
/i: tarnd bat !ej—r "dri: "tajmz/
He turned that hare three times ....
There is certainly no apparent correlation with any
notional degree of emphasis*
In the case of the singular pronouns, the 'first
compounds' are extremely rare, cf.
/i: don "wel wi bat ber/ 
lie did- well with that there.
/i: went awt whro:d &i:z jiir wots wdejd naw/
He went out abroad, this here what's dead now.
The basic opposition here is between the simple forms 
and the 'second compounds' /bis ji:r ji:r/ and /bat 
ber ber/. Here the syntactic division is fairly clear: 
the second compounds are used in certain adverbial 
phrases, particularly after /lajk/, where the demon­
strative refers to no specific antecedent,
/tiz ge— tin lajk bis jiir S!ji:r/
Tis getting like this here here.
/ajv ad to woik owm "ar— tr bat ber ber/
I've had to walk home after that there there.
and also, with reference to a specific antecedent, when
particular emphasis is drawn to the item in question.
/ajv ad bo "waj—los ber bis ji:r "ji:r fo:r "gyd 
I've had the wireless there, this here here, for good 
/me—nir jirrz/ 
many years.
/won ©v birz jitr "icroks so—mig lajk bat ber "ber/
One of these here crocks, something like that there there
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In all other cases, the simple forms are used.
/"bis w0 z k©—min " b i: z we j/
This was coming this way.
/ten 1: did mi:t wi "bis/
Then he did meet with this.
/bats "won ‘had *d3oh "bat woz/
That's one had job, that was.
/‘bat/ is used particularly frequently in two phrases,
'likes of that* and 'and that1.
/i: dyd 0 bit o "far—mr— in n lajks © "bat/
He did a bit of farmering and likes of that.
/aj got 0 "d3©m—pr n bat owm unaw/
I got a jumper and that home now.
The last question is one of the most interesting.
Is there really only one form /bej/ functioning as a
plural pronoun? At first sight, this would seem
improbable, given that there is a plural adjective
form /bejz/ and that the 1 this'that' opposition is
maintained elsewhere in the system. However, all
attempts to elicit such a form failed, and there is
at least one spontaneous utterance where, if a form
/bejz/ did exist as a pronoun, it might be expected
to appear.
(/berz /©aw—zinz ©v ej—krz awt ber wad grow it be— tr 
(There's thousands of acres out there would grow it better 
l/n bej in "ji:r grow it/
(than they in here grow it.
Taking all these factors together, we tentatively suggest 
that the opposition * t h i s 1 that1 is neutralized in this 
position, even though this seems rather -unlikely, given 
the adjective system.
But there is another point. It is in fact difficult 
to identify occurrences of /'hej/ as demonstratives with 
any certainty, because the form is identical with that 
of the personal pronoun /bej/ (S.E. 'they1 or *themO.
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Thus we find a series of utterances such as the following,
in which a division between personal and demonstrative
pronouns would be largely arbitrary.
/aj kod i!0row am t J ok "bej o—bawt/
I could throw them, chuck they about.
/"'bej in "tavnz bej gow to "kon— srts/
They in towns, they go to concerts.
/os fi—nijt op wi ‘bej i:n/
We finished up with they in ,.,
/’bej dy se—bin ej—krz o "dej naw wi "bej/
They do seven acres a day^ now, with they.
/'ber iz "bej bot tejk on ‘i:n— tres in it/
There is they that take an interest in it.
/aj kod hot i:n so strajt som o "bej bot "ne—vr dy it/
I could cut in so straight (as) some of they that never
/do it o
Although., following the system of S.E., we have
treated /bej/ as a stressed personal pronoun elsewhere,
and /bej/ as a demonstrative pronoun here, it is clearly
more economical, in terms of the dialectal material, to
consider the two functions as coalescing within one
system:- STRESSED /bej/J UNSTRESSED /on/. This
system would operate in all positions where S.S. would
show either a third person plural personal pronoun, or
a plural demonstrative nronoun. (This would link in
*
very closely with our suggestion that there is a 
dialectal system:— STRESSED /bat/; UNSTRESSED /it/ 
for the third person singular, abstract or non-specific.) 
Thus in contrast to the last example above, we find:—
/aj zi:d zom ov orn bot ns—vr wo:let o majl in br "lajvz/
I saw some o p them that never walked a mile in their lives
* See the morphology of the personal pronouns, 
page 73 ,
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where the form /0m/ is unstressed. (Such unstressed 
examples are much rarer than stressed examples in 
positions where S„E0 would show a demonstrative 
pronoun simply because 'those1 is normally stressed 
in S .E. )
S/e should note finally, however, that this analysis 
of the material does not in any way explain the absence 
of a plural pronoun /bejz/, any more than the linking 
of /'bat/ with /it/ precludes the existence of a singular 
demonstrative pronoun /bi:z/ (see above). The non­
existence of /'bejz/ as a pronoun seems best considered 
as an accidental gap in the corpus.
CHAPTER . VI
Negatives and Indefinites 
— morphology and syntax
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Negatives
The normal method of negating a verb in the 
dialect consists of the use of ’not1 together, 
where appropriate, with a negative pronominal, 
adjectival or adverbial form. This construction, 
the so-called double negative*, is generally 
considered to he sub— standard in S. 33., whereas 
the normal 3.B, negative construction is virtually 
non—present in the dialect. V/here a series of 
pronominals or adjectival8 is associated, with a 
negative verh, they will all he negative. Thus 
we find:—
/her wo—dn now ”lo—rirz bak Den/
There wasn* t no lorries hack then.
/i: down dy “no— 6113 naw/
He don’t do nothing now.
/aj ne—vr Gigk hawd "no— Gig/
I never think about nothing.
/her 1— dn no:t "els ji:r—bawd dy— in "13 her motJ/ 
There isn't naught else hereabout doing, is there,
/much ?
/aj ky—dn gow no:—wer "els/
I couldn't go nowhere else,
/bej down won now—bo—di: els "gow on dart—mo:r/ 
They don’t want ho—body else (to) go on Dartmoor, 
/ti—dn ward "no— Gig to "now—bo—dl:/
It i sn? t worth no thing 10 nob ody.
/'6ej ’Dot a—dn got non "toil/
They that hadn’t got none at all ...
/aj ne—vr "si:d no— Gig n ne—vr "jiird no— Gig/
I never saw nothing and never heard nothing.
/down jy gow "sej— in no:t to "now—bo—di:/
Don’t you go saying naught to nobody,
Hany more examples could be adduced of this type.
There are very few examples of either ’or* or
’nor’, the total of each being roughly equal-
(c. f . the di s cus s i on on con j uiic t i ons.)
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(/dy wy~dn now wer i: woz "be—rird r "wot i:
(You wouldn’t know where he was buried or what he 
f/waz dvd ty/
(was done to*
(/aj Icy—dn d i: r n© zi: "n©— Oiij/
(I couldn11 lie ar nor see no thing«
V/e might note also
/ad W8z ne:—vr awt ©— "braird 110 down "wont ty/
I was never out abroad nor don’t want to*
’ Neither1 and * either1 are both entirely lacking 
in the corpus* ’Ever’ is not found in negative 
clauses9 being1 replaced by its negative counter­
part 1 never*. ’No-one’* is not found, ’nobody* 
being used in its place, and in the sense of 
’nothing1 /no:t/ ’naught1 is the more usual form, 
although /no— 0iq/ is clearly within the structure 
of the dialect.
There are only two exceptions to the double 
negative construction out of many hundreds of 
negative clauses, The first
/ad di—dn vizi "ozt “ty "gyd/
I d i dn * t feel aught too good.
can perhaps be explained as consisting of a nega­
tive verb with an invariable phrase* The second 
example reflects the normal S.E* usage*
/"ad ne—vr no id e—ni:—dir "gow uer/
I never knew anybody go there*
This was in response to a question ’Did you ever 
know anyone go there?1 and reflects a consistent 
tendency of the informant not to change the con­
struction of a question more than the minimum
Neither are ’anyone* or •'someone**
- 1 0 1 -
necessary to give a reply, (But even in this 
context* ’anyone1 is avoided by the informant, 
who nevertheless clearly understands it. This 
is a further interesting examples of the diver­
gence between ’performance’ and ’competence* on 
the part of a dialect speaker,)
Indefinite adjectivals, pronominals 
and adverbials
The ’double negative’ construction clearly
restricts the occurrence of the first set of
indefinites, the ’any* set (including ’ever’) ,
They are used after ’without’, which is perhaps
unexpected in view of the essentially negative
nature of the preposition,
/aj ad it wi--&awt e—ni: "tro—bl 00 now/
I had it without any trouble* you know,
Apart from this, the ’any* forms are used exactly
as in S,E,, but in positive clauses only. With
the exception of ’anything* and ’aught’, their
use is very limited:—
(/a 3 do—now Sot e— vr a 3 tyk e—ni; Hin— tres in it 
(I don’t know that ever I took any interest in it 
(/to now/
(to know,
/be 3 6113k. beym "di—front bon e—n i b o —di 1 uels/ 
They think they’re different than anybody else, 
(/fr to tek dawn 0 owl in bo "wo;l n kom 
(,,, for to take down a hole in the wall and come 
C/awt 1 dry e—ni:—war/
(out through anywhere.
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(/aj dys dy 8 bit 0 "ej—d3in n e—ni:— 0ig, aj 
(I used to do a bit of hedging and any tiling- I'm 
(/i—dn pr— " t ik— lr/
(not particular,
/kyd i: giv os 0 "end fr bit uej— ar—vist r o:t/ 
Could you give us a hand for (a) bit (of) hay
/"harvest or aught?
/if art a—pond lajk bat ber "oer/
,,, if aught happened like that there there,
(/&eg down ker we—'br bej got o:t to "ejt awt 
(They don't care whether they got aught to eat out 
(/bar 0 “now/
(there or no,
The first example illustrates the habitual posi­
tion of 'ever* in its clausej unlike in S,E., it 
will always be first in its clause, only a con­
junction preceding it,
/two 2; dark 02 "e—vr woz 0 "din—dgin/
It was dark as ever was a dungeon,
(/Date ’60 "own— li: "tajm bot e—vr d3an wajt slejpt 
(That's the only time that ever Jan White slept 
(/wej from uowm/
(away from ho me,
/bats bo "fos bet aj ri—mem—br e—vr aj "zi:d/ 
That's the first that I remember ever I saw.
This word—order is more striking because 'never*
patterns as in S,E. and not in this way.
The second set of indefinities, the 'some*
set, appears to pattern as in S.E., appearing
only in positive clauses,
(/i: Joid mi: som o bo ,!bi—gist 0 ot zow to 
(lie showed me some of the biggest of it, so to 
(/b e r "te—1in/
(their telling,
/jes &erz "sq—mig o at in it/
Yes, there's something of it in it.
(/on—les Sot jy woz edi— "ke j—Jh nof to get 
(, „, unless you was education enough to , ,, get 
(/zom—wer lfels/
(somewhere else,
(/zom ov "aw~r tjaps ad So tjans to gow i:n op 
(Some of our chaps had the chance to go in up 
(/ji:r "najt-skyi/
(here night-school,
/zom wod zej aj v/y—dn av lh6i—ki: 13oh/
Gome would say: !I wouldn’t have thicky job’.
We might note the phrase / “so—mig no—br/, being
the equivalent to the S,E, ’something or other*
etc. This is a phrase which occurs frequently,
/twoz o "pe—nrd fr "bis n dri: — “a—pns
It was a penn’ard for this and three—ha'pence. t li
/fr bat r so—mig no—br lajk bat/
for that or something another like that.
There is no equivalent form for ’something* to
parallel the forms /no:t/ and /o:t/ for ’nothing*
and ’anything* respectively.
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CHAPTER VII
The P r ep o s i t i on a I Phi* a s e
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THE PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
A definition of a preposition which serves for 
S.E. will he equally valid for the dialect material.
As Strang says, they form a class whose 'membership 
is clearly defined; they have one distinct syntactical 
function and one typical position. They indicate re­
lationships between one noun-like Item and another, 
the nature of the relationship being defined by the 
function of the preposition within the total system 
of English1 (Strang, op. cit.? p.172). The way the 
nature of this relationship varies between the struc­
ture of S.E, and that of the dialect is most apparent 
in our discussion of relationships of time and place 
(see below). It is certainly true, however, that all - 
or at least most - of the prepositions in the dialect 
have different functions within its structure than 
their counterparts have within the structure of S.E., 
in some cases slightly, in other cases more markedly 
so. It is, of course, beyond the scope of this work 
to describe in full the ’total system1 of the dialect, 
even if it were possible. I have therefore restricted 
myself in most cases to notes on what seem to me to be 
striking similarities or differences between the roles 
of comparable forms on the dialect and in S.E. I have, 
however, examined two sub-systems rather more thoroughly, 
namely those indicating relationships of time and, more 
particularly, those indicating relationships of place.
I have concentrated on the latter for two reasons: 
firstly that it is a relatively easy sub-system to 
define, both in S.E. and in the dialect, and secondly
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that the structure of the system varies significantly 
between the two and provides, in my view, an interesting 
insight into the way in which a structural opposition 
apparently fundamental within the structure of S.E. can 
he dispensed with in the dialect, which makes central 
in its place a series of oppositions which are, at most, 
peripheral in S.E.
Thus this section really proceeds from the anecdotal 
to what is, I hope, more significant. It begins with 
a very rapid sketch of the prepositions which occur in 
the dialect; where no notes are added, I have not 
observed any describable structural difference between 
the dialect and S.E. (This does not mean, of course, 
that at the level of individual collocations, the 
dialect forms function as their S.E. counterparts, but 
simply that I cannot describe any differences in 
structural terms.) Where possible, I have grouped 
together prepositions which occur within the same 
broad semantic fields, and I have given in brackets the 
the total number of occurrences of each form, based 
not on the entire corpus but on approximately 5 hours; 
there is no reason to suppose that the proportionate 
number of occurrences would vary greatly if the entire 
corpus had been counted. Points of specific interest 
raised below, however, are based on the entire corpus.
We shall now look first, very briefly, at those 
forms which seem to function most like their S.E. 
counterparts, proceeding gradually to more distinctive 
material. The section ends with a discussion of pre­
positions occurring with nominal clauses (rather than 
nominal phrases) and of the occurrence of 'to* in
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clauses introduced fay ’where*.
Of those prepositions with functions closest to 
S.E., we will look first at those which, broadly 
speaking^ indicate ’place* or ’motion* and which are 
not discussed more fully below (cf. ’relationships 
of place*).
across /kros/ (13) J around /rawn/ or /rysn/ (ll) I 
over /o—vr/ ( 3 in this usage) .
(For ’over* c-% also both ’relationships of place* and 
* above*.)
/i: kora awt wi som "kawz to pot era kros Do "raid/
He came out with some cows to put them across the road, 
/ajv workt from "lo—vo—tn dawn kros 69 "farm/
I’ve walked from Lovaton down across the farm.
/i: ad bit 0 "grawnd rawn n got at rawn n ,!naw/
He had bit of ground around him, got it around him now.
/It giv mi: Hty liaw—rz raj—d m  ry:n "lan—dn/
He gave me two hours riding round London.
/i:d got 0 " z m  li—vin awt ta wgy—11 s—fx'vl ow—vr ba "mo: rz/ 
He’d g.ot a son living out to G-oonaford over the Hoors.
/as ad gow rajt dawn o—vr "sti—kl—path uil/
We’d go right down over Sticklepath Hill.
on /on/ (36). *0n* is used both of place and motion,
the form ’on to* not being found in the dialect. ( cf.
’in’ and ’to* below). Otherwise, this form functions
structurally very much as in S.S.
/aj lajk it on top bo "ssr—fis/
I like it on top the surface.
/i:z si— tin dawn on bo "sejt/
He’s sitting down on the seat.
/it got to hi; "owvd op on "wa— ginz/
It got to be heaved up on wagons.
/aj jys to gow op on bo “mejn "roid/
1 used to go up on the main road.
/aj W0Z o:l—'wiz no:r— siz on'bo "brejn/
I was always horses on the brain.
/ba— tl kom "bak on mi: po:r owl uma—br n "fa.—br/
That*11 come back on me, poor old mother and father . o0
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above /bov/ (2); (below does not occur.)
/wer mi— b i z  "lok jys t© liv op bov "tja—pl "i:n op 8er/ 
Where Yrs. Lock used to live, up above Chapel Inn up there..
under /on—dr/ occurs three times, alwa2rs in the same
phrase.
/i: W9z "on—dr "ajt/ 
lie was under height.
whereas over /o—vr/ occurs seven times with reference
to height. (For ’over’s cf. also ’across* above, and
1 relationships of place* below.)
/jy kain "rin man jo:r o—vr "ej—ti:/
You can’t run, man, you’re over 80.
/ajv gon op o—vr '80 "sterz/
I ’ve gone up over the stairs.
We might note also the use of ’over* in the sense of 
’on account of’.
/r ni;r—li: brok r “art o—vr at/
She nearly broke her heart over it.
in front of /in front ov/ (3) J behind /bi—ajn/ (2)
/:6at w©z “najn "majl in front ©v mi:/
That was nine mile in °ront of me.
/jy ad to gow loq bi:— "ajn n/
You had to go along behind him.
through /dry/ (21). ’Through1 is used with both the
major S.S. senses of ’via’ and ’by means of1. It does
to some extent generalize at the expense of ’by’ (q..v.)
and of along /1013/ which occurs twice only.
/bejl Jawt it awt 6ry bis ji;r "o;rn 0123/
They’3.1 shout it out through this here horn thing.
/down spojl r dry 00 mejnz av hi:— in "eg—l i " t e m —prd/
Don’t spoil her. through.the means of being ugly-tempered. 
/ne—vr bin dry "&x—ki: ,fro:d "sins/
ITever been through thicky road since.
cf. also
/jyd got &i—ki: ber rnajlz to fVo:k/ I023 bo "ro:d/
You’d got thicky there miles to walk along the road.
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between /(bi)— twi:n/ (9)
/jyd 9~zejvd gp ty 9 uni: “ailcs—pn— siz bi— "t\/i:n am/ 
You'd a— saved up 2 or 3 sixpences between them,
/aj kam awt j i : r twi:n uf o : r—ti: 11 uf if— ti: " j i: r 
I come out here between 40 and 50 year 
/a—gow ta liv/ 
ago to live.
Finally in this section, we should note fFrom*
/from/ (49), which has a function directly parallel
to S.E. Its use in a number of interesting compound
forms, e.g. 'from up1, 'from out', etc., is discussed
below (cf. 1 relationships of place'),
/os wo: let from ta—vi— at ok awt ifjel—vr— tn/
7/e walked from Tavistock out Yelverton,
/jy got to bi: Icq— !irck— tid from udy— in o it si:/
You got to be corrected from doing of it, see,
/oil di—pejnz from bo ulo—ri:z aw bej kom/
All depends from the lorries, how they came,
/d3is o li— tl wej awt from **‘6is plejs uji:r/
... just a little way out from this place here,
We might note that the three uses of off /of/ in the
dialect all occur in contexts parallel to ones where
'from* is found elsewhere.
/jy mos tek jo:r ka— tl ilof bo mo:r fr bo uwin—tr/
You must take your cattle off the Moor for the winter, 
/bej get bo ,!wy:l of bo Ji:p/
They get the wool off the sheep.
/aj boit n of 0 wfar—mr/
I bought it ofd° a farmer.
Those other prepositions which can be classed as 
closely similar to their S.E. counterparts do not fall 
within any clear semantic field. There are now dis­
cussed very briefly below,
of /ov/, /ov/ or /o/ (sometimes zero, see below)
(370)J about /( 9— )bawt/ (57). A1though these 
two prepositions are extremely common, the former 
being the most frequent in the corpus by a large
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margin, nevertheless their role within the structure 
of the prepositional system appears to offer little 
scope for comment. The use of 'of' occurring pre— 
objectivally with a present participle in certain 
cases teas already been- considered, and the only other 
usage worth note is with reference to a period of time 
where S.E, would probably use another form. It appears 
to refer either to one specific occasion or to a re­
peated action (cf. the notes on * in the night1 and 
1 night— times1 under the section 'relationships of 
place and time without prepositions1.)
/ajv 0— left "ji:r bv q inozr—m g /
I've a—left here of a morning.
/i:d lajk 9 bit 0 "ba—ki: ©v 0 najt/
He'd like a bit of baccy of a night,
'Of1 is often so weakened as to be realized as /©/ or 
lost completely.
/!6erz pie—ni: lfgras 0—bawt naw "1—dn r/
There's plenty (of) grass about now, isn't there.
/dawn ho— tm '60 “vx—lid3 ber/
Down bottom (of) the village there.
/ “e js meks lot ndi—frons j© now/
Yes, makes lot (of) difference, you know, etc. etc,
‘.Ye should note also the compound form 'out of', used 
as in S.E.
/ko:rs aj do—now bawt me—kin 0 led 0 “mo—ni: awt o ©t/ 
Course, I don't know about making a lot of money out of it.
'About' is used more widely than in S.E,, replacing other
forms in a number of usages.
/lyks bar to “mi: wot "aj kn si: bawd it/
Looks there to me, what I can see about it ...
/aj Jy—dn ker bawd it “naw “maj ejdg/
I shouldn't care about it now, my .age,
/aj down tek now now—tis bawt C0 “nejmz on bo “aw—ziz/
I don't take no notice about the names on the houses.
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/pliis—mn ad t© in— ta— s,fi:r bawd at/
Policeman hod to interfere about it,
/a .j m “me j z d b aw t "an—t113/
I'm mazed about bunting.
It is also often used where S.E. might rather show 
'around', e.g.
/c)erz ssv—ral *bawt"mo:rz j© now/
There's several about Moors, you know.
For /fr/ (182) (For notes on the phonetic realization
of this form, cf. 'before' below.)
/kyd i: giv ©s and fr bit “ej—ar—vist r o:t/
Could you give us (a) hand for bit hay—harvest or aught? 
/ajl tel jy fr “waj/
I'll tell you for why.
/aj kad ne—vr "gow fr “pli—m©0/
I could never go for Plymouth.
/twoz 0 “pe—nrd fx1 Sis n dri: “a—pns fr bat/
It was a pennyworth for this and three ha'pence for that, 
/i: majt 'sist fr so—111123 i: “self/
He might insist for something himself.
like /lajk/ (104) functions in its prepositional uses
like its counterpart in S.S., with the meaning 'in the
manner of'. Its uses as a conjunction are discussed
below (p. Z&l ). The majority of its uses, 62 out of
104, are in the phrase 'like this (here)(here)1 and
'like that (there) (there)'.
/berz 0 “fe—1© bar 0 “jy—ni—foirm on lajk 0 “sowl—dgr/ 
There's a fellow there, a uniform on, like a soldier, 
/gow t© bejd n "slejp lajk 0 tri:/
(I'd) go to bed and sleep like a tree,
/twewn mek n nfi:d i: lajk 0 “gy:z “Sen/
It won't make it feed you like a goose then,
/i;z S9—mil] lajk 5i—ki: “priz—nr/
He's something like thicky prisoner.
/tiz "lajk at wi "s©m j© now/
It's like it with some, you know.
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instead of / stcd q v/ (2)
(/sted ©v a—v m  &© 0©r— ti:n J I—l m z  a wi:k n ‘60 
(instead of having the thirteen shillings a week and the 
(/“pr—vi—lid3 aj ad &i—ki: ej-^tim bob 9 witk/ 
(privilege, X had thicky eighteen boh a week.
without /w 1— 6aw t/ (3)
/aj “ad 01 wi—bawt e—ni; "tr©—bl/
I had it without any trouble.
We now proceed to those which have identifiable 
differences of form or function from their S.S* counter­
parts, of varying degrees of significance. 
besicle /bi—zajd/ (6), /bi— zajd a(v)/ (5)
inside /in— sajd/ (2), /in— sajd ©(v)/ (4)
outside /awt— sajd/ (3), /awt— sajd ©(v)/ (l)
All of these prepositions have two forms, the use of 
which is clearly syntactically differentiated. The 
form with 'of' occurs always and only where the 
governed nominal is a personal pronounJ with any 
other nominal, the form without 'of' occurs. Thus 
we find:—
/jym “sat dawn bi—zajd ’60 “faj— r/
You ire sat down beside the fire,
/aj di—dn gow in— “sajd non 9 ©t/
I didn't go inside none of it,
/aj waz w©r—kin awt— sajd wer i: w©z “li—v m  ty/
I was working outside where he was living to,
contrasted with
/aj k©m i;n n zit dawn bi— “sajd o at/
I come in and sit down beside of it.
/s© log oz jyd got so—mig in— "sajd o i:/
So long as you'd got something inside of you.
There are no spontaneous examples of 'outside of'
followed by a personal pronoun, although elicitation
confirms its occurrence. There is only one apparent
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exception
/wer “rxtj—mn lrvd ty uawt ^sajd av maj ^gar—dn/
Where Richmond lived tq, out side of my garden#
where the stress leads to the view that this is the
equivalent of S.E. 'out at the side of1, parallel
with ’out Yelverton* or 'out farm-house',
We might observe that in its use with nominale
other than personal pronouns, ’beside’ is apparently
synonymous with the principal use of against
/(©— )gejns/ (9), cf. ’against the hedge1 and 'beside
the hedge*. All but one of the occurrences of ’against’
in the dialect are in the sense of ’beside’, there
being one example only in the sense of 'opposed to’,
the more frequent S.S. use of the form.
/i: kom awt ber gejns ‘69 ''ri—vr/
It came out there against the river.
/ma,i gar—dn jys to kam raj t ©p 15getjns bat wo:l/
Hy garden used to come right up against that wall.
/ h  Jo:d wen Mber gejns a >!ty jiir owl/
He showed one there against a two-year old.
In the same context, we should note that near /ni;r/
occurs only three times, once in the comparative form
with ' to' .
/jym awt nirr irta—vi— stok/
You’re out near Tavistock.
/lx— ■tl bit ni:r—r to b© uvx—lid3/
... little bit nearer to the village.
Elicitation suggests that 'near to* rather than 'near' 
is the normal form.
for the omission of 'at' or equivalent, cf. the 
section on relationships of place without a 
preposition, below.
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w itii /wi(b)/ (64-) only fulfils in the dialect part of
the role which it has in S.E. In a relationship of
accompaniment, it is used only when either one or both
of the items are not human, e.g.
/jym a “strejn— &3r fr dawn ji:r wi “pow—ni:z/
Y o u ’re a stranger for down here with ponies.
/bej “rowv 2>i—ki: stown wib 0 “bar/
They rove thicky stone with a har.
When both items in a relationship of accompaniment are
■¥r
human, its place is always taken by along with 
/1013 wi(b)/ (4-0). Apparent exceptions of the type 
’Sometimes they'd a—left word with missus’ can be 
explained by the fact that one item of the relation­
ship here is ’word’, not an actual human being. Where 
both items are human, the rule is consistently observed
/bej bin ko—m m  dawn log wi 0s fr “ji:rg/
They been coming down along with us for ^ears.
/aj W9Z own—li; “te—lin log wi a man bo ko—br dej/
1 was only telling along with a man the other day.
/i: ad “fo:r— ti: ji:r log wi “d3ejn "ta—kr/
He had forty year along with Jane Tucker.
* There are only two apparent exceptions, the first 
of which is not really a relationship of accompani­
ment but a prepositional verb.
(/“tjaps wad miks wi ba “mi—dnz n % i —dns 
(Chaps would mix with the maidensy and maidens 
(/wad miks wi be “tjaps/
(would mix with the chaps.
/ 1 1 ¥02 bo “fas bot “went awt ber wib 0s/
He v£as the first that went out there with us.
We notice that /log wx&/ is used even where /log/ is
already present as part of an idiomatic phrasal verb.
(it is this repetition of the element /log/ which pro-*
vents us from considering ’get along with1 as a pre—
positional—phrasal verh in the dialect.)
/a3 jys to wo:k log "log wi 11/
I used to walk along along with him.
/aj get a—log o;l— "rajt log wx i:/
I get along alright along with him.
To return to ’with’ , it is widely used in relation­
ships other than accompaniment, at the expense parti­
cularly of ’by* (see below). Thus we find;—
/ne—*vr wo—dn p e j d w i ,!i:/
ITever wasn’t paid with him.
/i:z gwen tek i: "ry m wx '69 ,!kar/
lie’s going (to) take you round with the car.
/os q& rajd dawn her wi utrejn/
*:7e’d ride down there with train,
/korrs as w q z  i:n ha world wx ui:z folt/
Course, we were in the world with his fault.
by /ba;)/ or /bi/ (ll) is extremely rare in the dialect,
being used only twice after a passive (cf. ’with’ above).
/ajv o:l—wiz bin "towld baj ik— "spi;r— jonst raejn/
I’ve always been told by experienced men ...
/i: waz Mmy—di:—or— 96. baj it/
He was moody—horrored by it.
Its other uses, with two exceptions only, are In set
phrases also found in S.E., eg. ’by hand*, ’by God*,
’by theirself’. We might note the examples below,
however, where the S.E* equivalent seems to be ’from’.
/aj jys to now wot aj kyd giv baj "i:/
I used to know what I could give by him.
(/pri—di: fajn kej—pr fr to bi; "on—dr aj Jsd sej 
(Pretty fine caper for,foe under, I should say, 
i/hx her ,!tc—l m /
(by their telling.
( cf. also, in a different construction, ’You’d leave
by there about 7 o'clock again in the night’.)
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Finally in this section, we note that ’except1
does not occur in the dialect, its place being taken
hy the phrase more than /mo:r n/ (1 0) which generalizes
throughout thi s field,
(/if "two—dn fr do "lend ji:r— 9—rawn 6er wy—dn • ■
(if it wasn’t for the land herearound, there wouldn’t 
(/bj: ye—ri:’’motj morr n o bit 9 "mejs—nin/
(be'"very much, more than a bit of masoning.
/aj an bin ve—ri: "far mo:r n d3 ©s 9— "rawn/
I haven’t been very far, more than just around*
The uses of this form merge gradually with those where
S.E. itself might show ’more than*.
/i: wo—dn "no-6xg mo:r n 9 "bag o "bownz/
He wasn’t nothing more than a bag of bones,
/aj bejnt "e—di—kej— tid no it mo;r n n owl "dog—ki;/
I’m not educated, naught more than an old donkey.
The form besides /bi— saj&z/ occurs once only:—
/ad to wosk "tv/en— ti; "majl bi~"saj&z lyk af— tr 
Had to walk twenty mile, besides look after 
/jo:r lIo:r— siz/ 
your horses.
We are' now to examine two fields, relationships 
o;r‘ time and place, where it is possible to consider 
in more detail the structure of small sections within 
the ’total system’ of prepositions. In the former 
case, we are merely examining the generalization of 
one form at the expense of anotherJ in the latter case, 
we see a functional sub— system which differs radically 
from its counterpart in S.E.
Relationships of time. The prepositions discussed 
here are those whose principal function is to express 
a relationship of time between two nominals, although 
in a number of cases they do have other uses. (In one 
case, ’after’, temporal uses are in fact outnumbered
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by other idiomatic uses in prepositional verbs, such as 
’look after’ etc,)
before (19) has two forms, /bx-foir/ and /fair/, 
the latter occurring tv/ice as frequently as the former 
(cf, the uses of these forms as conjunctions where, in 
a larger sample, /fo:r/ is relatively even more common.)
The form /fo:r/ is always differentiated in the dialect 
from /fr/ (=’for*), an extremely important fact for 
the consideration of certain uses of the former item.
This is because, as well as the same temporal relation­
ship as that expressed by ’before* in S,E.,
/os "pot i:n aw—r”zaj8z op raj—zin son bi— "fo:r te—no—klok/ 
We put in our scythes up T'Rising Sun" before 10 o ’clock, 
/wen twoz "6©rz—di nnajt fo:r "gy—do "fraj—di: "mo:r—nig/ 
'When twas Thursday night before Good Friday morning ,.,
we also find that the form /fo:r/ (never apparently
/bi—fo:r/) serves as the normal dialect form to express
the time relationship of S.E. ’until’,
/ “ko:rs be— tr frejd 9—let ©s work fo:r "ziks i:n 6© "najt/ 
Course, better they’d a—let us work until six in the night.
The point of contact can be seen in examples such as
/jy ky—dn lirv &© liJow—fi:ld forr zik— so— "klok/
You couldn’t leave the show—field before/until 6 o’clock, 
(/i:v 0—bin "fajn oil bo tajm “sins fo;r "naw 
fee’s been fine, all the time since, before/until now 
(/bo las fy man0s/
(the last few months.
This use of /fo:r/ prepositionally in the sense of 8.E,
’until’ corresponds exactly to its use as a conjunction
in the same sense ( q.vj , for example: —
/aj bajd Dcr fo:r aj got "ma—ri:d r ni:r 1— '"n©f/
I bide there until I got married ... or near enough.
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Given that a form /fo:r/ is the normal dialect
exponent of the concept * until** there are certain
cases where is might seem arbitary to say whether such
a form is to be identified with S.S. ’before* or 1 for*
/a31 wejt t o  i t  "zik— so^klok/
1*11 wait until six o’clock (— for ?)
However, closer examination of the phonetic data shows
that whereas /fair/ (’before*) never has a reduced form
/fr/, the normal atonic form for ’for* is just this.
Hone--of the, potential ambiguities being in r. stressed
position^ it seems preferable to treat /fo:r/ in all
cases as being a reflex of ’before*. Thus we find,
to illustrate the point:—
(/aj jys to af to bajd her zam-tajmz fair “se—bm i:n 
(l used to have to bide there,sometimes until seven in 
(/()0 najt.fr to got (,ser— tin l,stownz ''j*if— tid/
(the night for to get certain stones shifted.
It is worth noting that the form ’until occurs only
■Jfr n - —  r
once in the dialect, in an unreduced ’correct* form,
in a context in which, in several directly parallel
examples, the dialect shows /fo:r/.
/if "ajd ©— "bajd !6er ©n— til uziks—o— ^klak/
If I ’d a—bide there until .six o’clock ...
It therefore seems reasonable to ascribe this usage
to the influence of S.E.
* There Is a form which is apparently ’I ’ve been here 
till now how many years’, but owing to extraneous
noise it is impossible to be certain.
after /af—tr/ or /ar— tr/ (£9) is structurally very
similar to its counterpart in S„lih
/dy dys t© wozk "majlz ,rar—tr 0 owl wi 3 ks “work/
You used to walk miles 000 after a whole week1s work*
/two—dn vs—ri: log ar—tr "Sat fo:r bed w©z k©m "hale/
It wasn't very long; after that before they were come 'back*
In this temporal usage* it has a synonym gone /gon/ (7)?
used in the corpus only with actual times of the clock*
as: —
/twez "gon Is—bm 0 klok/
It was gone eleven o'clock*
We might note one or two non—temporal uses of 1 after*
/if jy won— tid t© gow t© ow—kam—m "af— tr e—n i 0123/
If you wanted to go to Okehampton after anything .* #
/Sejz mejjn hi: Scr t© lyk "af— tr am n Sat/
These men he there to look after them and that .. „
(for the status of *look after1 as a prepositional
verh or as a sequence of simple verh + preposition*
c*f. the notes on phrasal verbs,)
Since / s m s /  occurs once only
/naw "sins "Sat i:z gon "©p/
Now* since that* he1s gone up*
Finally* we might note a fascinating example of stretch
/strctj/ which occurs spontaneously only once* in the
sen s e o 0 an Ame ri e an 1 thru1
/o;r— siz ad t© hi: ten—did sejm "sa— tr— dejz strctj 
Horses had to he tended same Saturdays stretch 
/"non—di1z/
Holidays 0
(i#e, including Sundays) * This form was elicited on 
several other occasions also*
Relationships of Place, The principal structural 
differences "between the prepositional systems of the 
dialect and of S.E. lie in the semantic field which 
can loosely he termed that of relationship of place* 
Interest here centres in S.E. on two aspects* traditionally 
referred to as ’motion towards* and ’place where* and 
hoth of these aspects will he considered helow. Two 
of the forms discussed here* ’in’ and ’to* have many 
other u^es; insofar as these differ significantly from 
S.E., they are briefly mentioned at the end of this 
section.
In S.E,, the two aspects referred to ahove have 
as their hasic prepositional indicators ’to1 and ’at’ 
respectively, with ’into’ and ’in’ replacing them in 
certain definable circumstances. In the dialect* the 
position is radically different* in that what is 
apparently the fundamental opposition in S.E. is 
neutralized in Devonshire. The form ’at’ occurs only 
9 times* in the entire corpus* 5 of which are in the 
collocation ’look at’ and none of which expresses a 
relationship of place, 'This contrast between ’motion’ 
and ’rest’ is replaced in the dialect by a more complex 
system expressing either the direction of movement* 
where such is implied* or the position of the place
* not including 21 occurrences of the phrase /tojl/ 
which might he ’at all’ or ’to all’. The latter 
is quite probable as the other phrases where S.E, 
shows ’at* ( e.g. ’at once’ ) either do not occur 
in the dialect or occur with another preposition* 
often ’to’. ( c.f, /oil to "wans/)
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quoted where motion is not implied. Before proceeding
to examine these factors in detail* however* a number
o'p general points need to be made.
We have seen that ’at’ is not used for relationships
of place in the dialect and that the opposition made by
8. S . betwoen ’to’ and ’ a t ’ is neutral!zed. Thus * with
both the simple form ’to* and the various other forms
discussed below* there is no formal indication of
whether motion or rest is implied. So* to quote the
most obvious example* the sentence* ’We caught the
train to Tavistock1* is* to an S.E. speaker* ambiguous
in the dialect* at least out of context, Kore important
perhaps* so are all the other forms within the system*
namely in (to)* out (to)* up (to), down (to), and less
frequently over (to)* and back (to). There is no
correlation between presence or absence of ’to1 and any
indication of motion or rest. This means that not only
is ’to Tavistock* ambiguous (in terms of the structure
of S.E.) but so is ’in Tawton*.
/ajv bin izn "to:— tn/
I * ve b een in(to) Tawton.
We may compare
/aj went i:n "owm/
I went in home, and
/aj got © sis— tr i m  owm t® "l®~v®— tn/
I got a sister in home to Lovaton,
The form ’into* occurs four times only* in no case
* ’towards* occurs once only* in a sense only marginal 
to the system being discussed here:—
/data 9p gwen on t®—*wosrdz "kre—di— tn we;)/
That’s up going on towards Grediton way.
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indicating a relationship place* e.g.
/ajv ©—koft "i*n— ty it/
I ’ve a—cuffed into it.
/i:d sy—nr pot "tow in— 'ty n/
He’d sooner put toe into him.
However ’in to’ (with equal stress) does occur both 
with the sense of S.E. ’to’ (’into*) and S.E. ’at’ 
(’in’). Thus we find:—
/os wo;kt from "her i:n to "o—r©—brid3/
We walked from there in to Ilorrabridge and
/aj "met n i:n to &o ,fkor—nr ov bo “vi-lid3/
I met him in to the corner of the village.
Similar examples with other forms showing the
neutralization of at:to might include:—
/ajv en— trd n0ri: "pow—ni:z i: sed dawn "jel—vr—tn/ 
’I’ve entered three ppnies’* he said* ’down Yelverton. 
/if jy gow fr katj © "trejn gow dawn "pli—m©0/
If you go for catch a train go down Plymouth.
and
/Ii ad it oil sent op "ion—dn jo now/
He had it all sent up London* you know.
/&i:z ji:r wots op "ion—dn naw/
This here what’s up London now ...
Many more examples could be adduced to show that the 
opposition basic to the structure of n.E. is not 
normally made in the dialect.
We may now turn to the system of oppositions which 
is shown by the dialect. It is basically a composite 
system* with oppositions between north and east ( ’up’) 
and south and west ( ’down*) * and between Dartmoor 
( ’out’) and Zeal ( ’in’). There is another member of
* in fact* the range of ’down* is considerably more 
than 50^* cf, the plan.
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the series, ’over’, used for Ireland and therefore 
presumably implying in that case that water is crossed. 
However, it is also used for two other places north­
east of Zeal,-Truddlebeer and Langdown-,thus disturbing 
the regularity o° the opposition between N. and E, and 
8. and W. All these possibilities do not preclude the 
selection of what might be called the ’unmarked’ member 
’to’ , when none o r> the above is sojecified. A frequency 
table of the various possibilities is given below, 
limited to place names in ordex1 to avoid difficulty 
with marginal cases. It is certainly true to say, 
however, that although all the forms mentioned here 
occur with nominale other than place-names, nevertheless 
the ’unmarked’ member ’to’ is more relatively frequent 
in such a position (e.g. ’to church’, ’to school’ etc.)
The oppositions indicated above depend on varying 
criteria. Where there is motion, the relevant factor 
is the direction with regard to the starting point or, 
when thivS is not mentioned, with regard to Zeal. Where 
there is no motion implied, the form used fepends on 
the position of the place named with regard to Zeal.
In order to Illustrate this point, a plan is provided 
showing the relative positions of the places referred 
to in the corpus\ although only the central area is to 
scale, the positions of the places marked, relative to 
each other and to Zeal, are approximately correct. It 
will be seen that the usage is about 80$ consistent,
* In fact, there is a further possibility, the 
omission of any preposition (see below. )
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and that if a place referred to is on Dartmoor, then 
that category ('out1) takes precedence over the direc­
tional category of 'up* or ’down1*
The relationships established in this way are 
rigidly adhered to, to such an extent that a place is 
often referred to in the form, for example, fup Lovaton*, 
even when used with another preposition, particularly 
’from1, i.e. the positional indicator 'up* or ’down* 
is used so frequently with a name that it becomes 
almost an integral part of it. Thus we find compounds 
of the type ’from up Lovaton*, 'from down Tavistock.', 
'from out Princetown* etc.
The preposition used with Zeal itself is normally 
either ’in (to)* or 'back (to)'. The former is used 
when the Journey being discussed is the first one 
mentioned, particularly when it originated from 
Lovaton or Croin Ramsley, the two pieces where the 
informant has lived most of his life. In other 
circumstances, particularly when an outward Journey 
has already been mentioned, 'back' is the normal form, 
as in S.T50
'In* is also used to indicate journeys returning 
from the boor, as the ’systematic opposition' of 'out*.
In this respect it is interesting to consider the 
subsection marked with an asterisk on the plan. Here, 
the relationship between Tavistock and Horrabridge 
(respectively a fairly large market town and a small 
village on the edge of Dartmoor) is seen to be one of 
'in Horrabridge’ and 'out Tavistock*, the exact
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opposite o"n what might he expected, Ye^'do, in fact, 
find T out Yelverton* for- a journey from Tavistock, 
whereas the more pi»edic table 'down Yelverton* is used 
for a journey directly from Zeal, When questioned 
about this apparent inconsistency — as also when asked 
the difference between 'up Langdo vm' and !over Langdown*, 
both used for a journey from Zeal — the informant merely 
stated that this was what he always said* In fact, the 
collocations were confirmed by enquiries among other 
local residents, and we are left to puzzle why the 
Tavistock/Horrabridge relationship differs from the 
norm. There are other apparent exceptions of this type 
so that the system outlined in this section should only 
be regarded as a general guide; the most striking 
feature is how firmly linked to a following place name 
the selected preposition has become,
Vj© may now proceed to a frequency table* and 
examples.
c,f . for example, * in Okehampton1 for the market 
town of the area.
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Frequency tables — Place Eames . only
FORM motion implied (c.?„ S.E. 'to')
no motion 
( c.f, S,!
*
ZERO 6 6
TO 19 8
IN 4 5
IN TO 1 1
OUT 4 4
OUT TO 2 1
DO.iOM 2 2
DOWN TO 4 2
UP 7 3
UP TO 6 5
OVER 1 _
OVER TO 1 2
' at *)
All of these forms have many other examples with 
nominals other than place names. We may now look 
"briefly at one example only of each category,
(For giero, see below,)
* e.f, below, non—prepositional relationships of 
place.
/a3d ©—got t© work ta "l©—ve—tn/
I'd a—got to walk to Lovaton.,
/"mi: n "i: w©z &er t© "saw© ‘'to:—tn/ 
he and lie were there to South Taw ton,
(/ad dys ta af t© kam in pri—dir ni:r "dri: majl 
(I u-ed t.o have to come in pretty near three mile 
(/from ©p "le—va— tn i:n "to:— tn r i m  "zedl/
(from up Lovaton in Tawton or in Zeal,
/ti—dn ta sed bat koz dYm "3i:r in "saw© "to:— tn/
Tisn't to say that 'because vouie here in South Tawton ...
/as vfoikt from "*&er i:n ta 'sejl/
We walked from there in to Zeal,
/oej stopt in ta "koi— sn "hi:—kn/
Thay stopped in to 'Cawsand Beacon',
/ad went fram "o—ra—brid3 awt uta~vi— stok/
I went from Horrahridge out Tavistock,
/fy tek it awt "prm— siz—tawn naw 9—gejn/
You take it out Princetown now again,
/©s dys te wo:k fr©m "di:r awt t© dryz— “tedn—n/
We used to walk from here out to Drewsteignton.
/i:d ©—got 0 " z m  li—v m  awt to "gy—110—vrd/
He'd a—got a son living out to Gtoonaford.
/os ol work dawn "sti—kl—pa0/
We'll walk down Sticklepath.
/ajv en—trd ll0ri: "pow—ni:z i: sed dawn "jel—vr— tn/
'I've entered three ponies', he said, 'down Yelverton*• 
/os tr©kt '60 pow—ni:z from ‘bar dawn to "ta—vi— stok/
We trucked the ponies from there down to Tavistock.
/i: "kept 9 par—ti: dawn to toir— '"ked/ v 
He copped a party down to Torquay. s.
/os bokst ft© pow—ni:z from "her op ow— "kam—m/ - 
We boxed the ponies from there up Okehampton.
/"birz op ,fti~vr—tn iz "toil/
This (one) up Tiverton is tall,
/gwen ow—vr ‘ad'-r— lnd xz it/*
Going over Ireland, is it ?
/gwen ow—vr to "ad—r—lnd ad 5h v d  sam—bo—di: sed/
Going over to Ireland, I heard somebody say,
/add 0—mi:t wi li— tl ‘skar—mi—Jiz ow— vr t© "tr©—dl—bi:r/ 
I'd a—met with little skirmishes over to Truddlebeer.
* Not attested in the sense of 'over at* with place 
names, but of, 'Something passed me last night 
over such a place’,
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We have now outlined the basic system. There are also
a number of peripheral uses which we can not discuss
here. Before passing on, however, mention will be
made of two examples containing 'along1, the first in
the sense of 'along to* (= towards) and the second
perhaps meaning 'all around'J these are reminiscent
of the famous line from 'Uncle Tom Cobbley*, 'all
along, down along, out along lea',
/i: jy& t© gow u©p "dij—k.©m "ejd j© si; ©p kros 
He used to go up Dishcombe Head, you see, up across 
/ ufad—r— stown log "gy—na—vrd from her/
Firestone, along Goonaford from there.
/ajv bin oil dawn log ifny— tn "a—b©t J ow— in/
I've been all down along Newton Abbot showing.
Finally, we should look at certain other uses of
'in' and 'to'. In occurs 175 times, and apart from
its uses to express relationship of place, it is used
in the dialect to express other relationships normally
expressed in S.E. by 'on* or 'at'. It seems safe to
say that the range of 'in' and 'to' is much greater
in the dialect than in S.H„, and that the usage of
other forms is correspondingly reduced,
/jy Icn pat Jo;r fyt radt "i:n dart—morr/
You can put your foot right in Dartmoor,
/i: dys 'drowv t© "tjartj tY^ cl—v©—klok in 5© 'najt/
He u^ed drove to church ... twelve o'clock in the night.
/i:z be— tr in i:z "and/
He's better in his hand. etc, etc.
To (163), The use of 'to' 'for' and 'for to' in
infinitival constructions is discussed elsewhere, as
is the use of 'to' to express relationships of place.
In its other uses also, we find 'to' generalizing at
the expense of 'at'. In particular, although 'look, at*
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occurs five times in the corpus (accounting for over
half the occurrences of 'at* altogether), nevertheless
'look to1 and 'look away to1 are the normal forms for
this idiom in the dialect,
/"sam lta—drz lykt wed t© ,fd3o:rd3 "ke—li:/
Sam Adders looked away to George Kelly.
/ajv ©—lykt wed t© ,fs©m ©v ©m/
I've a—looked away to some of them.
/i: "lykt t© mi: fr 0 mow—mnt/
He looked to me for a moment.
We notice also that 'to' replaces 'at' in a number of
adverbial phrases.
/own—li: wen ufo:r ty 9 "tadm/
Only one for (^furrow) to a time,
/strik mi: o:l t© "wens/
Struck me all to once.
This suggests that the phrase /(not) to:l/ is perhaps 
'to all* rather than 'at all', although when asked, 
the informant asserted that his form is 'at all1.
Such an assertion must, of course, be treated cautiously.
'To' is also used widely where S.E, would show 
according to, the latter occurring twice only in the 
corpus 0
/i: .fo:d mi: s©m ©v ‘80 "bi—gist ov it sow t© ber "te-lin/
He showed me some of the biggest of it, so to their telling, 
/"did 9—ko:r—din to '60 "wej—d^iz dy w©z ge— tin/
It did according to the wages you were getting.
In other respects, 'to' shows many of the usages
associated with it in S.E.
Relationships of place and time without preposi—
■ i 'fr r ..T ..n . i'h— n — r*n ■— t  ' i r f f l r . - *  -m im « i— m i i i M n (ii m  > —  .m  . . . i n*  mm
tions, V/e have outlined above the normal pattern of 
relationships of place and time conveyed by prepositional 
phrases. However, as we briefly mentioned above, what 
is apparently the same relationship may be conveyed 
without the occurrence of a preposition. It may seem 
that such uses should, strictly speaking, not be treated 
as prepositional phrases and, if they are considered in 
isolation, this is clearly so. However, two factors 
suggest their treatment here: firstly, the uses to be 
outlined below almost all have equivalents with a 
preposition within the structure of the dialectj and 
secondly, since this work is at least partly compara­
tive, it seems desirable to discuss these phrases here 
since their S.33. equivalents are prepositional phrases.
It should be said here, however, that in terms of the 
structure of the dialect certain words or phrases which 
normally function as nominals can apparently be used 
adverbially without the preposition usually necessary 
in S.13. to change the function of a word from nominal 
to adverbial.
The phrases indicating relationship of place
which can occur without a preposition are many and
varied. Nominals, both place names and others, are
found thus, with the sense both of motion and of rest
('to* and 'at'). For example, we find:—
/jyd katj fas trejn "barn— sto—pi/
You'd catch first train (to) Barnstaple.
/aj got ty li—vin sti—kl—pa6 "naw/
I got two living (at) Sticklepath now.
C/i: farmd ©p tap ev '60 stxl sp her plejs
(He farmed up here, top of the hill up there, place 
(/ko:ld "we— sts—we3/
(called * West away1.
/jy to. gow "wot mar—kot jy "majnd ty/
You can go what market you mind to,
/be3 dan bar "tajm ber "pliis fo:rs in 1 lan— dn/
They did their time there, police force, in London,
The non—occurrence of a preposition is particularly 
frequent in certain phrases which can perhaps "be con­
sidered, in S.E, as in the dialect, as compound pre­
positions where the first preposition is structurally 
redundant, e,g. !(at) the top of1, f(at) the side of* etc,
/be3 Lin ©p sat dawn top 0 bar "as osl dej "an 9m/
They been up sat down top of their ass all the day,
/haven1t they?
C/herz 0 "bil—dra plejs ji;r d3 is o—vr sajd qv 
(Thereto a "builderto place here, just over side of 
(/maj "gar—dn her/
(my garden there.
The third major position where this usage is found is
when a nominal phrase indicating a relationship of
place is appended to a clause paratactically*
(/aj went awt ta "liv fo:r aj W0 2 5  twelv ji:r "owld /WJ 
(i went out to live "before I was 1& year old ,,,
(/"farm "awz/
(farm house,
(/oil—wiz jys to sej her was a "gowst ber /P7 
(Always used to say there was a ghost there •
( /sor—tin "rym/
( certain room.
The use of phrases without a preposition to
Indicate relationships o-° time is much more restricted.
Basically, only times of the clock, days of the week
and, when signifying habitual actions, parts of the
day, seasons, and certain other cognate phrases
normally occur without prepositions, i\Tot only are
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the temporal non—prepositional usages easier to define,
hut they are also far more consistent than those of
placeo For example, a * time of the clock* occurs with
a preposition only once, and on that occasion with the
rare form ’at', We may note the following examples:—
/aj ad to start work "zik— so— Hklok. in bo umo:r—nig/
I had to start work six o’clock in the morning,
(/'do tjortj wad hi: pra—di: nirr vild".rajt ap 
(The church, would he pretty near filled right up 
( /usan—di: '*naj ts/
(Sunday nights,
(/i: was gwen tek r hak ha uman—di: af— tr— Hnyn n
(Fie was going to take her hack the Uonday afternoon and
(/kom rajt dawn f,gejn ho "tyz—di: nmo:r—nig/
(come right down again the Tuesday morning,
(/oil—wiz jys to 0ig hawt ,sgard—nxn gy—do fraj—di: 
(Always used to think ahout gardening Good Friday,
(/hak in u6ej dejz/
(hack in they, days,
/ho war—kin liklas bejd gow Hnaj—dajmz/
The working class, they’d go night times,
/uwin— tr-tajmz two—dn sow 'pri— ti:/
Winter—times, it wasn't so pretty.
We might note here that in the case of days of the
week, a single action is expressed hy 'the* with a
’singular* noun, and a habitual action hy a 'plural'
noun only, in each without a preposition. In the case
of parts of the day and seasons, habitual action is
expressed similarly, hut reference to one occasion
shows both 'the' and a preposition. Thus we find:—
* cf. also 'of a night', discussed above under 'of.
day
day—part 
season
singIe action 
the Saturday 
in the night 
in the winter
habitual action 
Saturdays 
night-times 
wr i n t e r — t i i n e s
Thus the days of the week exhibit a structural pattern
peculiar to themselves.
Finally in this section, we will note three
typical examples which show non—prepositional uses
relating to both place and time.
(/bej got ty dri: gwen tek am ow— '"kam—m
(They got two or t?aree going take them Okehampton
(/6orz—di: ufat— stok Jow/
(Thursday, fatstock show,
(/aj got bi: t(satJ a plejs wer rz “wor—k m  ty 
(I got be such a place, where she's working to,
(/“satj a tajm/
( such a time,
( A :  jys ta kam op bar n lidrajv ta "tjartj 
(He used to come up there and drive to church ,,. 
l / h z  Hka—rid3 n i(per twel-va-klok i:n b© ”najt/
(his carriage and pair , ♦, twelve o'clock in the night.
Use at prepositions_ with relative clauses
Two general points can be made about the use
of prepositions with relative clauses. Firstly,
only one of the two orders permitted by S,E. is
found in the dialect, namely;—
/bis "man i: "dajd bat aj jys to “Jow fair/
This man, he died, that I used to show for.
The alternative 'for whom 1 used to show1, found in
more educated S.E., is totally absent from the
dialect. This is clearly connected to the virtual
absence of 'whom' and 'which' from the corpus
(cf. page $ below) , since of the three forme
which are found in the dialect, 'what*, 'that' and
zero, the first never occurs in S.E, with a specific
nominal antecedent (i.e. we do not find 'This is the
person/thing what I live with1 or 'with what I live* ),
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and the other two cannot occur post—prepositionally
(i,e, we do not find 'This is the person/thing with
that I live’ or ’with (zero) I live1).
Secondly, of the three relatives found in the
dialect, ’what’ is always found, as in S,EJ,, when
there is no specific grammatical antecedent,
/tiz wot aj W9Z ri;rd "op in ''tjil/
It’s what I was re-red up in (as a) child.
Such examples are mostly of the type often called
* indirect questione’,
/i: o:l—wiz jys to now wot aj "won-tid 11 fair/
Ee always used to know what I wanted him for.
Of the examples with definite antecedents, we find
that ’what’, ’that1 and zero are equally common,
hut that ’that’ is used four times as often with
animate antecedents as with inanimate antecedents,
whereas with ’what* and ’zero’ the position is almost
exactly reversed. Thus we find that the usual
pattern with animate antecedents is: —
/be man dot ajd hrn ber t!lorj wx ui:!,le.ft/
The man that I’d ’been there1 along with , he left,
and for inanimate antecedents either:—
(/aj got 0 nd3am-^pr n bat owm 'naw wot jys to 
( I got a jumper and that home now what used to 
(/udy et wi&/
(do it with,
or
/bat woz oil i: hod wran ty/
That was all he could run to.
There are, however, occasional deviant examples of 
the type:—
/'bzvz 9 plejs ‘601 aj ne.—vr !ityk fo:r/
There’s a place that I never took for,
/I: broit r ji:r jog uwy—im wot uajm t £ ~ l m  9-bawt/
He brought her here young woman what I ’m telling about, 
/bats &0 ljian aj waz ‘te—lin jy 9—*bawt aj t?r£—kn/
That’s the man I was telling you about, I reckon.
Further examples of all the uses of the relative
can be found in the last chapter,
/Where .«... to’
One additional use of a preposition with a 
clause in the dialect, the construction ’where 
(to)’, (e,g, ’where’s it to?’) has no counterpart 
in S.E, It is difficult to decide whether it 
should be treated here or as part of the syntax 
of the clause, but since, from a comparative point 
of view, interest centres on 'to* which has been 
widely discussed above as a preposition, it seems 
more convenient to treat it here.
The conditions under which a clause introduced 
by ’where* will or will not terminate* with ’to’ 
can be fairly closely defined b5r reference to two 
factors,
i. the identity of the lexical verb in the clause 
in question and
ii. if this verb Is ’b e ’, the position of stress 
within the clause,
* In fact, certain extra— clausal items such as ’then’ 
or ’like’, and any item in paratactic relationship 
to the clause, can occur after ’to1 in this 
construction.
Where the verb form in the clause *is not ’he1,
the particle 'to' will almost invariably be present.
The last stress may fall on the penultimate,
/wer dy om get Da "tylz ty/
V/here do they get the tools to?
/wcr ud3iin woz 1 sent ty bej ty S!mi:t/ 
i/hero Jim was sent to, they two met.
or on the antepenultimate,
/bilz gwen dr ajv mi: op war ajm “w©r~kin ty/
Bill's going to drive me up where I'm working to.
/aj zi:d wer S© ukwi:n livd ty/
I saw where the Queen lived to.
(/jy ad to lyk s*ejd ta zi: wer bo w q z 0— s,n9— Dr 
(You had to look ahead to see where there was another 
(/ty fo:r jy dyd 1 bat/
(to before you did that.
/aj d©—now wer &ej Qigk *f‘&ejl gow ty wen bej daj/
I don't know where they think they'll go to when they
/die.
or on earlier syllables,
/wel wer "jy bi—1023 ty 11 jel—vr—tn/
Well,,where you belong to, Yelverton. ^
(/wer uaj waz ri:rd sp ty w©z bawt "0ri: “majl ‘awt 
(Y/here I was reared up to was about three mile out 
(/from ji:r/
(from here*
(/twez bawt wej~di:n "monOs wen aj left wer aj got 
(it was about eighteen months when I left where I got 
(/"ma—ri:d i:n ty awt on bo “farm/
(married in to, out on the farm.
Y/hen the verb in the clause is not 'be', 'to'
is absent only in one case, when 'where' itself is
stressed. Thus we find, for example,
(/i: waz wo— t J in !lwer i: w©z "gow— m  11 "wot i: was 
(lie was watching where he was going and what he was 
i/"dy-in/
(aoing.
* When an infinitive is introduced hy ’where’, the 
same rules as those outlined here, apply, e.g. 
'He knowed exactly where to go to'.
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in contrast with
/bejz plej— siz hi: o:l—rajt if jy now wer jym 
These places are alright if you know where you're 
/"gow— in ty ui—dn it/ 
going to, isn11 it?
Apart from this one situation, however, 'to1 is 
always present; one or two apparent exceptions are 
discussed below.
Where the verb in the clause is 'be', however, 
the situation is rather more complex. 'To' is not 
present:—
a. when 'where* is stressed (as above)
b. when the penultimate syllable (i.e. the syllable 
which would be ante—penultimate if 'to* were present) 
or any earlier syllable bears the last stress in
the clause.
c. when a stressed syllable other than 'to' occurs 
after the form of 'be* in the same clause.
d. when the form of 'be* is last and stressed.
This last occurs once only, as an alternative to
e. below. Thus we find:—
a. / ‘‘wer did jy sej ir woz li—v m /
Where did you say he was living?
b. /tom nowz wer “wiik woz/
Tom knows where Week was.
/ii kom op wer "to— brz waz jo si:/
He came up where the others were, you see,
( /jy woz glad if jy past 9 vi:ld war bo 
( You were glad if you passed a field where the 
/"get—wej woz to si: 0 "tor—nip r ty/ 
gateway was, to see a turnip or two,
/jy mos now wer "bat iz ni;r "nof najs 
You must know where that, is, near enough, nice 
( /li— tl work from wer bo "jow—fi:ld woz/
( little walk from where the showfield was.
c. (/aj no id '60 farms wer ‘der woz oil—wiz 9 lot
(l knew the farms where there was always a lot 
(/ av 110—li:/
(of holly.
d. (/aj di—dn now wer je 1—vr— tn "woz 5en ujel—vr— tn
(I didn’t know where Yelverton was then.'Yelverton', 
(/aj sed werz korld "jel—vr—tn ty/
(l said, 'Where's called. Yelverton to?'
The particle 'to' la found with 'be* 2—
e. when it is itself stressed. This is the normal 
dialect alternative to construction d. above; the 
latter occurs once only and may thus perhaps be 
ascribed to S.IC. influence, since it is in 'fact 
the normal construction in S.'S.
f . when the last syllable (excluding 'to* ) of the 
clause is stressed and includes an enclitic form of 
'be' . (When the last sylleJole is stressed and does 
not include a form of ’be', rule c, above operates.)
Thus we find:—
e, /aj ad ta stej ber wer aj waz "ty/
I had to stay there where I was to.
(/twoz 0 brejv fejt wen os ji:rd tel wer 
(it was a. brave fate when we heard tell where 
(/i; woz "ty/
(he was to.
/zom al zej wel werz it “ty/
Some'11 say: 'T/ell, where's it to?'
/tv to let n now wer i: woz uty n wer 
.. for to let him know where he was to and where 
/i:z "plejz woz/ 
his place was,
(it is worth noting that this construction with 'to'
stressed occurs only with the verb 'be1. )
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f. (/bats bo tajm jy kod J if t Da st©f dawn
(That's the time you could shift the stuff down 
(/wer ujym ty/
(where you're to,
/bats wer "tiz ty j© si:/
That's ‘where tis to, you see.
There are just over 60 clauses introduced hy 
'where' in the corpus, and all hut three correspond 
to the rules discussed above. Of these three 
apparent exceptions, one is easily explained by 
saying that in suitable contexts, 'from' can re­
place 'to' in environments where the latter would 
be required by the rules. Thus
(/i:z o—brok ©— "wej si: tom wer i: "kom from 
fee's a—broken away, see, Tom, where he came from, 
(/wer i:s “owm woz/
(where his home was.
In the second case, it may perhaps be that the pre­
sence of 'there* in the clause functions as an 
alternative to 'to'.
/i: krost So "rowd wer aj waz bcr "war—k m /
He crossed the road where I was there working.
Finally, it is tempting to ascribe the third case
simply to the length 03? the clause which follows
'where',
/fr ta "get ap wer &ej waz gwen start ■
... for to get up where they were going (to)start
/laj—nin ov am "ap fr ba wd3id3/ 
lining of them up ?or the judge.
Strictly speaking, 'to* should follow 'judge',
but the grammatical, constraints may be presumed to
be too weak to operate over so long a portion of
utterance.
CHAPTER VIII
The Morphology, of the Verb 
a. 'he1,
*b♦ 1 have1 .
c * 1 do *.
d. in general.
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERB
(A) The
as auxiliary and as full
be , 
verb.
(a) The Present Tense, Positive
S.E
I am
I ’m
You are
You’re
He is
He’s
She is
She1 s
It is
It’s
We are
We' re
They are
They’re
N.Ph(Sg) is
N.Ph(Sg) ' s
N.Ph(Pl) are
N.Ph(Pl) ’ re
’There'
(see notes)
Positions of 
sentence stress
Positions without 
sentence stress
/bi %/ M
/bi s/ /m/ (also /r/\ /bis/)
/iz/ A/
/iz/ /z/
/is/ (/bis/) /z/
/bi % / /bi s /
/bi s / /m/ (also /r/)
/ xz/ A/
/bis/
•(also /xz/) /bis/ (also /z/)
/iz/ /z/
Notes
(a) Norms in the first column are found when ’he' is in 
positions hearing sentence-stress, and forms in column two 
in positions without sentence-stress. The latter category 
includes all unstressed auxiliary forms, principally the 
present continuous ('is going') and the present passive 
('is left1). These two paradigms are quite distinct - there 
is only one apparent exception in the whole of the material.
(b) There is no tonic allomorph /am/, since /m/ is replaced 
in tonic position by /bi;/- /bi;/ is, however, found in atoni'
position after 'us* and after a plural noun phrase. In these 
two cases, the tonic; atonic opposition is neutralized.
(c) There are only six occurrences of /ar/, all unstressed 
and in positions where the dialect would normally show /m/. 
These can presumably be ascribed to S.E. influence. The 
actual phonetic realisation of this form is the centring 
element [a] followed by the retroflex [r], as one would 
expect in the dialect.
(d) The occurrence of /%/ after plural noun phrases is merely 
an indication of the widespread neutralization of the plural; 
singular grammatical opposition in the dialect. -After 'there' 
we find only atonic /z/, tonic /iz/, whether the complement is 
singular or plural.
(e) The statistical validity of the second column is greater 
than that of the first, since there are roughly ten times as 
many unstressed forms as there are stressed. In the third 
person singular, there are so many occurrences that this 
matters much less. The stressed forms are, however, used in 
questions where inversion of subject and verb occurs. (For 
examples, see 'pronoun morphology')
Examples 
(a) NORMAL PARADiai-IS (l) TONIC
/iilivd awt sejm li— tl owl strejt uzaj bi: awt '6er “naw/ 
'I' He lived out same little old street as I _be out there noi 
/aj bin a~pi: oz Ba "dejz woz log n aj ubi7 naw/
I ’ve been happy as the days was long, and I be now ,
/Bejm lajk “jy bi: i:n &o mow™'tr—kar/
’You’ They’m like you Jbe in the motor-car,
/jyr ge— tin owl~dr i!jy bi: !lty lyh£ sow/
You’re getting older, you be, too, looks so,
(/ko:r Hto-~mi: i: sed 'aw^i: i:
("Cor, Tommy," he said, "How be you?"
(aj sed fajn aw bi: wjy d^cik./
(I saids "Pine I How be you. Jack?"
/ow i:s bin o by—di: n i: “iz naw/
’He’ Oh yes, lie’s been a beauty, and he ±s now 
/aj ”do—now bat i: iz unaw/
I dunno that he i_s now,
(/if rz dy— in o:l—rajt n jy “now r iz 
’Her’ (If her’s doing alright and you know her is, 
(let r gow r own wej/
(let her go her own way,
/iz r “pli-moe mejd ben/
Is her Plymouth maid then?
/bats aw tiz aj bejn now “bi—gr/
’It’ That’s how tis I bain’t no bigger.
/ “wot iz it^Se’j got naw/
What i_s it they got now?
/berz be~tr mejn banjos *bi: awt &r/
’Us’ There’s better men than us be out there.
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’They’ /aw ,!bi:am “oil—rajt dy—xn vc—ri: “v/el Bej bi: naw/
’How be they? * ’Alright . . Doing very well they be now’ 
/aj do—now wot Bej “bi: ajm “jo:r/
I dunno what they be, I’m sure.
Sg„N.P./“aj now wot a dart—mo:r povvr—ni: iz/ 
I know what a Dartmoor pony is.
Pl.N.P. /bats aw bo “ni—grz bi: op bawt ber “naw/
That’s how the niggers be, up about there nowD 
/ “big wanz o:l aw—r ti—di:z bi: “bis ji:r/
Big* ones, all our tiddies be this year.
’There’ HO TONIC EXAMPLES
(ii) ATONIC
’I’ /ajm “mejzd 0—bawt 011— tin/
I ’m mazed about hunting.
(/ajm te—lin jy ba 15try0 maj 'boj n “ajm li—vin 
(I ’m telling you the truth, my boy, and I ’m living 
(ta tel ba tejl/
(to tell the tale.
’You* /jy had J if t ba staf dawn wer "jym ty/
You could shift the stuff down where you’m to.
/ard wark down art “now—ba—di: if jym bon— 1'ten—tid/ 
Hard work don’t hurt no-body if you’m contented.
’He’ /got “dry at al—rajt Oapk god i:z stil “li—vin/
Got through it alright, thank God, he’s still living. 
/i:z a ve—ri: gyd “tjap/
He’9 a very good chap.
’Her’ /aj got bi: “sitj 0 plejs wer rz war—kin ty/
I got be such a place, where her’s working to 
/jy now wot rz “lajk/
You hhow what her’s like.
’It’ /ow li— tl farm ko:ld ,!lo—vo—tn. its i:n ba sejm "pa—rij, 
Oh, little farm called Lovaton, it * s in the same parish 
/bej wod ne—vr "rajd toil its own—li: nol— tr fnfem bats on 
They would never ride at all,it’s only halter fur em 
that’s alio
Mis’ (/berz "be—tr lend awt ber bon os hi: i:n t!ji:r
(There’s better land out there than us he in here 
(kol— t1—ve j— t in/
(cultivating,
/bej woz "o:l hot awt lajk os hi: te—lin o—bawt/ 
They was all cut out like us he telling about.
They
MOTE
/'bejm d^ost oil 
They’m just all ., 
/bej 0iqk bejm udi~ 
They think they’m 
/bejm "me—kin "f*
$
bon
CQNTRASTThey’m making
wel aj 
„ well 
-front 
different 
ir—mra hi: 
farmers he
down "ker/
I don’t c.are. 
e—ni :bo—di : 
than anybody
"els/
else.
me—kin pie—ni: mo—ni: naw/ 
making plenty money now.
Sg.N.P, /bats rajt"'bats bo owl wo—moil/
That’^  right, that’si the old woman, 
/d3o:rd3 1kc—liiz gwen op fr "wen/ 
George Kelly’s going up for one.
Pl.N.P,( /pi:pi in "tawnz hi: ko—m m  jiir haj— in op bo 
(People in towns be coming here buying up the 
( li— tl owl "ko— ti—dgiz/
( little old cottages,
/a; bo he—grz hi: hit ty "01k to—dej/
Ah, the beggars he hit too thick to—day.
’There’ /berz t!on—drodz ov om daj/
There’s hundreds of them die.
/berz ’"’©aw— z m z  Ji:p op dart—mo:r "naw/ 
There’s thousands sheep up Dartmoor now.
PARADiamTIG IRREG-UL.AJRITIES 
a• reflexesr of /ar/
’you1 (/if i!jyr mi— str ugl©—vr aj sed n jyr
(if you’re Mr. G-lover, I said, and you1 re 
(/ge— t m  owl—dr ujy loii i!ty lyks sow/
(getting older, you te, too, looks so;.,.
[3 other examples
’they1 /bej—r frejd to !,li:v r moir n o wi:k/
They’re afraid to leave her more than a week.
[no other examples
*>• A  8/ and /z/ with plural noun p?arases
/nagz hi—gr 11 r uejdz xz/
Hugs higger than our heads is.
(/&i:z ty jar}— str z wotzjirr ""Haw iz gow— in 
(These two youngsters whaths here now is going 
(/Slhak san—dej ’t§r-&rz iz kV-min dawn ba 
(hack Sunday, tothers is coming down the 
(/san—di: t!ar— tr/
(Sunday after.
[a number of similar 
examples
°• TOhXC form in atonic position
/aj spowz jy hi: ka—m m  in 9— l,gejn/
I suppose you he coming in again.
[no similar example
d. /bi:/ in abnormal position
/'Vit— son it hi: naw 0—gejn **wit— son/
Whitsun it he now again, Whitsun
[no similar example
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(b) The Present Tense, Negative
S „E0 Beflexes of 'be not*
Eeflexes of 
'is not'
I*m not 
I aint "c
/
t
/
 
CD 
H
 
C_
j. 
!3
CT
/i-dn/ /e jn(t)/
You aren't /bin/
/be jn(t)/
(/i-dn/)
He isn't /i~dn/
She isn't \ H 1 fU
j
13 \
It isn't /i-dn/ /ejn(t)/
We aren't (/be jn(t)/) (/i-dn/)
They aren't /bejn(t)/ \ H ! a- ts
N.Ph.Sg. isn't /i-dn/
N.Ph.Pl. aren't (/i-dn/)
T^ r e (aren't / i-dn/
Notes
(a) The most important factor here is that the choice of one 
form or another doesn't seem to he governed by features of 
stress, or indeed by any other obvious factor. (see examples). 
The third singular presents no difficulty, but all the other 
persons show two possibilities, reflexes of 'be not' and of 
'is not'. Forms in round brackets were elicited, and hence 
no spontaneous examples can be given. Faced with a choice 
between /as i—dr/and /as bejni/, in various contexts, both 
informants consistently declined to show any preference.
(b) Relative frequencies are as follows. In the first 
person (I), 'be not' occurs six times as often as 'is not'.
In the second person (you), the frequency is 3sl. With 
'they', the position is reversed, 'be not' being twice as 
frequent as 'is not'. With plural noun phrases, elicitation 
yielded /i-dn/ only, where /bejn(t)/ might be expected as 
well; this is probably simply a reflection of confusion 
between singular and plural, but may reflect a strong pre­
ference for /i-dn/ in this position. We thus have a 
completed paradigm based on 'is not', whereas 'be not' is 
much more restricted; it is only with 'I* that * be not* is 
not seriously challenged. Perhaps this reflects a tendency 
towards a uniform paradigm (cf. wozswo-dn).
(c) Each of these basic possibilities has two phonemically 
distinct variants; /bejn/ and /bin/ and /i-dn/ and /ejn/. 
There are thus two thematic vowels, one being dominant in 
each class. Here again, there seem to be no rules of stress 
to account for the occurrence of one form rather than , ■ v 
another. (see examples) The final /t/ of bejn(t)/ and 
ejn(t)/ is lost except before a vowel or finally, and the 
/d/ of /i(d)n/ falls in rapid speech (cf. /wo(d)n/). Where 
this happens, the result is monosyllabic /in/.
/aj sed "p.3 b©3n gwen forst/
TI* I said, fl I) a in t going first*.
/now aj sed aj “bejnt/
*NoJ* I said, fI paint *.
/ aj loin ve—ri; toil^naw sow jy mos Qirjk/
I * rn not very  tall now, so you must think 00 
(/a3 bejn “e—di—kej— tid toil no it moir n 
( I t>aint educated at all, naught more than 
( n owl '"^ doij-ki: /
(an old d o n k e y 0 
/&ats aw Htiz aj ‘bin now “bi—gr/
That’s how tis I haint no bigger*
/now now a3 “ejn to:4cin fr4|Sat/
No, no, I'm not talking for that*
(/a3 3YS 1:3 £ow n U&y 9 b.it foir n 
; J I’t s c u  *•: n o  , - a n d  L ;  ... 'h '. .. r h  n
( “e—ni: 6113 a j i—dn pr~'! t i—ko—Ir/
(any thing, I ’m not p ar t i cular0
This gives a fair indication of the range of
possibilities. Less examples are given for the other
persons.
/jyrn ’’rajt ‘'bin 3y tom/
'You* You'm right, baint you, Tom?
(/3Y bejn now rnorr n bawd 0 ,?ty udri:
(You jgajlnjb no more than about a two, three 
(gyd "gon—T*ot s f r 0111 ‘ber/
(good gunshots from there.
/i—dn/ has only been elicited in frames.
/i: 1—dn gwen tav no it to udy wi mi:/
'He* He isn* t going to have naught to d;o with me
/i: x—dn now gyd to u3y/
He i sn * t no good to you.
/r 1—dn vc-~ri: '‘big hot rz “m m —hi/ 
'She* Her i sn * t very big, but her’s nimble.
/ ti—dn ts sej 8S own—li: den it 'Vens/ 
!ItT ^0 say us only done it once.
Ttein "no— 6 in tav e trej—lr/
Ti snft nothing to have a trailer.
/bejnt/ and/i-dn/ have only been elicited 
in frames, see notes.
/bej bejn now ula;jt 0ig 30 now/ 
’They* They haint no light thing, you know, 
/bej i—dn 9-lykt 1 af— tr/
They aren’t a—looked after.
/e— di—kej—Jn i—dn lajk tiz unaw 30 now/ 
Sg.H.P. Education isn’t like tis now, you know.
Pl.N.P, /i—dn/ only elicited.
(/&er i—dn no 11 “els j i:r—©—b awt dy— in 
’There’ (There isn’t naught else hereabout doing, 
(kz br motjy 
(is there, much?
/ber "i—dn now lej—br pro—di: wel uji:r/ 
There isn* t no Labour pretty well here.
Is)... Simple Past, Positive
There are two forms of the present past positive, 
namely /wez/ and /woz/. The former occurs in positions not 
bearing sentence— stress, whereas the latter occurs in tonic 
position. There is also a third form /wez/ occurring with 
/t/ where ftwas1 bears exceptionally heavy stress. There 
are no reflexes of ’were’ in the material.
Examples
( / uar—dr jy wsz riird op wen "os w q z  1032:
Harder you was reared up when us was hoys*
‘60 "be—tr mejn jy "mejk/ 
the better men you make0
/jy wy—dn now war jy wos "gow— in ty w©z "bat ‘‘dark 
You wouldn't know where you was going to* was that dark 
n ’'rej—nin/
0o. and raining.
/koirs ber aj "woz “aj woz gow— in '!owm n "biiz woz 
Course there I was* I was going home* and this was 
(ko—min noi 1 z weJ7~~
(coming this way.
/a3 di—dn now wot "twoz/
I didn* t know what twas.
/ar-dr jy woz riird op do he-tr "twez fr ir/
Harder you was reared up* the better twas for you.
_(d) Simple Past* negative
The simple past negative has only one basic form* as is 
the case with all the negatives except /jedn/* /bejn/« It 
shows the vowel of the tonic form of the positive* thus!
/wo{ d)n/* and is found in all positions for all persons.
As with /ifd)n/* the /d/ may fall in rapid speech.
Examples
/if &ej '‘wo—dn* 3yd pot at 011 ‘!se;jm/
If they werendt you'd put it on same.
/bat wod mi in 00 “bo—kl strop if jy wo—dn “her—f1/
That would mean the buckle— strap if you weren*t careful.
/i: wo—dn “ly—k m  ty mi: majnd/
-^e wasn11 looking to me* mind.
/ber wo—dn‘Vion ov it/
There wasntt none of it.
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(e) Past Participle 
/b 111/ normally „
/bi:n/ in positions of strong stress0
/ b i r d /  is attested o n c e h ^ h  £“vr od' First time ever Jan had
©—bird o-%e;j/ 
been away . „ „
For the forms of the auxiliary, see the general notes 
on the perfect tense.
(f) Present Participle 
/bi:-a:n/ rarely used*
(g) Other Tenses
The morphology of the other tenses is similar to that 
of verbs in general* (See the appropriate sections of the 
morphology of the verb*)
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(B ) Morphology.of ’have* as Auxiliary 
(a) Present Tense, Positive
In its present tense, the auxiliary 'have1 has two major 
forms, /(©)v/ and /av/, the former occurring in positions 
bearing no Sentence stress and the latter in stressed positions* 
In the unstressed position, /©v/ occurs after 'her1 'us* and 
nominal phrases, and /v/ elsewhere. (For the definition of 
'stressed' and 'unstressed' positions, cf. notes on 'be'.)
After the third person singular pronouns 'he' 'she' 'it* 
and after singular nominal phrases (occasionally also after 
plural noun phrases - see examples), there is an alternative 
pair of forms, /(©)z/ and /az/, In the case of 'he' atonic,
/%/ is used roughly twice as often as the /v/ form; in all 
the other cases mentioned above, /v/ or /av/ is preferred.
The / js/ used as a singular auxiliary with 'come* 'gone' 'got' 
(when intransitive) is a reflex of 'is'. (see notes on the 
perfect tense in general.)
There is also a third form of the auxiliary /©/ which 
is used when 'have' occurs between a modal and a past 
participle. In rapid speech, this tends to fall completely, 
particularly after the particle 'to'* (For the tendency of 
this auxiliary to fall in certain other positions, see notes 
on the perfect tense in general, and on 'have* as a full verb.)
xample
/(©)v/ atonic
/ajv ©‘-spred "me—ni: ja3?dz av stown fr uS9r— tin/ 
I've a-spread many yards of stone, for certain.
/wot do jy ko:l it jyv 8 "workt/
What do you call it, you've a-worked?
/as ev"zi:d n lajk 6at &r~~5r/
Us 've seen him like that there there.
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/av/ tonic
/bej Hav ©—dan bi—fair naw Sfan am/
h^-cy have a—done before now, haven't they?
/av stjy bin bak to:-tn/
Have yon been back Taw ton ?
73 y ad b© sejm rajt to katj n z '*0— 6r pi:pi av/ 
You had the same right to catch him as other
people have*
In positions of strong stress, the /a/ will tend to 
open to /e/? as is often the case with this vowel. [See 
phonological section]
/bejl wejt fair bej "ev lyks sow/
They'll wait for they have, looks so.
Third person singular forms a. atonic
/i:v ad 0 “kowld/
He'js had a cold.
/i;z ad 60 owl2; 0—'bawd 0 “bat 0—part/ 
He'_s had the holes about a that apart, 
/irv ©—bin tlfajn/
He?3 a—been f ine,u 
/i: z 0—b in br oil de j/
He'ss a—been tl^ere all day.
/i:z 0—brok ©—'wej/
He's a—b r o Ice aw ay.
cf. also
/bats wot av ukild dart—mo:r/
That's what Tve killed Dartmoor.
/sem—bo—di:z TPgivd 0m to mi:/
Somebody's given them to me.
(/o lot ov am bat wot aj ko:l bi: "oil—rajt 
(A lot of then that what I call be alright 
(nz got &8 rajt “sen— siz/
(and 's got the right senses ...
b. tonic
/dan "wel i: ev/
Dona well, lie have.
/got a "fajn d3olD i: az/
Got a fine job, he has.
/av ©t "ad 69 di™"stem—pr/
Have it had the distemper?
Weakened forms
/$y most ©-bin ©— "we 3/
You must !ve "been away. 
f/ta;jm jy Jyd 0 towld t*]r ";jarn r kam 
(Time you should * ve told your yarn or come 
?/"owm tw©d hi: op af pas ‘tejn/
(home twoxild he up half past ton.
/bej t!o; tg hin/
They ought to (have) heen.
(h) Present Tense, Negative
The negative of the present tense shows a number 
of forms, the most frequent being /an/ in all persons. 
In slov/er speech, /a—vn/ is found three times only, 
and there is also a form showing progressive assimi­
lation, /a—bm/. The choice of these forms does not 
seem to be governed by stress, but rather by speed of 
speech, /an/ outnumbers all the other forms by more 
than two to one. All these forms may take a /t/ 
before a vowel or in final position.
Examples
/a3 an ad non naw fr "jiirz/
I haven*t had none now for years.
/i: an bin d y ~ m  "no— 0113 naw fr "sev—r©l 3lira/ 
hasn1 t been doing nothing now for several years.
/be3 a—bin don now “arm/
They haven*t done no harm*
/)y a—vn ai:d ,fo:l 0V am, Sen/
Y°u haven * t seen all of them, then.
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¥$9 got a now—J1 n ‘am jy /
You got a notion ... haven1t you?
/got a “naje pa—pi: ber^an ± 1/
Got a nice puppy there, haven * t you?
/i:v 0 h m  'fa;Jn "an it torn/
Ile've a—been fine, hasn*t it, Tom?
C The Past Simple, Positive and Negative
The past simple presents no difficulties. There are two 
forms of the positive, /( ©)&/ and /ad/, their occurrence 
being governed by the same rules as that of /(©)v/ and /av/. 
The negative form is /a—dn/, and in this case the /d/ is 
never lost, perhaps to avoid to confusion with /an/, (see 
above.) A /t/ may be added before a vowel or in final 
position.
/aj wij ajd a ”no:d it lasf'najt/
I wish I'd a—known it last night.
/fo:r bejd 0 star—tid t©"pod aj "sed ty n/
'Fore they'd a— started to pod, I said to him...
/mi— S9Z 9d 0 kQm"owm fr kris—mas ”o—li—de;)/
Missus had a— come home for Christmas holiday* 
/got 9 *tae j*d ber i: "ad/
Got a maid there, he had*
/aj “ad bon it majnd wen aj woz'bo^/
I had done it, mind, when I was boy.
/aj a—dn got now’t>rxv—lid3 toil/
I hadn't got no privilege at all,
/it a—d n ’Vi—nijt wen twoz ”ziks/
It hadn't finished when twas six*
For notes on ’have1, 'got' and 'have to1, see
elsewhere.
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(C) Morphology of ’do’ as aux.il iary
(a) The Present Tense, Positive and Negative
The morphology of ’do' as an auxiliary is extremely 
simpleo There is one form, /dy/, for the positive, and 
one form, /down(t)/, for the negative. There ar*e no 
reflexes of 'does* when this verb is used as an auxiliary, 
and therefore no reflexes of ’doesn't* at all.
Examples 
(/jy lajk 'Jhr os u tor—k m  mi: n ud3o:rd3/
(You like hear us talking, me and George?
(/aj der zej i: ,!dy/
(l dare say he do.
/aw ty an—dl :6o hit r "dy get bats &o "mejn 0iq/
How to handle the hit her do get, that’s the main thing,
/now—bo—dir down now '‘dy i77 
Nobody don’t know, do he ?
(/'berz ni: o a—gri—koltj-rol wor-kr oz nowz mo:r 
(There’s many a agricultural worker as knows more 
(n do "far—mr dy/
(than the farmer do.
/i: down dra(iv vs—ri uo.—fn naw in— "epek— tr &©n/
’t drive very often now, inspector then.
/it down ort “now—bo—di:/
It don’t hurt nobody.
/it down mejk now"odz ski—pr/
It jdon/_t make no odds, skipper,
/down 3 y gow '' s e j— in no: t/
Don’ t you go saying naught.
yWerz o lot ov om c)9t down lyk uaf— tr om/
There’s a lot of them that don’t look after them.
/wot tajm dy jy wont to get "awt/
What time do you want to get out?
(b) The Past Tense, Positive and Negative
The morphology of the past simple tense likewise presents 
no problems. The positive, form is /did/, the negative form 
is /did—n(t)/, The alternative past tense forms are found
when fdo’ is a full verb, (q..v^ , but never in the auxiliary r*
role.
Examples
/bo b©—gr "kyd n “did katj* n/
The bugger could and did catch him.
/aj down now so me—ni: naw z a;) did/
I don’t know so many now as I did*
/i:'Vent di—dn is/
He went, didn’t he?
/3y di—dn now now"di#-fr9nt/
You didn1t know no different.
/n il "did dy jes/
And he did do, yesI
/i: most ©v bin a "gyd draj—vr fr to "dy 11 "get wer/
He must * ve been a good driver for to do and get where 
i: "did dy lajk i: "did/
*ie did ...
/wot did as “fajt fosr fr jr "kan— tri: n bo‘'lenz/
What did us fight for? For your country and the lands .*
(D) The Morphology of the Verb in General
Given the morphology of the three principal 
auxiliaries, 'be', 'have1 and 'do', it is now 
possible to examine the morphology of the verb in 
general. %e should bear in mind that the uses of 
these tenses do not necessarily correspond to 
those of the corresponding tenses in S.E. 5 this 
is particularly true of the compound tenses, and 
these factors will b© examined under the heading 
of 1 Syntax'.
It is in dealing with verb forms, particularly 
the more complex forms, that one encounters one of 
the most difficult problems of dialect study, the 
divergence between "performance" and "competence".
One may say that, grammatically speaking, the 
informants' competence includes almost the whole 
range of the verbal possibilities of S.E., in that 
none of the forms used in the field work was either re­
jected or apparently misunderstood* Nevertheless, 
there is a fairly clear range of forms which the 
informants do not themselves use, as the material 
shows. This cannot be explained simply by saying 
that their performance is, as would be expected, 
considerably more restricted than their competence.
This is indeed true, but it is also true, as the 
syntactic section shows, that a number of roles 
played by more complex forms in S.E. are played 
by less complex forms in the dialect, i.e. the 
informants "perform" certain linguistic acts in
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one way while being "competent" also in another.
I have thus decided in principle to restrict my 
description of the verbal forms to what has been 
spontaneously uttered by the informants, but I 
shall also try to show, by comparison of the 
possibilities in the dialect with those in S,E., 
which gaps seem to be accidental and which an 
inherent feature of the dialect.
I am aware of possible theoretical objections 
to this, and it is always feasible that an extended 
corpus would yield more complex forms. The corpus 
seems to me, however, to be adequate to permit a 
reasonable certainty that no further forms will 
occur spontaneously? we must assume that those 
contrastive features of meaning expressed by the 
non-occurring forms in S.E. are either not expressed 
verbally in the dialect or are expressed by other 
forms (see section on syntax.) It is also true 
that the ’competence1 of a dialect speaker who 
possesses a radio will necessarily include the 
majority of S.E.? to describe this fully would 
not only duplicate already existing material, but 
also divert attention from the dialectal material.
Below the positive affirmative tense possi­
bilities of S.E. are contrasted with those of the 
dialect. The lexical verb used ('love') and the 
modal ('will1) are only for exemplification., of 
course. (see overleaf.)
STANDARD ENGLISH
1. loves
2. is loved
3. is loving
4. ha s 1 ove d
5. is being loved
6. has been loved
7. has been loving
8. has been being loved
9. loved
10. was loved
11. was loving
12. had loved
1 3 * was being loved
14* had been loved
15* had been loving
16. had been being loved
17. will love
18. will be loved
19. will be loving
20. will have loved
21. will be being loved
22. will have been loved
2 3 . will have been loving
24. will have been being
loved
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DIALECT
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
NOT FOUND 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
NOT FOUND
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
PRESENT 
NOT FOUND
A c c i d e n t a l  g a p ?74m m t m r
PRESENT 
NOT FOUND
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
NOT FOUND
PRESENT
A c c i d e n t a l g a p ?7
n o t FOUND
If we consider the English verbal phrase in 
terms of a number of binary oppositions - as 
suggested;, for example, by Barbara Strang ("Modern 
English Structure" p.141) - then it will become 
clear why six of the gaps in the pattern are con­
sidered as systematic, and two as accidental. If 
we except the affirmativesinterrogative and 
positivesnegative oppositions which are not rele­
vant at this stage, we are left with the followings- 
activespassive* (he loves she is loved); simples 
continuous (he loves she is loving) (called noh- 
durativesdurative by Strang); and non-perfective: 
perfective (he lovesshe has loved), together with 
the possibility of either tense or mood, but not 
both. ,/Here we have non-pastspast (he lovesshe 
loved) and non-modalsmodal (he lovesshe will love). 
Within the category 'modal1, there are nine possi- 
bilities, namely, will, shall, would, should, can, 
could, may, might, must. A number of marginal 
cases are discussed later/. The first item of the 
pair is in each case the unmarked member, so that 
a feature can simply be regarded as either present 
or not. In S.B,, all the features can be present 
together except tense and mood, which are mutually 
exclusive. The maximum combinations yield 'had
I-have adopted terms such as 'active' instead of 
•non-passive1 not because I doubt the binary nature 
of the oppositions but simply in order to use gen- 
erally known terms wherever available. Where this 
is not possible (e.g. in the case of 'non-perfactive 1) 
I have used Strang's term.,
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been being loved1 (with 'past1) and '(will) have 
been being loved1 (with 'modal'), these and the 
other combinations being shown above.
If we now examine six of the gaps, we see * 
they comprise all and only the members of one 
combination, namely passive and continuous. Quite 
simply, then, just as 'tense' and 'mood1 are 
mutually exclusive in S.E., so too must 'passive1 
and 'continuous' be considered mutually exclusive 
in the dialect*. Clearly, there would be no 
justification for saying this simply on the 
absence of forms such as 'had been being loved1, 
which are marginal in S.E. (see below); it is 
the complete absence of 'is being loved1 and 'was 
being loved' which seems conclusive. Such a 
'neutralisation' is at least incipient in S.E., 
in that such forms as 'had been being loved' and 
'will be being loved1 are often passed over in 
favour of their non-continuous counterparts. n- 
know of no evidence to suggest whether this n 
neutralization is spreading or receding in s . s y
If we look at this same feature in terms of 
a different linguistic model (Chomsky2 1 Syntactic 
Structures' p.39) then this same systematic gap 
can easily be incorporated into Chomsky's well- 
known analysis of the English verb. With certain 
modifications, a similar generative rule for the 
dialect would bes
* i.e. the 'being' operator is not used in the 
dialect.
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(i) Verb Aux + V
(ii) V •ii* lexical list ^love', 'read'
(iii) Aux (have + en) | en X)i ngj/
(iv) M 4 (will, shall, would. should,
Vma y j migh t , must.
I/s/ in the context Sg.N.P.'] 
0 el 
UPast
(v) C ** ) sewhere j
*
Then, using Chomsky's rules for re-ordering the material, 
all and only the permissible verb-forms of the dialect should 
be produced. However, this is not strictly the case, since 
two forms not attested in the dialect are also produced, 
namely 'had been loved1 and 'will have been loving'.
f (vi) Let if. stand for any of the affixes /s/, past, 
*~en or-ing, Let v stand for any M or V or'have1 or 'be ' 
(i.e. for any non-affix in the phrase Verb) Then
Af + v v + if /  
where /  is a word boundary.
(vii) Replace -h by -/except m  the context; v + Af, 
Insert /  initially and finally.
These two rules, which are exactly as Chomsky wrote 
them, also need certain well-known morphophonemic rules 
to produce actual utterances /e.g. be + /&/ is7 I do not 
propose to detail these here (cf. Chomsky op, cit, p. 32).
Whether we use a system of binary oppositions or a rule 
similar to Chomsky's, there is no systematic way to explain 
their absence, given the presence, among others, of ’had been 
loving’ and ’will have been loved1. In the case of ’had been 
loved’ in particular, it seems most unlikely that this form 
is impossible in the dialect, and it is in fact possible that
e notes to tense 2 2 7
Finally, there are a number of categories which 
need to be considered in relation to all verb-forms. These 
are person and number, which are features of concord and of 
very limited range, and finitude. Finitude is the capacity 
to be limited by a restriction of concord of the types just 
mentioned. All of these categories function as in S.E. 
(although, of course, their exponents may be different), so 
nothing further will be said of them. The non-finite forms 
found in the dialect are discussed after the finite forms, 
insofar as their morphology is concerned. There is also a 
binary opposition between non-emphatic and emphatic forms, 
which can be exponed by an additional lexical item bearing 
stress (’do’ or ’did’), or by stress on an already present 
lexical item. The form appropriate in each case is noted in 
the discussion of each tense. A number of ’marginal’ verbal 
phrases are also discussed later.
G-iven the two alternative structural models, out­
lined above, we will now proceed to examine the morphology of 
the tenses themselves, concentrating on those points where 
there is a difference between the dialect and S.E.
such forms do occur.* /se
* These two gaps are therefore considered non-systematic
r Al WON—MODAL TENSES
a* Active
1* *rhe Present Simple. The morphology of this tense
shows no marked divergence from S.E., all persons
being normally unmarked except the third person
f >singular, which normally shows sj- *
/aj lajk at on bo “sor—fos/
I like it on the surface*
/Jyv'got ta mejn— "tejn it j*q now if jy lajk Da "sporrt/ 
You’ve got to maintain it,you know, if you like the sport, 
/i: livz ta kl—pa6/
He lives to Sticklepath*
/now^oTrs gowz awt ta— 1'mo—row/
No horse goes out tomorrow*
/god "own—li: nows aw I013 i:d ’'bin ber/
G*od only knows how long he’d been there.
But the usage is by no means consistent, e.g.
(/if as get "ko—pi bat wan ov os “now bawd it, bej 
(if us get couple that one of us know about it, they 
(/stop i:n "ko:r— sn "bej—n i;n ta~*5a ko:r—nr av b©
(stop in "Cawsand Beacon" in to the corner of the
] y l f r m  w Im  fc, .
(/vi—lxd^ Der/
(village there*
In particular, a ’singular’ verb form occurs after 
’plural1 subjects.
/"aw—r "bawn—dri:z gowz awt 9—bawt 0 vajv siks majl/
Our boundaries goes out about a—five six mile
The most striking feature is that when a first-
person singular present is being used as a ’historic
present1, i.e. to describe with vividness an action in
a series of past tenses, an is appended* One
suspects that this might also happen in the first person
plural, although there are no examples in the corpus.
/aj pot n i:n bo "trap "we3 aj gowz/
I put him in the trap, away 1 goes.
/wen aj komz "op &er woz 0 "to:—list fe—lr ber/
When 1 comes up, there was a tallest fellow there,
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/aj woz wo:kin 9—log op dgomps 9 "er i: "ko:t n/ 
cf.I was walking along, up jumps a hare .. he caught him.
NEGATIVE The negative is formed by the introduction of the
element /down/ in all persons, including the third singular.
/i: down si: 11 ve—ri"o—fn/
116 don’ t see him very often,
/it down ©rt "now—bo—di:/ 
d'k don11 hurt no—body.
INTERROGATIVE The interrogative is formed by the introduc­
tion of the element /dy/ in all persons, and by inverting 
this particle and the subject,
/"now—bo—di: down now "dy i:/
Nobody don1t know, do he %
/dy r stil~"*liv her/
Do her still live there ?
EMPHATIC The emphatic is formed by the introduction of a
stressed element "/dy/ without inversion.
/aw ty an—dl b© bit r "dy get/
How to handle the bit her do get.
NOTES a. The verb ’do* as a full verb 7 not as an auxiliary,
(p.v.) has a regular third person form /dy:z/ (not /d©z/)
/i: dy:z cel—rajt gets bo *£raj—ziz o ©t/
He does alright, gets the prizes of it.
/i: dy:z it o:l "najt— tajmz n bat/ 
hoes it all night— times and that.
b. The — s form ’say’ is regular /sejz/? not /sez/#
9* The Past Simple The past simple is normally formed,
as in S.E., by the addition of the morpheme 
the base. This has three phonologinally conditioned 
allomorphs /—d~— 1~— id/, as in*loved’ /l©vd/, ’risked* 
/riskt/ and’wounded’ /wyn—did/. The form thus arrived 
at is invariable in all persons.
A considerable number of Verbs, however, form their 
past simple in ways other than this, /For a full list, see 
appendix A/* In general terms, however, there is a strong 
tendency for verbs to be 'regular' (i.e. conform to the 
allomorphic rule mentioned above) in the dialect, anil a 
considerable number of verbs irregular in S.E, are regular 
in the dialect. This tends to contradict the usual picture 
of dialects retaining older 'strong' forms. (There are some 
25 of these verbs, a few also having alternative 'irregular'
forms. For a full list, see Appendix A, Class II 2(i)).
NEGATIVE The negative is formed by the introduction of
the particle /di—dn/ in all persons.
/as di—dn mejk now "odz o "5&i/
Us didn't make no odds of that,
INTERROGATIVE The interrogative is formed by the introduc­
tion of the particle /did/, and by inverting this particle 
and thd subject.
/did i: av e—ni: "milk/
Did you have any milk?
EMPHATIC The emphatic is formed by the introduction of the
stressed particle /did/.
/i: "did dy jss/
He did do, yes.
NOTES a. The forms of the full verb 'do' indicate how much
more distinct the full verb and the auxiliary are in the
dialect than in S.E. In its auxiliary uses, the past of
/dy/ is always /did/*, as a full verb, the past is either
/dyd/ or /dan/, apparently with no distinction.
/jy ad ta lyk ©—ejd fo:r jy dydnhat/
You had. to look ahead before you did that.
/tiz !6©"wej—d^iz '&©t"dyd it/
Tis the wages that did it.
/bej dan ber "tajm ber "pli:s "fairs in "la—nan/ 
They did their time there, police force, in London, 
/as trajd it "sev—ral tajms, ti-dn ta sej as own—li 
Us tried it several times, tis'nt to say us only 
dan it "wans/ 
did it once.
and perhaps the most fascinating exampleC—
/aw— "e~vr bej udyd wot bej "d©n aj"dy not now/ 
However they did what they did, I do not know.
2. and 11, Present Continuous and^Past Continuous
These tenses are formed with the appropriate tense of 
’he' and the present participle. The latter is formed by 
adding -/in/, not ~/ig/, to the base form. It is kept 
quite distinct from nasal past participles by a tendency 
to front even further to /i:n/. Thus 'beaten1 would be 
/bej— t(s)n/ and 'beating' would be /bej— ti:n/.
The present continuous is normally formed with the 
appropriate unstressed form of 'be' with the participle, 
and the past continuous by /wsz/ with the participle. (See 
"Morphology of 'be'" for examples of these.)
NEGATIVE The negative is formed by the appropriate negative
form of 'be' with the present participle.
/"aj bejn gwen fors/
I balnt going first,
/i: i—dn gwen tav no:t "dy wi mi:/
He isn't going to have naught to do with me.
/i:~wo—dn "ly—k m  ty mi: majnd/
He wasn'Jb looking to me, mind.
INTERROGATIV E The interrogative is formed by inverting the
subject and auxiliary, and by replacing the latter by the
stressed form,
/bi; jy li—v m  t© "jel—vr— tn/
Be you living to Yelverton ?
/woz "jy ber to:kin 0—bawt "bat/
Was you there talking about that ?
EMPHATIC The emphatic is formed by using the tonic form
of the auxiliary, with strong stress,
/bej n*bi: grow-in op ajHty:/
They he growing up high, too,
/aj "wsz li—v m  '6er,r&en lajk/
I was living there then, like.
The Perfect Tense The perfect tense is formed by the
appropriate form of the present tense of the auxiliary 1 have1
(<3L«v*), together with the past participle. The latter is
formed by adding to the base a morpheme^— bjas with the past
simple and with the same conditioned allomorphs. Specimen
past participles would therefore be /lovd/, /riskt/, /wyn—did/.
However, a number of past participles although less than
in S.Eo, (cf. note on the past simple) form their past
participles in ways other than this, A full list is given in
Appendix A, Generally speaking, a past participle can be
t /forned by adding — D, — D (see Appendix A ) — N or 0, each 
with or without a change of the root vowel*
However, there are several other important factors*—
a. Many past participles, both in the perfect and the 
pluperfect tenses, are prefixed by a particle a— /g/
Strictly speaking, it might be more accurate to consider 
the / q/ as being suffixed to the atonic form of the 
auxiliary ( positive or negative). This is because when 
a pause occurs in a verbal phrase such as this, the 
pause invariably occurs after the a— , before the 
participle e.g. I've a To. doed so—and— so today.
I ’ve a oo. bide here my life in the 
parish,
or, with a change of construction,
Fact, I've a ..., as I be now,
I sit down, you know.
This seems not to he conditioned by any obvious phonetic on 
lexical factors (except an initial vowel, see below) since 
a number of verbs occur both with and without the particle. 
There are slightly more occurrences with this a— prefix when 
the total number of perfect tenses is considered, and con­
siderably more individual lexical items. [This is even more 
marked with the pluperfect, q.v.] Below is a list, in order 
of frequency of occurrence, of those lexical items which 
occur twice or more with or without a— .
with a— /a/ without a-
bin pat bin
don sa t ad
warkt kaf t j i: rd
lost ' ko—Ird dan
no: d lykt no: d
0o: t mi: t lost
left wo: kt bast
livd &3 1&3CI rand
zeld sed si: d
dyd J*o:d kat
spred ro: d 1en— trd
ti: Id 1 tra—v*ild dyd
towld brok •f 1—nij t
kat tyk kild
split bast givd
The only major participle with a large number of attest­
ations which is riot fbund with a— is /ad/, perhaps for phonetic 
reasons. In fact, apart from one marginal case 'I've a—
[pause] unloaded*, the a— form is not found when the participle 
begins with a vowel. Both forms are found after the negative, 
/an/ always taking a /t/ before /a/ e.g. ’I haven't finished1 
is /aj aiht a—vi—nijt/, [The form with a— does not however 
occur in questions where the subject and auxiliary are 
inverted.]
Many examples would Toe necessary to show that position
in the sentence does not appear to condition this particle.
One example will have to suffice,
( /ajv 9—bost awt "la— f in n no—br tajm,
( £ ?vf a—hurst out laughing and another time.
( /©— :"gen ajv host awt "kraj— in/
(again I’ve hurst out crying.
b. A number of intransitive verbs form their perfect
and pluperfect tenses with the auxiliary ’b e ’, this being
particularly true for ’come’ ’go’ and ’get’ [INTRANSs]*
although there are other examples. With ’come’, there are
only two occurrences with ’have’, with ’go’ only one. Most
of the examples are of the pluperfect (q,vf) These tenses
are considered as perfect and pluperfect by virtue of their
uses} formally* of course, whichever linguistic model we
adopt, they should be considered as present and past passive.,
respectively, Generally speaking, this feature seems to be
lexically rather than grammatically conditioned, since a
number of other intransitive verbs occur with ’have*
/"wel aj sed ajm "ksm ts now if/
Well, I said, I’m come to know if...
/bejm got sow”naw Sat/
They’m got so now that ...
/i:z gon ty ow— '!kam—n "int i:/
He’s gone to Okehampton, isn’t he.
/tiz got lajk &isji:r*ji:r/
Tis got like this here here.
Taj spowz jy now wot jyr "kom ji:r fo:r/
I suppose you know what you’re come here for.
se There are even one or two cases when ’got* is part of 
the verb ’have got * and is transitive, ( q.v.) e.g.
/bejm got l,pl en— ti: a ’’mo—ni:/
They’m got plenty of money,
and one in the case of ^have got * to*(q.v.)
/b© "mo—hr woz got to gow bak bo "tyz—di: to "work/ 
The mother was got to go back the Tuesday to work.
Co 50 ° / 0 of all cases of the past participle /bin/
occur with no auxiliary at all*
/r "bin dad naw gwen on "najn— "tl;n "ji:r/
Her’s been dead now going on nineteen year.
This is also a feature of /got/(q.v.)
do The full verb ’do* has two past participles, /dyd/
and /dsn/, apparently used as alternatives.
/ar-tr ajv udyd mi bejz work/
After I’ve done my day’s work #oa
/wo—dn no:t els to bi: "dyd ban bak in bej dejs/
There wasn’t naught else to be done then, bach in they
days,
/bejv dan ve—rii "wsl fr ber*elf /
They’ve done very well for themselves.
/dyd/ is considerably more frequent than /dan/.
NEGATIVE The negative is formed by /an/ or/ant/ with the
past participle.
/ &ej an don "os now arm/
They haven’t done us no harm.
/"aj an bin ve—rir far/
I haven’t been very far.
/&ej aint 0—brok e— "wej/
They haven’t a broken away ...
INTERROGATIVE The interrogative is formed by the stressed
form /av/, occasionally /az/,( see morphology of ’have1, )
inverted with the subject, together with the past participle.
/av 1 : bin awt "on— tin toil lejt—li:/
Have you been out hunting at all lately?
EMPHATIC The emphatic is formed by the stressed form /av/
occasionally /az/ with no inversion.
/bej "av bo:t won naw/
They have bought one now.
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-Fhe Pluperfect Tense is formed by the appropriate 
form of the past simple of 1 have?, together with the past 
participle (see notes on the perfect). As with the perfect, 
participles may be preceded by a- /&/\ in the case of the 
pluperfect, over 70 per cent of the occurrences of the past 
participle are in fact preceded by this particle. Below is 
a list of those lexical items occurring more than twice with 
or without a— , in order of frequency occurrence, 
with a— /©/ without a—
bin mi: t bin
bajd past si: d
fr-’got 1 star—tid dyd
tyk j i: rd f ikst
ko: t no: d fr—got
si: d Jo: d T fraj— tnd
lost 1 ap—nd
o—vr— * don 
op— ’sat
b„ As with the perfect, a number of intransitive verbs
from their pluperfect with ’be 1 „ (Although here, of course,
the participle might be considered adjectival at times,
cf, example 1 ,)
/tajm aj woz tarnd "rawnd i; wez "kom/
Time I was turned round, he was come.
/ar torn W 0 S~~"kom/
Our turn was come,
/let mi: av do "^mo—ni: n aj woz Hgon/
Let me have the money and I was gone <>
/tajm aj woz got "op bej woz^gory 
Time I was got up, they was gone.
/"two—dn ve—ri: loq af— tr bat fo:r bej woz kom "bak/ 
Twasn’t very long after that before they was come back.
NEGATIVE The negative is formed by /adn/ with the past
participle.
/aj adn si id n fr 'rj±:rz o—fo-ir bat/
I hadn1t seen him for years before that.
INTERROCxATIVE The interrogative is formed by the tonic
form, /ad/, inverted with the subject pronoun, with the past
participle.
/ad i: h m  ber 0—fo;r/
Had you been there before ?
EMPHATIC The emphatic is formed by the tonic form /ad/,
strongly stressed, together with the past participle,
/i: "ad won—tid ty bat '‘not ii0 umo:r/
He had wanted to, but not no more.
7, and 15, Perfect and Pluperfect Continuous
These tenses are formed by the atonic forms of the present
and past of ’have* (/(©)v/ and /(©)d/) together with the past
participle of *be! (/bin/) , together with the present
participle of the verb in question. The /bin/ may or may not
be preceded by a— . Also, of course, in the case of the
perfect, the /(©)v/ may be omitted. Thus we have the following
forms for the perfect,
/bejv bin Icq— m m  i:r fr "sev—rsl jiirz/
They*ve been coming here for several years.
/Sej bin lis-min dawn 9~log wi& as fr ‘jiirz/
They been coming down along with us for years 
/ajv 9—bin w o :k m  9— 1013 in 5 9 mod/
I 1ve a—been walking along in the mud.
The pluperfect shows only one form, e.g.
/ 0 s od bin "wo:km a—loq mas—tr n bcrd bi: 0 "ejd^/
had been walking along, master, and there*d be a hedge ..
The negatives, interrogatives and emphatics are formed in the
usual way, e.g.
/i; an bin dy— in "no— 0113 naw fr sev— rol mens.
h^sn* t been doing nothing now for several months, 
i: anlTirr-1tvi iff lajk it/ 
he hasn’t been feeling like it,
/av u  bin awt ©n— tin to:l lejt—li:/
Have you b een out hunting at all lately?
to. Passive
3. and 10. Present and Past Passive.
The present and past passives are formed toy the unstressed 
forms of the auxiliary ’toe1 together with the past participle 
(see notes on the perfect). The participle in this case is 
alnost never preceded toy a— ; there are only three examples 
in the whole corpus, (for one, see "below „) Neither has a
c.orrespending continuous form (see general notes on the verto 
structure.) There is no difference in form, as compared with
S.E.* apart from the differences in the forms of the auxiliary 
which we have already seen. The negative, interrogative and 
emphatic are formed as in S.E,
/aj woz "tooirn n "rirrd ji:r i:n Do pa—rij/
£ was torn and reared here in the parish..
/jym~Tran— tid fa— §r7 ~
You*111 wanted, father I
/naw to—dej 8ejm fetjt wi 11 lo—ri:z/
Now, today, they!m fetched with lorries...
/aj toejn fe>-di—ke j— tid toil/
I toaint educated at all.
/ITwo—dn "ti-ld rajt/ 
wasn't tilled right.
/wo—dn i: fikst 9p"&er ben/
Weren't you fixed up there then ?
/i: woz a— "styd sp wo— tJin mi: "ko—m m /  
was a— stood up watching me coming.
6 . and 14. The Perfect and. Pluperfect Passive
The perfect passive is formed toy the unstressed form of 
the present tense of the auxiliary 'have* with /bin/ and the 
past participle of the lexical verto. The pluperfect passive 
has already toeen referred to as one of the two "accidental11 
gaps in the system [But see notes on conditional clauses 
in the syntactic section] Again, the auxiliary /(o)v/ may 
toe omitted 'before /bin/; there are no cases in this tense
~17 8«“*
of a-preceding '"been'. The negative, interrogative 
and emphatic would he formed as in S.E., though 
they are not all attested.
Examples
/ajv o:l—wiz bin "towld/
I've always been told...
/aj bin pet to hejd ,Tdri: op "tap n "ty dawn 
I've been put to bed three up top and two down 
/"too—dSin/"-" 
bottom.
/aw log ov "will torn gon/
How long has V/ill been gone ?
[B] MODAL TENSES
As we have seen, there are nine modals in the 
dialect, as In S.E., and choice of the option 'mood* 
precludes choice of the option 'past' in tooth our 
linguistic models. It is true that there is at 
times a quasi— temporal relationship between, for 
example, 'can' and 'could', tout it seems easiest 
to consider 'will', 'would', ’shall’, 'should*, 
'can', 'could', 'may', 'might* and 'must* all as 
modals in their own right.
Certain general morphological points can toe 
made at the outset. Negatives are /wa:n, Jam, 
kam, ley—dn, wy—dn, Jy—dn, mg— snJ, maj— tn/. All 
o*~ these can have a /t/ final in certain circum­
stances, although this is fairly rare. There is no 
attested negative of 'may', which is extremely rare 
even in the positive. The most interesting form is 
/warn/ (not /wown/), which thus fits much better 
into the pattern of / k a m /  and /Jam/.
35 Occasionally /man/, /"mas toil 9 d3 oto "men it/
Must toe a job, mustn't it?
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STRESSED
shall A a 1/
will /wil/
can /kan/
cou-ld /kyd/
should A  yd/
would /wyd/
Interrogatives are formed simply by inverting the tonic 
form of the auxiliary ( see over) and the subject.
However, six of these nine modals have two basic forms, 
stressed and unstressed. The exceptions are may /mej/, 
might /n.ajt/ and must /mas/, where the tonic form is indicated 
solely by the stress it bears. However, the other six modals 
show*—
UNSTRESSED
/J oA/ ?/( a)1/
/( 8)1/
/ten/
/k©d/
/J9&/ ?/(©)&/
/wad/ /(0)d/
The potential homonymy of the reduced forms of 'shall* 
and 'will1, and 'should' and 'would' makes positive identifi­
cation impossible; it is probable, however, that /(©)l/ and 
/(©)d/ are always reductions of /wil/ and /wyd/, particularly 
in view of the conparative rarity of their occurrence after 
/aj/ and/os/. This point is discussed at greater length in
the section on the syntax of the verb. (q.v.)
We may now examine the combinatory possibilities shown by 
the modal tensesi—
17. (V!/ILL) LOVE It is only with a simple base that we find 
17 of the IB positive and negative modal possibilities, 'may 
not* being not attested,
Examples
/let r gow r own wej r ©1 mek ©’’ow'm ffWWr i:/
Let her go her own way, her'11 make a home for you,
/i: 1!wyd dy if i: ilkyd j© now7 
he would do if he could, you know 
/&ejl k©m fr "kria—ni9 S weu n ©m/
They'11 come for Christmas, won't they 
/&ej majt "dy © bit tv t/
They might do a bit to it.
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/qs "j'ft.in dy no:t 11 Jain dy no:t/
Us shan't do naught, shan’t do naught.
19. (WILL) BE LOVING The active continuous form is formed 
with the modal, ’h e ’ and the present participle of the lexical 
verb. Actual attestations of modals in this position are 
restricted, probably through the limitations of the corpus.
Examples
/twyd bi: S,spli-tin o ©m si:/
Twould be splitting of them, see?
73y m©s bif M0iij-kin t© jr—zelf wel ajm © "l©—ki: man/
Y8U must be thinking to yourself, well, I'm a lucky man.
/ faj Jain bi: TLi—vin to si: it/
I shan'the living to see it,
/Dejd bi: ti— klin "to—brz fi:t si:/
They'd be tickling tothers' feet, see?
80, (WILL) HAVE LOVED It is in this tense that the greatest 
variety of modals is found apart from the simple combination 
with base. 'Would,' tehould' and' could' are particularly frequgit, 
usually unstressed, ( /d/ and /k©d/) . The form of the auxiliary 
is reduced to /©v/ or, more usually, to /©/, In a number of 
instaxxces, it falls completely. ( cf. notes on the morphology 
of 'have') .
Examples
/jy most © bin ©*-!,wej/
You must've been away.
/ajd'^'ne^Fr ©v 0o:t ... ©s us—vr Jyd ©v "si:d n k©m bak/
I'd never've thought .. us ever should've seen him come
~ back,
/if i: ''di—dn ©~,flajv i: ,!wydn © "dejd/
If he didn't alive, he wouldn't 've dead.
(/aj down now we—br jy ji:rd"©—bawt °i: ©:r now o:r jy 
(i don't know whether you heard about him or no, or tyou 
( “majt—nt ©v/
(mightnft 've, t!
/ H ’HSe jHfeyd-dy it "ben waj kyd—110m d©n it bi~fo:r/
If they could do it then, why couldn' t they've done it before?
25, (WILL ) HAVE BEEN LOVING This tense has already been 
referred to as one of the “accidental1* gaps in the verbal 
system of the dialect, There seems no reason why such a 
form would not be attested eventually* given an extended 
corpus,
18, (WILL) BE LOVED This and the following tense are the 
only passive modal possibilities* since the continuous forms 
found in Standard English are absent from the dialect. There 
is a considerable variety of modal forms with this tense.
For the nature of the past participles* see the notes on the 
perfect tense. As with the non—modal passive* we do not find 
a— preceding the participle — this feature seems to be re­
stricted normally to use with the various forms of the 
auxiliary 'have'.
Examples
/&© tj©rtJ wyd bir pro—di: niir’Vxld rajt op/
The church would be pretty near filled right up,
( /if <!tweun bi: fr"15© ,!f©—ri—nr drek—li: ©s ©1 bi:
( If 'twon't be for the foreigner directly* us'll be 
( "starvd t©ude8/
( starved, to death,
( Jy^dn bi: ‘*lawd t© p©t now mo:r n 1 sow !,me—ni:
( He shouldn't be allowed to put no more than so many 
( fiip^ SsrT™
( sheep there,
/far—mrz wy—dn bi: ,!plegd tek &er Jiip ^dart—mo:r t©-4iej/ 
Farmers v/ouldn't be plagued take their sheep Dartmoor today, 
/aj J©1 bi: '^coild naw bawd © Hse—lend o:r ty/
 ^ shall be called now* about a second or two,
JA. ( WILL ) HA.VE BEEN LOVED Only one example is attested in
the corpus* and that without a participle. For the status of 
certain similar forms* see the section on the syntax of 
conditional clauses.
Example
/r woz p©t awt ko:rs aj uJyd © bin mi:-1 self/
Her was put out. Course* I should've been myself.
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NON—FINITE FORMS
The principle non—finite forms are the infinitives, 
gerunds, participles and imperatives* Morphologically, the 
first three do not diverge from Standard English except inso­
far as we have already seen under the various tense headings. 
Syntactically, we shall need to look at these categories 
again, however, (cuv.)
The imperative has two forms in hoth the positive and 
the negative, hoth second person. In the positive we find an 
unmarked hase, either with or without a pre—posed ’you*♦
/jy tejk awt '6© 1!ty— ji:r owld aj sed ki:p im re—di: awt 
You take out the two year old, I said, keep him ready out 
’tf*sa3d aj sed wen jy si: &©t "oxs klos woz vi—nijt jy start 
side, I said, wheh you see that this class was finished,
It8—min ©—wej "sp/
you start coming away up.
There are roughly equal numbers of these two forms, and the 
same is true in the negative.
/down jy av n©— 6in to usej bawt it majnd/
Don*t you have nothing to say about it, mind.
7down spojl r 6ry 2S© mejnz 9 bi: in lf9—gli: "tern—prd/ 
Donft spoil her through the means of being ugly— tempered.
A number of imperatives, particularly !mindlT and *G-et out!1
are used as interjections. 'See1 is also so used, bixt at the
end of a phrase usually has an interrogative function(1 do
you see? *)
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rEl MORPHOLOGY OF HAVE/HAVE GOT/HAVE GOT TO
a« HAVE/HA.VE G-QT It seems impossible to treat these verbs 
separately, since pi morphology at least, they seem in­
extricably linked. Firstly, however, we should note that 
there is also a full lexical verb 'get*, which has various 
meanings, with a past simple 'got*. In the present tense, 
this causes no confusion, but 'He got* means at least two 
things, as we shall see„
PRESENT TENSE There are a few instances of the tonic
form /av/ being used as a straightforward present tense.
/aj do—now we—br aj "av 0 ko— z m  o:r "now/
I dunno whether I have a cousin or no.
/jy "oil—wiz av najs spoirt/
You always have nice sport.
There is an apparently synonymous form /ov got/
/bejv got 0m "naw bat if 'bej "it wen it 0 i: on— Myks/ 
They've got them now that if they hit one it er... he
unhooks.
Or, alternatively, /ov 0—got/
/bejv 0—got‘ 0m "op on 0 fajv n siks fyt "wo:l "an 9m/ 
They've a—got them up on a five and six foot wall, haven't
they 2
By far the commonest form, however, is simply /got/
got
/bej down ker we—br ’6ej^o:t ty "ejt awt ber orr trnow/
They don't care whether they got aught to eat out there
or no,
/jy got jv "own ko—mn berz "Grow—li: ko—inn/
You got your own commonbthere's Throwleigh Common.,,
/berz 0aw— zins ej—krz "be— tr "lend ban os got 111 "ji:r/ 
There's thousands of acres, better land than us got in here.
This is homonymous with the past simple tense of 'get*
/os got "dry at oil—rajt/
Us got through it alright.
/"fajn "fe-loz bat got op ty in-"spek-tr/
Pine fellows that got up to inspector.
/os got op bor n f,mo:d bi—k i p l & t /
Us got up there and mowed thicky plot „..
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Very little confusion is in fact possible, however.
That this form 'got* is in fact derived from 'have got' 
and was not originally the past simple of 'get', or indeed 
an independent present tense form, is shown by phrases such 
as these.
/if "bej got 0 be— tr plejs bon "0s av/
If they .got a better place than us have.
/got 0 "fajn d^ob i: as/
.Got a fine job, he has.
For the occasional use of 'be* as auxiliary in place of 'have'
cf, -note on the perfect tense, section (b)
PAST SIMPLE Once again, we find a few instances of the 
tonic form /ad/
/orn "wajt ad bej ty "aw— ziz her/
Urn White had they two houses there.
/aj ad 0 gyd "mas— tr n "mi— siz majnd/
I had a good master and missis, mind.
/jy ad Si—ki: "ej— "ti:n "bob 9Mwi:k/
You had thicky eighteen bob a week.
Much more usual is /(o)d got/
/jyd got 0 big "rok bar jyd av/
You'd got a big rock there, you'd have (=would have)
/wot ’bej ko: 1 0 "d^om—pr/ 
what they call a jumper .,.
/i:d got bo li— tl owl"plat op ber br/
He'd got the little old plot up there there ...
with its variant, /( 0) d 0—got/
/bejd 0—got "sow "ms—nir lo—ri:z ko—min nekst mo:r—nxn/ 
They'd a—got so many lorries coming next morning.
/r sd 0—got 0 "najs pow—ni: majnd/
Her'd a—got a nice pony, mind.
There is even more overlapping of forms when we see that
/got/ can also function for this range of meaning,
/got 0 "mejd ber i: ad/
Got a maid there, he had.
7ko:r i; got 0 row av "pejz ber ir ad/
Cor, he got a row of peas there, he had.
However the form /(©)& got/ appears more than all the 
others together,
In the negative and interrogative forms of these tenses,
the auxiliary is always presente
/aj an got non 4iti:ld jet/
I haven't got none tilled yet*
/jy a—dn got now Hnajf to "skin n ns—br/
Yon hadn?t got no•knife to skin him neither0 
/av i: got e—nii "kwcs— tjinz to-dej/
Have you got any questions today?
This is in no way surprising, since an auxiliary of some kind
always features in any negative or interrogative phrase, in
the dialect as in S,E,
The other tenses, with modals or without, are formed
normally* The past participle is /ad/*( See notes on the
perfect tense, )
/be 3 jys to av 0 !fJyt irr/
They used to have a shoot here,
/ill av it "a^gajn syn naw/
Hefll have it again soon now,
/bej w q z  now !fsy-nr 9—kros fo:r bej wqz "ad/
They was no sooner across before they was had
"fr* HAVE (GOT) TO Although there are variants, we can say 
the basic paradigm is
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
PRESENT SIMPLE 
got ty 
an got ty
PAST SIMPLE 
ad ty
[di-dn af ty]
a. /jy got ty wo:k 
You got to walk
9 grawnd/ 
of ground.
Examples 
Htwen— ti: rnajl to plaw 9 whej—kr 
twenty mile to plough a h'acre
w
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The alternative form of this is /(o)v got ty/
/jyv “got 10 mejn— “tejn it jo now if jy lajk Do uspo:rt/ 
You've got to maintain it, you know, if you like the sport
As with all the other forms, Ho' may he omitted. (The
omission of Ho' is a general feature of the dialect — see
the syntactic section ,)
/best 0113 “jy got dy xz to “zel n ty mil/
Best thing you got do is to sell him to me.
The form /af ty/ (have to) is not found.
h* /bej an got to dig “dawn ve—ri: far/
They haven't got to dig down very far
c. /jy ad to-bi: in koirt a—pas ,(se—vn morr—ninz/
You had to he in court half past seven mornings.
There is an alternative form /(o)d got ty/, usually with
/ajd 3—got tav n “me— 3#d/
I'd a—got to have him measured,
d. The form /di-hdn af ty/ was elicited from the informant* 
One suspects that /adn got ty/ would he more likely.
The pluperfect tense doesn't seem to he differentiated 
from the simple past,
/aj lie—vr ad to dy sitj* 0 0113 bi— “fo;r/
I never had to do such a thing before.
Apart from that, the other tenses of 'have to' are as would
he expected from the general tense morphology.
1 F] Certain other uses
a* used to This has only one form in the dialect, and its
negative is always /di—dn jys/ In a quarter of the
attestations, /ty/ is omitted.
/aj di—dn jys ty melt now "odz 0 "bat/
I didn’t use to make no odds of that.
Occasionally /jys/ is followed not hy the unmarked base
form, but by the past simple form (q.v.)
/I: jys drowv wot bej ko:l '60 ''fas ti:m sii/
used drove what they call the first team, see.
/oil—wiz jys tyk "aw—r ten majl/
Always used took hour, ten mile
ought to This also has only one form in the dialect,
and there are two reasDns why we do not propose to
consider it a modal. One is that the negative in the
dialect is always /di—dn o:t/ and the other is that a
following Infinitive is normally preceded by rtoT.
/bej "di—dn o:t to bi: lawd t© "dy it/
They didn’t ought to be allowed to do it.
c* am going to/was going to There is some case to consider
this phrase as a whole as an additional auxiliary, since
It normally forms such an integral part of the verbal
phrase. To do so, however, would open the way to so
many other marginal phrases that this idea has been
rejected, Both the particle ’to* and the form of ’b e ’
can be omitted, occasionally both. The form of ’going’
is often — /gwen/
/wot jy gwen "dy wib it/
What are you going to do with it.
d. Use of ’have’ and ’get’ with past participles. Here 
again, the possibility of considering these as one or 
more additional moods (e.g. ’mutative1 for ’get done’
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etc., as suggested by Strang, op. cit. p. 14-6) has been
rejected because of the whole range of similar forms e,g.
'I want this donej whose status would then become doubtful.
The overall verbal phrase, however, is particularism
integrated in the case of ’have1 and ’get1.
/wen &ej ad bo aw—ziz "bil—did bej ad 0 "nejm pot ty n/
When they had the houses built, they had a name put to him. 
(/af br tajnTUejm a—vin o om ri— "perd o:r uso—m m  no— br 
(Half their time, they’re having of them repaired or some—
(dyd ty it/
(thing another done to it.
/jyd get o lowd o vegz broit in n tyk1lbak fr is/
Youfd B'Qt a load of fags brought in and took back for you.
/i:l ev ev—ri:0ig don pro—pr ma—nr jo now7
Hef11 have everything done proper manner, you know.
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CHAPTER IX
The Syntax of the Verb 
a. will, shall, would, should, 
b « The Infinit i ve. 
c. The —ing /— in/ form.
Syntax of ’will1 and ’shall’
In our examination of the morphology of the modal 
verbs, we saw that, as in S.E., ’shall’ and ’will1 have 
both a stressed and an unstressed form. The remarks 
which follow, where appropriate, should be taken to 
refer to both of these forms, although the number of 
stressed forms is relatively so limited that any con- 
elusions can only be tentatively drawn from them.
The following section is based largely on suggestions 
made in Fries’ article ’The Periphrastic Future with 
”shall” and ’’will” in Modern English’ (Publications of 
the Modern language Association of America, Vol.40, 
pp* 963-1024)f parts of which are quoted in Strang’s 
’Modern English Structure*. Fries points out that the 
so-called ’rule1 that ’shall* is used in the first 
person and ’will’ in the second and third persons in 
order to express a simple future in an independent 
declarative sentence is not in any way supported by 
statistics; specifically, his survey of dramatic material 
shows the following results for S.E.
WILL : SHALL
1st person 70% 30%
2nd person 78% 22%
3rd person 90% 10%
As he points out, the first person figures are the most 
interesting, since they contradict the assertions of 
most grammarians. (In American usage, ’shall* is even 
more restricted, occurring in only 13% of first person 
utterances.)
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In the dialect material, however, the picture is 
rather different, /Sal/ is virtually never found in 
the second and third persons, and occurs in almost 
exactly 50% of the first person forms. In different­
iating /Sal/ and /wil/, we have followed Fries in 
ascribing /(e)l/ to /wil/ only, for the reasons he 
outlines (op. cit. p.989* n.26$ contrast Strang, op. 
cit,, p.149)* Thus we find that the tendency towards 
/wil/ in the first person, which Fries shows to have 
been continuing for 400 years, is not so marked in the 
dialect as in S.S.; in the other persons, however, /j*al/ 
is found in only one example, a usage acknowledged by 
grammarians like Ourme (’A Grammar of the English 
Language1 Vol..3* 1931)? namely an implied threat.
/if jy clown gow to slejp jy Jol av biiz/
If you don’t go to sleep, you shall have this.
It seems improbable that all the other examples of the
second and third persons refer only to simple futurity,
and none to determination etc., the categories normally
said to be exponed by ’shall1 in S.E. In fact, the
notional categories exemplified by more traditional
grammars do not help us in the analysis of the dialectal
material, since most of the examples do not fall clearly
into any one category.
* We might note that Scheurweghs ('Present Lay English 
Syntax’ 1959) states that only 'will1 is possible 
with a third person - as we find in the dialect, 
and as 1 believe to be the case of my own speech - 
whereas Currne says that ’shall’ is much used,
(cf. Vol.Ill, p.366)
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Thus, since the only example of /jal/, where it 
does not occur with a first person, has already been 
mentioned, it seems most useful to restrict our examples 
primarily to the first person, both singular and plural. 
All the examples are declarative, either independent or 
dependent. Unlike in the results obtained by Fries, the 
status of the clause appears to make no difference to the 
percentages of ’shall’ and ’will’ found with first person 
forms. Neither with the first person nor the other two 
persons are there any spontaneous question forms using 
these forms, not even ’tag* questions; this seems sur­
prising in so large a corpus, and I can offer no explana­
tion. In elicited question forms, the results were what 
might be expected, namely ’shall1 with the first person 
and ’will* with the second and third persons.
Examples (a) stressed
/aj 0o:t ta mi:— zcl wel aj "wil rajd op sow far 
I thought^to myself: ’Well. I will ride up so far 
/stop *&© "najt k©m bak t©— 'mo—row ben aj J©1 bi: 
stop the night, come back tomorrow, then I shall be 
/ej—bl t© zej aj bin op ITl©n~dn/ 
able to say I’ve been up London*
Here we see what is apparently ’will* being used to
express personal determination, in the manner outlined
by traditional grammars. Although such a suggestion
cannot be termed a ’rule’, since we do find pairs of
sentences such as: —
/aj "sej aj "la m  Hsper n/
I say I shan’t spare it.
and
/aj f,wdtn ai] &© bo—gr/
I won’t hang the bugger.
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Nevertheless, the following does seem to imply some
external factor rather than the speaker’s volition,
/os "Ja m  dy no it/
We shan’t do naught.
Furthermore, just as most of the stressed examples do
seem to tally with a volition: external pressure
opposition, the same is also true of the unstressed 
*
examples. Thus although we find —
/ajl get " jy jo bo-gr/
I’ll get you, you hugger
as well as
/aj Jol si: Hjy op her fr ifsor—tin/
I shall see you up there for certain,
where we would expect /Jal/ in the first case, neverthe­
less all the other examples with the first person singular 
do admit the interpretation (to put it^more strongly) 
that the speaker is implying willingness. Thus we find: — 
’I shall he 33 now pretty quick1, rI shall he ahle to say 
I’ve heen up London1, *1 shall he gone long enough*, *1 
shall have to give him up*,*I shall have to go to Lovaton,^ 
and father *11 have to go to harden*, *1 don’t know that 
I shall do a lot more to it*, etc, etc,, all with /Jal/, 
where personal volition is hardly a factor# On the other 
hand we find:— ’Now you go next, 1*11 take the mare ,,,* 
*1*11 say that for him1, *1*11 het you *1*11 give
you couple of hours’ etc, etc,, all with /(o)l/, where
Owing to the virtual absence of juncture, it is 
sometimes difficult to differentiate in the 1st 
person plural between /os q!/ and /os Jol/,
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the speaker can he considered as expressing willingness. 
The same is true of the first person plural, cf, ’Us 
shall see them when they get in the ring1, * If it won’t 
he for the foreigner directly, us shall he starved to 
death’, ’Don’t you go saying nought, else us shall have 
the sane caper1, all with /Jal/, as opposed to ’Us’ll 
sell it, what’ll you give for it?’, ’Us’ll go down round 
Sticklepath’, ’Us’ll go up and look in it’ etc., all with 
/si/. The evidence of these and other examples seems 
fairly conclusive.
Thus, to summarize briefly, /wil/ is used almost 
exclusively in the second and third persons, and in about 
50$ of the first person forms. In the latter case, it is 
opposed to /Jal/, ’will’ normally indicating the speaker’s 
willingness, and ’shall’ some external cause. This oppo­
sition is not made in the other persons, at least not in 
terms of these two auxiliaries. We find many examples of 
the type ’The stone’ll split straight then’, ’Course, 
there’ll he a day come •♦.* ’A hare’ll take some 
catching’, ’I shan’t he living to see it, I hope you 
will*, ’He will do, if I tell him* etc, where clearly 110 
volition is implied, hut where /wil/ is found. Thus we 
have a system which shows a shall:will opposition in the 
first person, hut not in the second and third persons.
In this way, the position is rather clearer than in 
current S rH. (Reference should also he made to the 
syntax of ’am/was going to ..,*)•
Syntax of ’would1 and ’should’
The syntax of ’would’ and ’should’ is rather more 
complex than that of ’will* and ’shall’. Firstly, there 
is a complete paradigm of /Jyd/ with all persons, both 
unstressed and stressed, in the sense of ’ought’.
/jy ,!Jyd dy e-ni:-aw "aj dy/
You should do anyhow, I do.
/bej now "best bej "jyd dy "jy-dn ©m/
They know best, they should do, shouldn’t they? 
f/i: Jydn bi: "lawd to pot now rao:r n "sow "me—ni:
(He shouldn’t be allowed to put no more than so many 
(/"Jitp 9er/
(shee^ there.
/os ’jyd dy it b©t ©s "wa.:n/
Vife should, do it but we won’t.
Apart from this, however, ’should1 is restricted to 
following /aj/ and /©s/ to nearly the same extent as 
/Jal/. In the case of both /aj/ and /os/, /Jyd/ occurs 
in approximately 65$ of the cases. Apart from the uses 
in the sense of ’ought’ already referred to, /Jyd/ occurs 
elsewhere only twice, after /jy/:—
/Jod jy "lajk t© "zi: n "jes aj sed aj "jyd/
Should you like to see it? Yes, I said, I should, 
/tajm jy f'od 0 "towld jr”jarn twyd bi:
Time you should have told your yarn, it would be 
/"sp a-pas tejn/ 
up half past ten.
* Recognised by Curme, op. cit.
Elsewhere /&/* and /wad/ are found in unstressed 
positions and /wyd/ in stressed positions* The occur­
rence of the former two items is not random, however, 
being strictly conditioned "by the subject nominal. 
After /jy/, /!:/, /©**/> /&ed/ &&& /bar/, the form is 
/d/J after nouns, both singular and plural, the form 
is /wod/, and with /it/ the form is /twyd/. Through­
out the paradigm, both stressed and unstressed, the 
negative is /wydn/.
/fak jyd ejt "e—nl:-6iq bak in "bej dejz/
Fact, you’d eat anything back in those days.
/bejd sej dy it jr-"zelf/
They’d say: ’Do It yourself1.
/li-tl owl "d3im "wi— sto—wej wod av n/
Little old dim Wistaway would have it,
/vc—ri: "o—fn twyd bi: "jynba-grz/
Very often, it would be: ’You buggers!’
/bat wod bi: pri—di: ni:r "dri: majl/
That would be pretty near three mile.
(/"tjaps wod mxks wi ba "mi—dnz n "mi—dnz . .
(Chaps would mix with the maidens and maidens 
(/wad miks wi ba "tjaps/
(would mix with the chaps.
However, as with ’will’ and ’shall*, the problem 
is to discover the factors governing the selection of 
/Jad/, /wad/ and /d/ after /aj/ and /as/. With only 
one exception, all the examples of ’habitual past’ 
show /Jad/ after /as/. The exception is in the 
example below, which also shows a ’normal’ form:—
always considered as a reduction of ’would’, 
cf» note in Fries on /!/ as a reduction of * 
’will’ (See above).
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/os Jod "lejv ber t9~~"ge—dr n ©s w©d 
Us should leave there.together ... and us would 
/gow to “harn— sto—pl "far/ 
go to Barnstaple Fair.
This position is directly reversed, however, in
the case of /aj/, where all the examples of the
’habitual past* show /d/, eg,
/ajd bi: dawn ji:r "a "pas 6ri:/
I ’d be down here half past three.
Blsewhere, however, the usage tallies with that
of ’shall* and ’will1, i,e, ’should* is used to express
the idea of some external pressure, whereas ’would*
implies the willingness of the speaker. Thus we find,
with /Jod/, *1 should say: 1* jumped in”, ’He must be 67,
I should say’, ’If they did, I shouldn’t go down there’,
’.What us should call ’’little spar”, *1 don’t know what
us should do without a bit of sport’, as opposed to the
following, with /wed/:— ’He knew that I would like to
buy it’, *1 wouldn’t have thicky job, I wouldn’t do it,
no*, and ’He wanted to shift the stones, and us wouldn’t
let him’.
It is not suggested that the above divisions are 
rigid; however, the evidence of the material does 
suggest a * should:would’ opposition(similar to that of 
* shall:will’) in the first person, and absent elsewhere* 
It also suggests that in the ’habitual past’, /aj/ 
patterns with the second and third persons, showing 
/d/, whereas /os/, unique in this syntactic role, shows 
/Jod/ here also*
In terms of the two major syntactic uses of the 
tense form ’would’ or ’should* plus base form 
(e.g. I would/should/*d go) we can say that just over 
20$ of the occurrences are in a purely conditional 
sense ’I’d go if..,’, whereas the remaining 80$ or 
so are used to express habitual action in the past 
(’I’d go there every day* « I used to go there every 
day.) In this usage, it is outnumbered by ’used 
(to)* with the base form, but only in the ratio of 
4:5 . As a '’habitual past1, the use of this tense— 
form seems to be much more frequent than in S.S., 
although I have no statistics on which to base 
this assertion.
The Syntax of the Infinitive
Traditional English grammars normally speak of the 
infinitive as "being composed of the base form of the 
verb and the particle * to’, the latter then being 
1 omitted* in certain easily definable positions* The 
position in the dialect, however, is much more compli­
cated, since four forms occur in positions syntactically 
similar to those filled in S0E, by the two forms men­
tioned above* These are:— 
a. BASE
b * *to* + BASE
c e * for' + BASE
dfl * for to' + BASE
If we examine briefly the first of these, we find 
that it occurs, as in S*E0, after the nine modal auxi­
liaries, without exception* This is, however, the only 
syntactic function in which there appears to be complete 
congruity with S*E#
Generally speaking, the position in the dialect 
reflects what is apparently a free choice between 
either a pair of these forms or, in two cases, between 
all four*
Let us examine first two positions where all four 
forms mentioned above occur, namely where the infinitive 
is in post-nominal position (the traditional 'adjectival 
infinitive') and where the infinitive follows another 
verb in a position in which S*E. would permit, but not 
require 'in order to' ' (the traditional 'phrase of 
purpose') The latter category needs an important 
subdivision (bee below) *
* The dialect does not show 'in order to* at all*
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In the post—nominal position, all four forme are 
found, in the following approximate proportions: 
a.l&#f 13. 60$; c. 16#; a. IS#; Thus we find, 
with a* *
/ad by—di—fl "bejd lan in 11 ty/
Had beautiful bed (to) lie in too,
(/~Jy majt av © i!t/ans Den av 0 li— tl owl
(You. might have a chance then (to) have a little old
(/per ©v ifbyts/
(pair of boots,
with b .
/aj got bit av "wild bawt taklejn op/
I got a bit of weed about to clean up,
/jyd got H‘6 i—ki: ber "majlz to work to get ,!owm/ 
You’d got thicky there miles to walk . to get home, 
f/aj di—dn av matj tjans to dy morr n &©
(l didn’t have much chance to do more than the 
(/l!ar—dist ov ©t/
(hardest of it,
with c,
/ber woz n owl tfejn fr ,!kros n/
There was an old chain for cross it.
/&e3m pri—dir fajn kej—pr fr bi: ^en—dr/
‘They’re pretty fine caper for be under.
(/wo—dn now wkarz n 11 lo—ri:z lajk her xz t©— "dej 
(There weren’t no cars and lorries like there is today 
(/fr tek ka—tl ©-bawt/
(for take cattle about.
* It has been suggested that in the examples where
ftoT is not present, either a pause or a lengthening 
o '1 the preceding syllable might function as a 
Juncture, In fact, such a juncture is only per­
ceptible in those cases where the grammatical 
and/or intonation boundaries would require it,
( etc chapter 3 above ), in which cases it is also 
found when Tto* itself is present.
with d,
/ber wo—dn now "lo—ri:z bak uben fr to tek mi:/
There weren't no lorries hack then for to take me 
/i: W8J3 a—pi i o& bej hat got ,!awn— siz fr to smok/
He ‘was happy as they that got ounces for to smoke.
In the post—verbal 'purpose1 role, however, we 
find an important sjaatactic feature wherein the dialect 
differs from S,.E, In the latter, in certain cases when 
an infinitive has a subject which differs from that of 
the main clause, the particle 'for' precedes the sub­
ject of the infinitive. In such cases ,forl is also 
found in the dialect, e.g,
(/bej woz lfbil—did ber fr be y stown—ko— trz to gow 
(They were built there for the stone-cutters to go
f / .  SI 1 — — »C/i:n on—dr/
(in under.
(/wy—dn dy fr e—ni:—bo—di: to Oigk bej wez gwe-no "sist 
(Wouldn't do for anybody to think they were going to insist 
(/fr so—mi 13 wi—n/
(for something with him,
(/i 1 ad to pe j ''aw—r ten bob jo si: fr y be j gow to 
(He had to pay our ten bob, you see, for they go to 
(/me— 3r it/
(measure it.
The dialect goes much further and almost always shows 
'for' at least (normally 'for to1)* when the infinitive 
has its own subject, e.g.
£/praps i: wonts fr it to gow "on sow bot i: kn get 
(Perhaps he wants for it to go on so that he can get 
l/n ube— tr/
(him better.
* There is one interesting example of 'for ... for'
/i:d dy \\z *‘o:r— siz fr n fr gow to l,najt— skyl/ 
He'd do his horses for him for go to night-school.
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/a3 dx— dn wont fr r to "fajnd bcr stej—Jn/
I didn't want for her to find there, station....
/aj Jy-dn lajk fr ©m to si: it lajk bat bar yber/
I shouldn't like for them to see it like that there there.
There are very few exceptions of the type 'Sam wanted 
me go*. In general, however, this construction is 
not found after verbs such as 'ask', 'invite' etc., 
where the relevant nominal is treated as if it were 
the object of the preceding verb rather than the sub­
ject of the infinitive, e.g.
/bej di— saj—did bejd ask ud3 im to bi: “best (iman/
They decided they'd ask Jim to be best man,
A list of verbs behaving in one way or the other
could be drawn up.
This is the situation when these 'infinitives
of purpose' have their own subject. Where they do
not, however, we find the same alternation as we
found with 'adjectival infinitives' above, in these
approximate proportions.
a. 81° , "b. 3 S c .  V3f», d. 445*.
These figures, taken with the actual examples, suggest 
that 'for to' is the typical form found here in 
careful speech. We may quote as examples:— 
with a.
/i: kom in" j i: r in bis v i— 1 1 dg 1 1 v r i— t a j—r d/
He came in here in this village live retired.
with b .
/if jy no:d jyd got to work to get © b i t  © Jlli—vin/
If you knew you'd got to work to get a bit of living ... 
/i: a—dn bin dawn to klejn bo "mcr so mot]*/
He hadn't been down to clean the mare so much.
with c*
M  iff'** »>'**■»
/jy got to work "twE—ni: "majl 0 "dej fr plaw a 
You got to walk twenty mile a day for plough an 
/ hej—kr ©v 'grawnd/ 
acre of ground,
/aj "dyd it fr brig be s,pow—ni:z dawn "jcl—vr— tn "jow/
I did it for bring the ponies down Yelverton show.
b. and c. are contrasted in one sentence.
/if jy gow :6or fr katj 0 "trejn ta gov/ dawn "pli—m©6/
If you go there for catch a train to go down Plymouth.
wj/tlk_d,
/r koin dawn "log w 1 am £310 fr to "si: ©s sr-gejn/
She Came down long with them just for to see us again, 
/bej brejk in fr t© traj t© get so—mig ty "ejt/
They bx^eak in for to try to. get something to eat.
/jyd “miit fr to wo:k dawn "stej—Jn in bo ‘‘moir—nig/ 
You'd meet for to walk down station in the morning.
/bejv got © “ky— J 111 mejd fr t© "syt bo usejt/
They've got a cushion made for to suit the seat.
c. and, d. are contrasted within one sentence.
/twyd bi: "spli— tin 0 ©m fr to get n ap "smowl—dr
It would be splitting of them, for to get it up smaller,
/fr get wot jy "wont/ 
for get what you want.
Consideration ie next given to those positions
where both forms a. and b. are. found, but not forms
c, or d. If we examine first the verbal phrases which
in S.E, are 'going to', 'used to' and 'have (got) to1,
we find the following approximate percentages:—
with 'to/ without 1 to'
'going to' 63$ 38$
'used to* 91$ 9$
'have (got) to* 71$ 39$
This vacillation between forms a, and b., which 
is not apparently connected ..in any way with stress, 
is reflected in a number of other constructions, 
specifically when the infinitive is the object of 
certain verbs. Thus we find:—
/Jod jy “lajk to “si: n/
Should you like to see it? and also
/trejt ©m ©z jy lajk hi: “trej— tid jr— zelf/
Treat them as you like (to) be treated yourself.
There are a number of examples with 'want', e.g.
/if jy won— tid gow to “jop/
If you wanted (to) go to shop ...
/aj wont t© gow t© najt— skyl twajs ©"wi:k/
I want to go to night-school twice a week.
and, in the same sentence:—
/aj wan— tid t© gow "log wi ©m &ej wan— tid "tck mi:/
I wanted to go along with them, they wanted (to) take me. 
Before looking briefly at the positions in which
the use of one or other of these four forms can be
predicted, we must look at one final function where
there seems to be some freedom of choice, namely
where the infinitive is in apposition with an 'empty1
subject 'it* colligated with the verb 'be'. Here
the choice is between 3?orm b., the normal form, and
form c., as*—
/ard-li: no id wot “twos to baj “s—n i 6 iij/
Hardly, knew what it was to buy anything.
/tejn “no— 0 x13 to av o lo—ri: trej—lr/
It isn't nothing to have a lorry, trailer ♦
contrasted with:*
/tiz "ty motj maj di:r “x-dn it fr aks jy to gow
It's too much, my dear, isn't it, for ask you to go
/"bak o-gejn/ 
back again.
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In conclusion, we must look briefly at those 
positions where one or other of the four forms we 
have discussed seems to be required. Form a., 
apart from its post-modal use already mentioned, 
and i>-,s use after certain infinitives such as 
'like' and 'want' in variation with form b., is 
used mainly after phrases such as 'look well',
'look forward', etc., and after the construction 
'make naught' or 'make nothing' (“ 'consider of 
little significance').
/ajrn ly—k m  fo:r—wod naw fr “za—tr—dej gow on—tin/
I'm looking forward now. for Saturday Ito) go hunting, 
/jyd lylc wel to—mo—row llmozr—nig kom dawn n si:/
You'd look well tomorrow morning (to) come down and
/see . 9 *
/mek "no:t rnek siks r se—bm “pawndz o om "bat sajz/ 
Make naught (to) make 6 or 7 pounds on them, that size, 
/i: meks "no— 0xg gow to "ion—dn/
He makes nothing (to) go to London.
It is also used after the verb 'come1 when there is
no expression of purpose, e.g.
/i: waz “my—d i o r —od baj it wen kom gow to “bejd/
He was moody—horrored by it when come go to bed.
/wen jy kom pile op jo:r “wej—d^xz/
When you com.e pick up your wages ,..
V
We might note also —
/aj went “lag— “dawn fr tajm si: tom fi—nxf '!©P wi/
I went Langdown for time, see, Tom, (to) finish up with.
Generally speaking, the use of this form is less
frequent than the use of -f>orms b. and d. but more
frequent than form c.
Form b. is the normal form when the infinitive 
follows another verb except in the 'purpose* role 
discussed above, although occasionally form a. is 
found (see above), and forms c* and d. are found 
after two and one lexical items respectively.
Form b. is found frequently* after such verbs as 
'try', 'mean', 'afford', 'seem', 'start* and many 
others. (in some cases, e.g. after 'start', the 
present participle is also found, but with no 
apparent differences between the dialect and S.E.)
Thus we find
/if i: "pa— siz ji:r os ol "traj to "zi: n/
If he passes here, we'll try to see him.
/jy ad to giv u©p to work wen jy woz sik— sti:— "fajv/
You had to give up to work when you were 65*.
(/aj went awt to uliv fo:r aj woz twelv ji;r “owld 
(l went out to live before I was 13 year old ... 
C/'farm^awz/
(farm house.
/if :6er2 o farm to bi:"zeld bej kn vo:rd t©‘*baj n/
If there's a farm to be sold, they can afford to buy it. 
/ “aj J a m  hi: li—v m  to si: it/
I shan't be living to see it.
and many others. It is always this form found after 
'be* in constructions such as:—
/if jy woz to pot "bat stik i:n kros ,fbi—ki: pow—ni:/
If you were to put that stick in across thicky pony.
Form b. is also the usual form occurring x^ost—
adjectivally, for example after 'afraid', 'alright',
'used* («*accustomed'), 'glad', etc., and after 'too*
ADJ', For example:—
/'bejm o—frejd to "lisv r mo:r n bo hwi:k/
They're afraid to leave her more than the week.
/ “jyr ge— tin owl—dr to lyk at 11 jy bi: "ty lyksow/
You're getting older to look at, you are too, looks so.
/haw bejm pri— tii ni:r ty taj—rd t© k©m of b© “eejt/
Now they*re pretty near too tired to come off the seat.
It is interesting to note that with Enough* we find
forms a., b., and c,„ although in the case of a*,
the role of * enough* is pronominal.
/aj 0ost his woa kwajt not ki:p mi: "gwen bon/
I thought this was quite enough keep me going then*
/aj wo—dn owld n©f to "now/
I wasn’t old enough to know.
/won jy got "owld naf fr drajv a per av uo:r-si#/
When you got old enough for drive a pair of horses ...
We note also that form *b. is the normal* construction
with * aught*, 1naught1, * something*, * anything’ etc.9
when they are not followed "by an adjective*
/down jy av n©~0 ig to "sej hawt it majnd/
Don’t 3^ ou have nothing to say about it, mind,
/aj da—now hat aj gat art t© "dy naw/
I don’t know that 1* got aught to do now.
/wa—dn 'iojt "els t© hi: "dyd/
Wasn’t naught else to he done.
Finally, form h. is always found In construc­
tions with ’how*, *why*, ’what* etc.
/ms—&r di—dn "now ard—li: wot to giv i: fr "brok—fos/ 
Mather di dn.11 know hardly what to give you for breakfast, 
/&© mejn 0 iq is "aw ty "an—dl be hit r *dy get/
The main thing is ... how to handle the hit she does get.
The only example of a negative infinitive in
the whole corpus is presumably of form b.
/tel *:1 di—ki: not to k©m owm/
Tell Dicky not to come home,
* not invariable, c.f,
(/bej down mek no:t fr tsk dawn © "owl in bo 
(They don’t make naught for take down a hole in the 
(/"wo:l n k©m awt u6ry/
(wall and come out through.
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It is also interesting that the dialect will allow
the particle * to* to he stressed in final position.
(cf. discussion of 1 where ... to*)„
(/dy ,fa& to hi: Icoz if “jy di—dn dy it som—ho—di:
(You had to he, because if you didn’t do it, somebody
(/els w©z we j— tin 11 ty/
(else was waiting to.
Worm c. appears to have no uses reserved for
it specifically, and It is the least used of the
four forms. It is the only form found after two
lexical items, 'itch1 and *payf, e.g.
/aj woz i—t J in o:l "tajra fr pot n in 11 trap/
I was Itching all time for put it in trap.
(/tyk “mowst ov it fr pej fr gow “awt n k©m “owm >, 
(Took most of it for pay for go out and come home 
(/o—gejn/
(again.. 0
It is used occasionally with an adjective, e.g.
/aj fi:l fit “naw fr gow awt n katj* owld &a “plaw/
I feel fit now for go out and catch hold the plough.
In most of its other uses, however, it is in varia­
tion with one or more of forms a., b., and d. We 
might notice, in passing, a usage which it is 
difficult to categorise adequately:—
f/'&ej givd it “awt wot o fajn “fe—1© i: woz fr hi: 
(They gave it out. what a fine fellow he was, for be 
f/ve—ri: "kcr—fl 'won pli:s—mn wo—dn i— “nof/
(very careful, one policeman wasn’t enough.
We have already seen the principal use of form
d., to introduce an infinitive which has its own
subject. It is also the normal form in apposition
to an 'empty* subject 'it* with verbs other than !be*
(see form b. above ),
/it ©1 htek earn gyd wans fr t© bi:t ‘'gejl/
It*11 take some good ones for to "beat Zeal,
It Is used with ’ something*, ‘nothing1 etc* when
there is an adjective or adverb betv/een these and
the following infinitive:—
f/:6cn jyd got to av s©-mirj “im-lend fr to "pat 
(Then you’& got to have something inland for to put 
(/©m ty/
(them to,
With adjectives and with verbs, the use is rare* e.g.
(/oej wo—nid to mck mi: '‘mejzd fr to gow op "loij 
(They wanted to make me mazed for to go up along 
f/wi om/
(with them*
/jyv ne—vr "fejld fr to giv n won ov bo Sifos,Lpraj2/ 
Youfve never failed for to give it one of the first
/prise*
Form d. is used slightly lees than form h» hut 
not much so because of the former’s preponderance 
in ’phrases of purpose’ (see above).
It should be borne in mind that all the above 
remarks are generalisations from a corpus of approx­
imately 400 infinitive phrases* Therefore, while 
the general picture is adequately defined, references 
to specific lexical items need to be treated with 
caution. The two final sentences below give some 
idea of the possibilities admitted by the dialect 
as summarized above.
(/praps tW9z "tajm Sen fr ev—ri:—bo—di: gow her own 
(Perhaps it was time then for everybody go their own 
(/wej to gow owm gov/ to "bojd r av so—mi 33 ty "ejt 
(way* to go home go to “bed, or have something to eat 
(/n gow to hejd pri—per fr '60 mon-cli: moir-nnj start
(and go to bed, prepare for the Monday morning start
(/work q— ,fgejn/
(work again.
(/it got to hi; owvd ©p on "wa—g m z  tek rn fr pot
(it got to he heaved up on wagons take in for put
(/0—wej irn bo “lofs/
(away in the lofts.
The Syntax of .the Present Participle 
and of the Continuous Tenses.
There is one feature relevant to the present 
participle, and accordingly to the ’continuous* 
element of the verbal system, which seems best 
treated here. This is that a present participle 
will invariably induce a form ’of’ ( normally /o/ 
or /ov/) before a personal pronoun direct object, 
and also when the direct object is a preceding 
relative pronoun ’what’ ( which has no specific 
nominal antecedent.) There are no exceptions in 
the corpus. Thus we find;—
/bej bejn jirrd "dy— in o ©t nr 110-0 in "bir am/
They aren’t heard doing of it nor nothing, are they? 
/bejm 0x33—kin bawt "raj— zin 0 ©m 9— "gejn/
They’re thinking about rising (^raising) of them again, 
/naw to—dej 6or— ti:n "pawnd i—dn sa— tis—faj— in 0 at/
Now today, thirteen pound isn’t satisfying of,it.
(/down spojl r 0ry ‘60 mejns ov bi:— 111 v,9g—lix "tem—prd 
(Don’t spoil her through the means of being ugly— tempered 
i/r kaw— in ov r dawn "bat wej/
(or ... cowing her down that way.
(/aj do—now if &ej "rir—a—lajz wot bejm "dy— in ov 
(I don’t know if they realize what they’re doing of 
(/wxb it/
(with it.
/r els jy "won— tid wot “sr woz ge— tin ov/
... or else you wanted what she was getting of.
There is one example where the ’of*, strictly
speaking, is misplaced:—
/as “now i: got to drajv bo "en—dgin r wo— te—vr 
We know he got to drive the engine ... or whatever 
/jyrn "dy-m o at ty/ 
you’re doing of it to,
where the sense clearly requires ’doing of to it’.
There are no examples of ’of’ when the direct
object is any other nominal and there is accordingly
no parallel to the syntactic structure in, for
example, ’a—washing of her linen — o’. Thus we find:
C/tiz Grow— in '60 k©n—trir in— ty 0 "brejv ik— spens n
(Tis throwing the country into a brave expense and tis
ytxz op— "ss— tin 0— or pi:—pi/
(upsetting other people,
/owl—d m  bo plaw bi:— "jajn n "draj—v m  bo i!o:r— siz/ 
... holding the plough behind and driving the horses,
77 e may note the contrast in
/pi:—pi in "tawnz bi: ko—min ji:r baj— in op bo li— tl 
People in towns are coming here buying up the little 
/owl "ko—ti—d3iz n a—v m  0 om 1!q1— trd 11 ^dyd op/ 
old cottages and having of them altered and done up.
We see that not even 'that* induces ’of’:—
/bej wy—dn 0113k gow bawt te—kin "bat op po~tin 
They wouldn’ t, think go about taking that up, putting 
/o ot in its "plejs/ 
of it in its place.
Although they do not strictly belong here, this
seems an appropriate place to discuss four other
examples from the corpus where ’of’ occurs before
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a direct object in a position other than after a 
present participle* In all four of these examples, 
the object in question is, as above, either a 
personal pronoun or ’ what’J given this and the fact 
that non— continuous forms do not normally induce 
’of’ before their direct object, we may tentatively 
attribute these examples to analogy with the con­
tinuous forms, where ’of* is always found*
/os ky—dn ,felp 0 ©t now/
We couldn’t help of it, (you) know.
/wen aj givd ©p av wot aj ko:l ’*ad to giv op to wark/ 
YThen I gave up of what I call * * had to give up to
/Jwork.
(/*6er wo—dn now 11 lo ri:2 bak ben fr to tek "mi;
(There wasn’t no lorries back then, for to take me 
(/lajk bej tek irn ov am to— "dej/
(like they take in of thorn to—day*
(/ w a j n e—vr s i: d now—b 0—d i 2 "j£-tm o v Gra bat bej 
(I never saw nobody shooting of them, but they 
(/“sej bej "jet ov am “aj da—now/
(say they shoot of them, I don’t know.
The last example clearly supports the view that 
these occurrences of ’of1 are analogical.
The environments in which this ’of* does or 
does not occur form one of the most clearly 
definable syntactic features of the dialect*
In other respects, the syntax of the participle 
and of the tenses forned with it differ little from 
S.S, Many verbs, as in S.S., require the present 
participle in a following vei^ b, sometimes exclusively, 
sometimes in variation with one or more of the four 
infinitive forms (q.v.). e.g.
/jy start ta vi:l "to—br "wej jy start "ro—n m /
You start to feel tother way, you start running*
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Such differences as there are seem to he purely
lexical, and need not concern us here. We might
note finally that the grammatical feature known as
an ’unrelated participle’, which is so frequent in
popular speech, is found widely in the dialect also,
(/aj Go: t tw©2 som-bo—di; traj— in to av e "trik*
(l thought it was somebody trying to have a trick, 
(/wi& mi; hi;— in a str/
(with me, 'being a youngster.
CHAPTER X
The Phrasal Verb
PHRASAL V.V.DHBB
In discussing phrasal and prepositional verbs,
I have based ray approach on that suggested hy 
T, P* Mitchell in his article 1Syntagmatic Relations 
in Linguistic Analysis1*, He proposes that verbal 
phrases should he considered as belonging to one 
of four categories, and gives the following 
illustration, (p.106*)
[a ] • 5:T0N- . .
1 J IT On— ' PRRP08 IT IONAL TO TAKE
[B] Pli2p0 SIIOHAL TO TAiLS TO (s.O.)
( « become fond of)
rp•] NON- TO PUT UP (S,0.)
L J PREPOSIT101TAL TO PUT (s.Oj UP
PHRASAL (= provide hospitality for)
[D] PREPOSITIONAL TO PUT UP WITH (S,0.)
(s= tolerate)
Although there may well be four categories as 
Mitchell suggests, it seems clear that the relation­
ship between them is not as neat as this table implies. 
The opposition between non—prepositional and preposi­
tional verbs can, as Mitchell says, be defined in 
terms of the presence or absence of interpolabilityj 
in brief, no nominal can be inserted between the 
verb and its particle in the case of a prepositional
* Transactions o° the Philological Society, 1958.
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verb. Thus we do not find #I take someone to1 or 
'I put someone up with1, (i.e. not in the sense of 
1 tolerate1) whereas we may find a nominal when a 
non—prepositional verb is colligated with a preposi­
tional phrase, e.g. fI took [it] to him1, fI put up 
[someone] with John*. What is difficult is to cate­
gorise fnon—phrasal1 as opposed to 'phrasal1 since 
the criterion used by Mitchell — that the verbal 
particle of a phrasal verb may occur either before 
or after a noun object — applies only to non—pre­
positional verbs of the type 'I turn off the light/
1 turn the light off*. As he implies himself* , a 
non—prepositional phrasal verb is in many ways 
opposed to the other three by virtue of this flexible 
word order. However there are other criteria men­
tioned by Mitchell which may seem to validate the 
non—phrasal:phrasal opposition, namely stress and 
intonation. To quote Mitchell55: 'the particle 
component of the phrasal verb can and usually does 
bear a full stress, and when final, and not in post—
* op, cit. p.106.
* op. cit. p.104.
The examples in the dialect at least tend to 
refute the claim of this phrase, (c.f. the 
examples below).
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nominal position, is pronounced on a kinetic tone1* 
Mitchell is referring here only to non—prepositional 
phrasal verbs, but ir the proviso is made that the 
relevant particle of a prepositional phrasal verb is 
the first and not the second particle, then these 
remarks might seem to b© applicable also to the 
latter category, and hence to categorise 'phrasal 
verbs1 as a whole. Thus, parallel with his examples 
'he can't be taken lsin at any price' and 'he can't 
be taken '‘in', which are both non—prepositional, we 
might find 'It can't be put “up with much longer' 
and 'He won't be made “up to', which are both pre­
positional. However, further consideration shows 
that in fact the stressed particle of a phrasal- 
prepositional verb will never be final, and will 
(by definition, since it is prepositional, ) never 
be post—nominal. Thus here again, the criteria 
suggested will serve to define only non—prepositional 
phrasal verbs and not the category of phrasal verbs 
as a whole.
It is therefore clear that the distinction 
between non—phrasal and phrasal verbs is very different 
in the case of non—prepositional verbs from what it 
is in the case of prepositional verbs, since the former 
case shows the opposition between 'I turn off the road' 
and 'I turn off the light', whereas the opposition 
between 'I take to him' and *1 put up with him' is 
much less significant, being limited in fact to the 
presence of one as opposed to two particles. It seems 
to me that these must always be transitive, whereas
what Mitchell calls a non—prepositional phrasal 
verb need not he so. (I do not recognise utter­
ances of the type fI took to or fI put up with1*)
All In alij then> I would prefer a system which 
is less formally neat that Mitchell's hut which I 
feel represents the situation more accurately.
This would consist of:—
1simple verb
o
phrasal verb
3prepositional verb 
the last being divisible if required into two sub­
sections (simple and double) according to whether 
it contains one or two particles3*. These are what 
Strang calls respectively 'prepositional* and 1pre­
positional-phrasal1 verbs* but since their functions 
and definitions are so similar in all but one detail, 
I do not feel that the distinction is equival­
ent to. the three above. The criteria for differ­
entiating phrasal and prepositional verbs would
1. For Mitchell fnon—phrasal, non—prepositional1
2. For llitchell 1 phrasal, non—prepositional1
3. For Mitchell 'prepositional1 ( both phrasal and
non—phrasal).
i.e. the distinction between prepositional 
verbs with one particle and those with two 
is merely relevant to the compositional 
structure (the internal structttre, or 
'morphology1 of the verb) and is not 
syntactically (distributionally) signi­
ficant in any way.
accordingly be:—
PTIRA3AI, interruptability.
Xx' ‘ 1 ii. particle often tonic.
i. non— intdrrupt ab i1i ty. 
PREPOSITIONAL ii. transitivity.
iii.one or two particles; if two, 
the first is tonic, if one, 
usually atonic (except for 
emphatic stress;.
Of these* clearly the opposition of interruptability:
non—interruptability is the most fundamental, but
this is supplemented by the other criteria discussed
above.
We shall now proceed to see how these categories
are represented in the dialect. At once* we find an
extremely marked distributional pattern. In the
entire corpus, there are only two certain examples
of prepositional verbs, one being 'simple* and one
'double1. (in Mitchell's terms 'non phrasal1 and
'phrasal). Both are passive and thex*efore without
a direct object. These are; —
/o:l got to bi: nsi;d ty n l!pejd ty jo now/
All got to be seen to and paid to, you know.
and
/ ,5lko:rs bin don ©— "wej wi‘6 naw Sirejl—wej xz ‘,J6er/ 
Course, been done away with now, railway is* there.
The latter example, strictly speaking, is not a
prepositional verb unless 'away1 is included in the
list of "preposition—adverbsu of the type discussed
below, which it would not normally be as it lacks
prepositional functions in the dialect as in S.E.
However, whatever the status of the examples 
above, it does seem that the category of * prepositional 
verb?, both simple and doable, is extremely rare in 
the dialecto The situation, however, is not quite 
as clear-cut as this since, as Strang points out in 
her remarks on A. G-. Kennedy’s work92* fit is impossible 
to determine the exact range of these three types of 
construction ,.. because they are not sharply 
delineated but shade off indefinitely into ordinary 
verb + particle sequences’ * We may iirustrate this 
clearly from the dialect by reference to examples 
with ’look’:—
/aj "lykt ty n si:/
 ^ looked to him, see, (='I looked at him*)
/©s ©1 gow "op n lyk "i:n n/
We’ll go up and look in it.
/bhz mejn bi: bev~ to lyk ’'af— tr ©m/
These men are there to look after them,
/aj lykt ©—•we j to "son ov "0111/
I looked .away to some of them.
It may be felt that ’look after* at least is a pre­
positional verb, and possibly one or more of the 
others. However, even if this is so, the number of 
examples which could conceivably be so considered is 
very restricted and usually doubtful. Although all 
the above examples obey the criterion of non— inter— 
ruptability, in two cases the particle is stressed, 
which is contrary to the criteria for prepositional 
verbs. Below is a list of examples, in an order which
55 ’The modern English Verb—Adverb Combination, 
Stanford University Publications, "Language 
and Literature", Vol.l, Ho.l,
seems to me, in the dialect, to represent diminishing 
plausibility in any suggestion that these are pre­
positional verbs, whether Simple1 or ’double1.
/ajm "glad ajv rond ©p ©-"gejnst ir/
I’m glad I’ve run up against you.
/ir ad 0 hit ©v 0 "i:l—n©s k©m irn "kros n/
He had a hit of an illness come in across him,
/aj re—len aj J©1 av to si: 0—hawt ui:/
I reckon.I shall have to see about him,
/os got "ow-vr 01 or 1-rajt/
We got over it alright.
/if aj kvd get "at am/
If I could get at them *,,
/aj "mejd op rnaj "majnd n aj "stik ty it "ty/
I made up my mind, and I stuck to it too.
/'6ej stept in to ’ko;— sn "bi;~kn/
They stopped in to *Cawsand Beacon’.
These examples seem to me to suggest that the use 
of these two categories in a formal grammar must 
at the present time he extremely restricted, since 
only rarely can a complex verb be ascribed un­
hesitatingly to either one. Nevertheless, the 
categories are important to indicate the ’poles’ 
on what is really, like so many other linguistic 
fields, a ’cline’. For the sake of simplicity, I 
have treated most of the above doubtful examples 
as combinations of VERB + PFJHP, + NOMINAL, and 
points of interest in their use are dealt with 
in the chapter on the prepositional phrase.
With the phrasal verb, which has a much wider 
distribution in the dialect, we must consider 
separately its transitive and its intransitive uses. 
The transitive use, we saw above, is relatively 
easy to define in terms of potential interpolability
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of an object—nominal*
We find that phrasal verbs, when transitive, 
do not shade off into sequences of verb +* adverb, 
simply because of this criterion of interrupt— 
ability. Thus *1 came into the room* can be 
either simple verb + prepositional phrase or pre­
positional verb + nominal, but it cannot be a 
phrasal verb. Where phrasal verbs are intransitive, 
however, (see below), there is then no criterion 
of interruptability available, and the same 
indeterminacy we have noted above is found.
We find that where the direct object of a 
transitive phrasal verb is a personal pronoun, 
there is only one case in the entire corpus where 
such an object is not interpolated between the 
verb and the particle, ( This is a sentence which 
is also syntactically divergent in another way —
of. the syntax of the present participle. )
/lajk bej tek lfi:n ov am to— udej/
... like they take in of them today.
In every other case, we find the same order as in
S.E., thus:—
/'6ejd drag it "in pyl it "o-vr/
They’d drag it in, pull it over,
/i: fikst mi: rajt ap "aj—r "sajd ov am/
He fixed me right up higher side of them.
(/fr to get ap wer &ej waz gwen start ! * ■
(.,. for to get up where they were going to start
(/ulaj—m n  ov am ’ap/
(lining of them up.
When the direct object of such a verb is any
other nominal, the normal order is VERB + PARTICLE +
OBJECT (in BI% of the examples). Although I have
seen no figures for S.E,, it seems to me that this
is a much higher proportion than is usual, at
least in my own speech. We thus find, for example,
/i: pot i:n S© "kawz/
He put in the cows.*
/jy tek of ,i;6at n pot on ©--"no— 6r/
You take off that and put on another.
/aj jys to "baj "i:n "o—li: fr n/
I used to buy in holly for him,
where, although these forms are perfectly acceptable 
in 8.E., I feel that the order VERB + OBJECT + 
PARTICLE might be more usual. This may, however, 
represent a purely personal preference* The 
examples of this latter order in the dialect do 
not seem to form a homogeneous group which can be 
distinguished from the majority, and we may
perhaps postulate free variation as in S.E. Thus
we find
/os pot aw—r "zajbz i:n op "raj— 25in "son/
We put our scythes in up ’Rising Sun’.
/aj si:d &i:z ji:r "fs—Is drow iiz “and op to mi:/
I saw this here fellow throw his hand up to me.
/wen jy woz war—kin 0 viild q v "grawnd dawn/
When you was working a field of ground down ,.,
A very restricted number of these forms is used
in the passive. Thus we find:—
,/bej Wot woz pot i;n "fair—mn 11 bat bej wo 13 
They that were put in foremen and that, they were 
Von &o "spot/
(on the spot.
* It has been suggested that these forms may not, in 
fact, all be separable. However, a representative 
sample tried with the informant were mostly accepted 
without undue hesitation,
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/wots uir ji:r fikst ©p fair/
'7hatfs he here fixed up for?
/&Qd dys 19 av ©m ‘‘plawd 1 ©p/
They used to have them ploughed up.
Belov; is a list of particles used in this way 
when the verbal phrase is transitive, either with 
a direct object or when passive. Intransitive uses 
of phrasal verbs are discussed below.
PARTICLE DISTINCT TOTALC! OLLOCAT10N8 OCCURRENCES
ABOUT 2 2 .
ALONG* 1 1
DOWN 9 11
IN 9 18
IN UNDER 1 1
OFF 5 7
ON 2 5
OUT 9 11
ROUND 3 5
UP 24 39
It will be seen that for the Devonshire dialect, 
!upf is by far the most used particle; this corres­
ponds exactly — and perhaps surprisingly — with 
Kennedy’s findings for American English in 1920*. 
Perhaps the most notable absence is that of ?to!, 
but this may perhaps be an accidental gap in the 
corpus. None of these reflects the use of a particle 
not found in S.E., although many of them, of course,
* c.f, Kennedy op. cit.# p.23—25
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occur in individual collocations not found in the 
s t andard 1anguag e*
(Go out there in the greenhouse and tend to that, 
l/zii it 0— "hawt awt bar/
(see it ahout out there.
/It no:d cv—rij 11 in/ ©v it 0—bawt fr “sar— tin/
He knew every inch of if about for certain.
It would he profitless to give a list of the 
lexical items occurring with all of these particles 
since, although it is feasible to do so for a 
finite corpus, it is of no general interest since 
the class is clearljr 'open* in terms of the struc­
ture of the language. However, a list is given 
below of those forms used actively and transi­
tively with one particle, 'up*, as being represen­
tative of the others. The items are:— 
pick (7); take (4-)j put (3 ); throw (s)j give (2 )J 
make (2)j and, once only, bind, break, bring, buy, 
call, fix, get, hang, kick, line, load, rear, 
reckon, save, stand, tend, turn, value.
The table of particles found with passive 
transitive verbs Is much more limited and more 
heavily weighted towards ’up1. Only three particles 
are found:—
(/gow awt ser in bo ugrii—naws n tend ta ,(‘6at 
PARTICLE
IN
OUT
UP
DISTINCT 
COLLOCfTIONS
2 5
5
13
5
20*
* largely due to the recurrence of the phrase 
*1 was reared up,,.1 etc.
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When we look finally in this section at phrasal 
verbs used intransitively, we encounter the same 
problem of indeterminacy as with prepositional 
verbs. When there is no object, a criterion of 
potential interpolability is clearly of no value.
We have another cline, in fact, for whereas 'die 
out', for example, would presumably be considered 
a phrasal verb, what of 'come in'? Strang's 
criterion of 'idiomaticness' is clearly not 
measurable. I have accordingly adopted a simple 
but fairly arbitrary criterion for defining an 
intransitive phrasal verb, namely that the particle 
in question should be used elsewhere in the dialect 
as a preposition (i,ef in pre—nominal position) 
and/or should occur in transitive phrasal verbs 
-if1 the dialect. (This excludes a form such as 
'away', which is in fact found in the dialect in 
intransitive phrases, but is considered simply as 
an adverb in order to simplify the picture here.)
For intransitive phrasal verbs, thus defined, we 
find the following picture:—
[see over
DISTINCT TOTAL
COLLOCATIONS OCCURRENCES*
ABOUT 3 6
ACROSS 1 1
ALONG 7 15
DOWN 7 43**
IN 6 26
ON 4 32
OUT 9 43
OVER 3 2
ROUND 2 12
THROUGH 2 3
UP 11 53
It is interesting to note that 'up' has by no 
means the same commanding lead in' this role that 
it has elsewhere. Belov/, as an example on the 
same lines as the one above, is the list and 
frequency of those lexical items occurring with 
fup*.
go (18); come (l5); look (4 ); get (3 ); rear (s)j 
finish (3); join (2)j ride (2 ); sit (2)J give (l) 
pass (l).
As in the case of the other sections above, a 
number of the individual collocations differ from
* The fact that our definition admits 'come1 
and fgo! in combination with various particle 
inflates these figures considerably.
** Additionally inflated by 14 occurrences of 
1 sit down*.
S.Ea Thus ?/e find:—
/&ej W92; oil kst "awt lajk ©s hi: ''te—lxn ©—bawt/ 
They was all cut out like we are telling about*
/a;] lykt ‘'op n bar we a © "we—mn files t ep bar/
I looked up and there was a woman fixed up there*
There are also a number of combinations of particles 
used in intransitive phrases; these cannot be con­
sidered as double prepositional verbs, as both 
Mitchell and Strang state, as we have done, that
these are transitive. Below are a few examples
of this additional class of verbal phrase not 
often found in S. S.
/ l,az aj woz wo:—k m  0—wej 9— ukros/
As I was walking away across ...
/jy start ko—m m  0—wej “ap/
I start coming away up.
/bej kn wo:k op s<o—vr/
They can walk up over.
/&D pyl ds leg av l!s©m ©v om bot get awt 9— "bawt/
I pull the leg of some of them that get out about.
Thus the general pattern of the verbal phrase 
is fairly similar in structure to S.33., although 
at least one pole on the structural cline, that 
of prepositional verbs, both simple and double, 
shows markedly less examples than S.33. There is 
also apparently an additional class of intransi­
tive phrasal verbs having two particles. A large 
number of individual, collocations dif fer from 
S.IIS. and examples can be found throughout the 
thesis; it is beyond our scope to analyse them 
in any greater detail here.
CHAPTER _ XI
The Syntax of the Clause
a. co-ordination.
b. subordination*
c. relatives.
d. inter— clausal pronoun concord.
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THE SYNTAX OF THE CLAUSE
It ±8 not the purpose of this section to 
discuss in any detail the internal structure 
of the clauses found in the dialect. Various 
units of this structure, in particular the 
verbal phrase and the prepositional phrase, have 
been discussed in detail above, as have the pro­
nouns56 and various important elements in the 
nominal phrase. We might note briefly here 
that the noun as such apparently functions as 
in S.E., although there are several instances 
of variation in plural morphemes from those 
found in the latter, e.g. 1child:children1 
/tjil'i tJil—dr/. As far as adverbs are concerned, 
those of space and time function very much as 
their prepositional equivalents (q,.v.) and the 
others not already discussed seem to behave as 
their S.E. equivalents. I hope at this point 
to have covered the moat important characteristics 
of the internal structure of the clause.
However, before passing on, there is one 
important type of 'clause1 found in the dialect 
which needs to be mentioned, as it is not found 
in S.E. except in restricted contexts (e.g. in 
answer to a question). This clause— type consists 
of a single nominal phrase bearing an appropriate 
intonation pattern for an independent clause and 
separated from What precedes and follows by pause. 
Thus we findi­
es A brief discussion of inter— clausal pronoun
concord can be found below p.
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(/aj left in jiir bov tja—pi "i:n op ber n .
?I left in here ... above Chapel Inn up there and 
(/r /P7 a—pas "twelv n "to—rnts ©v "rejn /1?7 
(er «.. half—past twelve nnd tomenta of rain .t.
(/n ajd ©—got t© work tV*"To—v 9 ~'bn/~~
(and I’d a—got to walk to Lovaton.
(/jyd axqk wel 9— si gow dawn r&wn 
(You'd thinki 'Well, we'll go down around 
(/"sti—kl~pa0 ffj "by—dx—fl "we—br /vj wo:k darn 
(Sticklepath... beautiful weather .,* walk down 
(/ sti—kl—pa6 ap" t© 0© le—di:—wel/ 
fSticklepath, up to the Lady Well ...
(/own—li: si:d ba "few— tow ap ber "las "najt 
(Only saw the photo up there last night ..*
\//V? "a—li:—kop— tr /p7 >!ar~mi; tjaps ber /?7 
(helicopter, army chaps there ...
(/ pli:s ek— str© /P/' oil got ta bij "zijd ty 
(police extra , all got to be seen to 
(/ n p e j d  ty "an it/
(and paid to, hasn't it?
It is not, of course, suggested that all 
such nominals form independent clauses, but only 
those which satisfy the criteria of both intona­
tion and juncture. We may contrast the examples 
given above with the following, where the first 
adverbial phrase satisfies neither criterion 
and the second, although it has a distinct 
intonation pattern, is not separated from what 
precedes it by a pause.
/i: jys to kern op ber n drajv ta tjartj 
He used to come up there and drive to church 
/i:z "ka—rid3 n "per twcl—v©—klok i:n ba "najt/ 
his carriage and pair, twelve o'clock in the night.
Of course, this distinction is not one which can
invariably be made, nor does it need to be so.
However, 'clauses' such as 'beautiful weather'
do play a role in the dialect's syntax which
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seems to be different from the 'prepositional 
phrases without prepositions' of the last example.
Having discussed this point, we may now 
leave the question of the internal structui^e 
of the clause, and turn to the methods in which 
clauses are linked, within the dialect, to form 
the larger units which we have called 'sentences'. 
We shall here examine parataxis, co-ordination, 
subordination and relative clauses, establishing 
in each case the forms used in the dialect and 
pointing out any apparent structural differences 
between the dialect and S.E.
However, one point needs to be made at the 
outset. The vast majority of clauses, a far 
larger percentage than in the spoken S,E, with 
which I am familiar, are linked in one of two 
ways, either by parataxis or by co-ordination 
with 'and* (/n/). We have already discussed the 
criteria of intonation and pause Y/hich lead us to 
speak now of independent and now of dependent 
clauses, and although these cannot always be con­
sidered as conclusive, they do provide a fair 
indication of what, for example, consists of two 
paratactically juxtaposed inter—dependent clauses 
and what of two independent clauses bearing their 
own sentence—final intonation nuclei and separated 
by pause.
We shall look first at the incidence of 
paratejr.is in the dialect. There is in fact one 
construction where parataxis is the normal syn­
tactic relationship in the dialect, hut not in 
S.H. This is the construetion which might loosely 
he referred to as that of 'comparison' or 
'opposition', including the relationship of 
'difference from'. The examples helow should 
illustrate this;—
f/tiz gon op "lejps n "bawnz wot jys ty wen "os 
fit's gone up leaps and bounds what used to when we 
f/woz jon— strz/
(were youngsters.
f/tW9Z 0 fraj "man jo si; bo
(It was a fresh man, you see, (compared with) the 
(/man Majd ©—bin bar I013 wi/
(man I'd a—been there along with.
/koirs twaz "di—f.ron wot tiz t©— "dej/
Course it was different what tis to—day,
(/i: got t© pej "do—bl n "tre—bl to—dej wo— tej—vr 
(He got to pay double and treble today whatever 
f/bej did bi-'fo:r/
(they did before.
/bet tiz 0 "vlii—bajt wot tiz t©— "dej/
But it's a flea-bite what it is today.
However, parataxis is by no means restricted 
to this fairly easily definable syntactic role.
It is the normal method of linking in more rapid 
speech clauses which in slower speech would either 
be independent or co-ordinated with /n/„ There 
are far too many cases to quote even a cross-section 
a few examples are given here.
(/es was sik— stirn man0 s ne—vr no;d wer i: was 
(We were sixteen months, never knew where he was 
(/“ty we—&r i; waz “dejd r "lajv ne—vr jiird 
(to, whether he was dead or alive, never heard 
(/l,n©--0 ig 
(nothing* *
(/uej-di:n "Ji— linz a uwi:k lyk af— tr 0 per ov 
(Eighteen shillings a week, look after a pair of 
(/“o:r— siz “son—di:z sejm os uwi:k—dejz “tend 
(horses, Sundays.same as weekdays, tend 
(/am got t© hi: “ten-did ty klejnd n “stil 
(them, got to he tended to* cleaned and *«* still, 
(/ev—r i b o —di: woz in bo ‘se^m ,lbowt/*
(everybody was in the same boat,
/ “e—ni:—aw got “dry pot n i:n wtrap wej a3 “gowz/ 
Anyhow, got through, put him in trap, away I goes* 
(/&© “vf©r—k m  "klas bejd gow “naj— tajmz bejd 
(The working class, they!d go night-times, theyfd 
(/“work it bejd “got ty/
(walk it, they’d ^ot to*
(/naw &ej got bo kar “dra;jv rajt ta barn— s to—pi 
vMow they got the car, drive right to Barnstaple 
(/fer down av ta katj now “trejn/
(pair don’t have to catch no train.
This wide use of parataxis, together with 
the greater number of shorter intonation patterns 
and rather different incidence pause already 
referred to, is probably one o:° the most dis­
tinctive features o c the dialect as compared with
S.E., after due allowance has been made for phono­
logical variation. It might well he, hov/ever, 
that in uneducated English or any type, parataxis 
is much more frequent than in the speech with 
which I am familiar, and that this is in fact a 
feature o':"J sub— standard rather than dialectal 
speech, 77© may quote finally one rather more 
extended "sentence11 which is by no means mi typical
/wer "aj livd ty jgg man fr '^hrz aj w 9 Z riird 
uop &er fo:r aj got ''ma—rid n aj a;j i!lef &er ben 
11 tiz stxl s<rej~nin lyk si: n bo “far—mr bat as 
wer aj maj far—br “workt fr sow me—ni: wel mowst 
av l:z “lajf log wi 11 n aj was riird "op ber 11 
wen aj got "owld nof. “aj workt fr n/
Where I lived, to, young man, for years * « , I was 
reared up there before I got married and I 
I left there then and . * „ (it’s still raining, 
look, see) ... and the farmer that we go, where 
I *„„ my father worked for so many * * * well, 
most of his life along with him, and I was reared 
up there ana when I got old enough, I worked for 
him*
Closely related to the subject of parataxis
is that of anacoluthon, as can be seen from the
above example, and this is widespread in the
dialect* 77e might note, for instance,
(/th owl man n l:z "wajf jys to jys to bi: 9 
(The old man and his wife used to BOO used to be a 
(/"by—d 1—fl grejt drajv kern op from wer “bej 
(beautiful great drive came up from where they 
(/livd ty/
(lived to*
Tag phrases showing an auxiliary and/or a pronoun
form different from that strictly required by
S. 13, grammar, are frequent, showing how these
particular grammatical restraints are relaxed*
(/aj do—now hot “bat wod bi: 60 "rajt if6 ig
(I. don’t know that that would be the right thing
(/bats "jo:r mi:nin ‘1wy—dn 11/
(that’s your meaning, wouldn’t it ?
(/aj spek jy wan—dr waj aj "stopt jy la3k Sat 
(1 expect you wonder why I stopped you like that 
(/ 5iwo—dn it/
(wasn’t it ?
(/jy si:d sara 0 '60 "faj—nist fe—l©z broit ©p 
(You saw some of the finest fellows brought up 
(/yz e—vr woukt ty "jyz 0 "le—Dr bak in ''dej 
fas ever walked two shoes of leather back in they 
f/dejz "1—dn it tom/
(days , i snf t it, Tom ?
We may now look briefly at the c o—o r d in a ting
fidlJunctions found within the dialect. We have
already said that /n/ is by far and away the most
frequent, only one typical example is given,
(/a;) workt on ‘69 "ro:dz fr "6©r~ti: ji:r /p/
( I worked 011 the roads for thirty year ,.,
(/n aj ,!stil ad maj "gar—dn dawn ber /Pi n aj 
( and I still had my garden down there 0,, and I 
(/"jys to "rent a li— tl "plat /£>/ "ej—d i m  "len— jard 
(used to rent a little plat ,,, eighteen lanyard ,,,\ /JS7 n a3 !'jys ta "k©l— ti—vejt "maj gar—dn iajk 
( and I used to cultivate my garden like 
(/aj got n "naw n "sow aj did 60 "plat/
( 1 got it now and so I did the plat.
The other co-ordinate conjunctions mentioned by
Strang55 include ’hut1 /hot/, found 7<3 times in the
corpus, and ’or* / c?:r/, which is found in examples
such as
/ wajl me— 3r r av "rnajn me— 3rd f©st/
I’ll measure or have mine measured first, 
f/i:d pro—pr fi*— "got wot ajd 9—bin "i:n ber forr 
(He’d properly forgotten what I’d a—been in there for 
i/r "askt 11 0—bawt/
(or asked him about*
-x op, eit, p,174.
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(/,faj ad 1 0 Jow '69 pow—ni; hot ,r"cbej wind 69 leaps 
(l had to. show the pony hut they won the cups, 
(/o;r bo “pow—ni: did/
(or the pony did.
Possibly used more frequently than ’or’, and 
with the same sense, is /els/. The use of ’else’ 
in place of 1 or1 or ’or else1 is widespread in 
Devonshire, and is a feature of the writer’s 
own (Plymouth) speech.,, Thus we find 
(/down jy gow “sen— in no:t to “now—bo-di: els
G-ood. job too, else I should have had a wet shirt.
There is also an example which apparently has
the sense of 1 or perhaps’ in S.E.
(/wot dejt waz '69 fos “kar ksm i:n “els 3y 
(What date was the first car some in?, „. else you 
(/down “now/
(don’t know.
Yve may also note 7nor* , referred to hy Stran
as marginal in S.D. and requiring inversion. In
the dialect, it is quite frequent, and does not
require inversion.
/aj W9z ne—vr awt 0— "braid nr down “wont ty/
I was never out abroad nor don’t want to.
ITeither ’either* nor ’neither’ appear in the
corpus, either linking clauses or# indeed, linkin
any other structures, whereas ’or’ and ’nor’ are
both frequent. It has already been stated in the
discussion of negatives and indefinites that the
’double negative’ construction is normal in the
qy-'ax av uo se^u mej—pi*/
(we’ll have the same caper.
/*i jn - M. . P n . ii »
dialect. Thus we finds-
(/bej bejn Ji:rd “dy-in ov at nr no-Girj “hi:
(They aren’t heard doing of it nor nothing, are 
y0in down " s I: m s ow/
(they, don’t seem so,
as well as alternation of the type
(/i: “di—dn sej do “Jy now “mi: o:r Jy “o:t 
(He didn’t say: ’Do °ou know me?’ or ’You ought 
(/to now “mi: nr “110— 6113/
(to know me’ nor nothing.
The other co-ordinators mentioned by Strang are
all ^ound in the dialect, functioning as in S.B0,
and they are accordingly not mentioned further
here „
Before proceeding to an examination of sub­
ordination in the dialect, we should perhaps look 
briefly at ’than’, normally realised as /n/ in 
the dialect. As in S.E., it is used both as a 
conjunction and as a preposition^ being invariably 
used with ’different* where S.E, would show ’from’, 
or perhaps ’to’. In its role as a conjunction, 
we find
/aj w 0z fy Ji:rz “jag—gr n aj bi: unaw/
I was °ew years younger than I am now.
/ “non 9V as ne—vr went now far—br n os kyd “si:/ 
Hone of us. never went no farther than we could see, 
(/aJ sy—nr “work it if aj ad ta gov/ ber bon ayd 
(I’d sooner walk it if I had to go there than I ’d 
(/"flaj it/
( fly it.
35 Conjunction and preposition have been distin— . 
guished on purely distributional grounds based 
on their typical positions of occurrence, since 
there are apparently 110 satisfactory formal 
criteria.
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When functioning as a preposition, it patterns
with either the stressed or the unstressed form
of a personal pronoun object* except in the first
person singular* which has a subjects non-subject
opposition* where it patterns as in popular S. 33.,
with the non— subject form/mi:/ •
/'6ejm frejd t©"li:v r mo:r n So 5fwi:k/
They*re afraid to leave her more than the week. 
(/went her "sejm ,!tajm jo now hot aj wass 1 owl—dr 
(Went there same time, you know, hut I was older 
l/n “i:/
(than him*
/i: woz hit owl—dr n "mi:/
He was hit ole?or than me*
/jyl hi: he— tr of n 4,mi: pro—di: tfkwik/
You'll he 'better off than me pretty quick.
With nominals other than personal pronouns, we
find as examples
/bej 6iijk &ejm '1 di—f ront n e—ni: —bo—di: 4' eIs/ 
They think they're different than anybody else. 
/bo Hhaj—roidz woz nwos n 4!&at/
The by—roads were worse than that*
The use of /n/ in the prepositional phrase
/mo:r n/, meaning 'except', has already been
discussed above.
It has already been seen that one of the 
functions of a co—ordinating conjunctions is to 
link clauses to form them into a single sentence. 
Subordinating conjunctions do only this, although 
certain forms (e.g. 'before', 'when', 'so' etc.) 
do have homophones with various other functions.
We shall now look at subordination in the dialect, 
examining various fields in turn.
Relationships of time
Of the conjunctions expressing relationships
of time, we see that /fair/ functions in the
sense of both. S/S. before1 and S,k, 'until', as
was the case with the corresponding preposition,
i / p  lyk ar— tr b© upow—niiz majnd fair aj kom 
(Yon look aft ex* the ponies, mind, (until) I come 
l/u bale/
(back,
/aj bajd ber fair aj got "mar—riid r ni:r i— unof/
I bide there (until) I got married - or near enough,
/aj went awt to i4liv fair aj was twelv jizr “owld/
I went out to live before I was twelve year old,
(/aj do—now dot aj got o;t to udy naw fosr 
(I don't know that I got aught to do now before/
(/kom uti—lin tajm o—gejn/
((until) come tilling time again.
This last example shows clearly that even in S.E. 
the division between 'before* and 'until* is not 
a fixed point in the continuum, /til/ occurs 
once only, presumably an example of S,E* influ­
ence, The form /bi—fair/ occurs four times onl$, 
compared with twenty—nine occurrences of /fair/
(/os ail—wiz jys to ilme—^r aw—r pow—niiz bx—fair 
(We always used to measure our ponies before 
(/os go?/ "wej/
(we go away,
'After* (/af— tr/ or /ar—tr/) occurs twenty—four
tim.es as a conjunction, as in
(/af— tr jyv o—kot "irn lejd bo fos “bair jym 
(After you've a—cut in, laid the ;°irst bore, you're 
y nrajt Hb m  jy tom/
(right, aren't you, Tom ?
'When' /wen/ is also frequent as a conjunction, 
occurring 122 times in all, either in this role
or as a relative,
(/jym in "zejl ber ko:r—tin wen tiz "wen "ty klok 
(You're in Zeal there courting when it's 1—2 clock 
(/in S© "mo;r—nig/
(in the morning.
There is a parallel -*orm to 'when^ namely /tajm/,
used in the dialect as a conjunction (cf, S.HI, 'by
the time that'). Thus we find:—
/tajm aj \t© z t©rnd “rami i: w©z "kam/
Time I was turned round, he was come,
/aj got t© "morr— tn "stej—J*n tajm &© "trejn k©m &er/ 
I got to Moreton station time the train came there.
Similarly, the function of 'whenever* is filled in
the dialect by /cv—ri: tajm/.
/cv—ri: tajm i: drowv ''dawn i:d gow sow far "i:n/ 
Svery time he drove down, he'd go so far in.
We find also /syn ©z/, functioning as S.E, 'as
soon as', ( 9 occurrences).
/syn 9z s—vr aj 1 si id bat dog aj 6oit “a—low/
Boon as ever 1 saw that dog, 1 thought 'hello',
and 'since' /Bins/ (5 occurrences), which occurs
only in the form /g— vr sins/.
(/bo man &at ajd bin ber "lor) wi g—vr
(*,» the man that I'd been there along with ever
(/sins aj woz a “joij— str/
(since I was a youngster.
Finally, we find three occurrences of /wajl/, for 
example
(/wajl aj W9Z ber wo— tj*in "bis ^d^an waz dawn 
(while I was there watching this, Jan was down 
(/wo— tj in &q "pow—ni:z/
(watching the ponies.
* There is also one occurrence of 'once1,
/wans jy got “jys ty ©t di—dn tek now "now— tis/ 
Once you got used to it, didn't take no notice ...
Syntax of Conditional Relationships
In S,Efy there are two major syntactical devices 
which indicate a condition, one in normal usage and 
one restricted to a particular stylistic register*
These both involve the subordination of one clause to 
another, in the first case by means of the conjunction 
’if®, and ih the second case by the inversion of the 
subject and auxiliary in the subordinate clause. In 
each case, the tense forms selected in the two clauses 
are mutually interdependent, and only certain combinatory 
possibilities are admitted, e.g. ’if 1 saw him, I should 
do it’ and ’Had I seen him, I should have done it’.
In the dialect material, the situation is rather 
different. The possibility of subordination by /if/ 
is present, and does account for some two—thirds of 
conditional constructions in the corpus. There is an 
alternative usage, however, which consists simply of 
juxtaposing two clauses, the first in each case being 
that which is considered ’subordinate* and bearing 
exactly the same stress and intonation pattern as it 
would do if introduced by /if/. In all of the examples 
in the corpus, the ’subordinate’ clause occurs as the 
first* of the two clauses in the construction. This
* Closer examination has revealed one apparent exception.
( /bej had bar em i:n i!@n—dr bej uwo~nid ty 
( They could bar them in under (if) they wanted to ...
( /bo "we— hr wez oil—rajt bejd dy wot bej ugot 
( (if) the weather was alright, they’d do what they got 
( /to dy wi am awt— "sajd/
( to do with them outside.
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construction accounts for just over one— third of the 
conditional relationships in the material, whereas in 
most spoken S.E, I would suspect that constructions of 
the ’had he done so’ type are so restricted as to he 
almost negligible.
In these constructions, as elsewhere, it is often 
difficult to say exactly what combinations of auxiliaries 
are present, owing to the tendency of ’have1 between 
another auxiliary and a participle to be realised as /©/ 
or as zero. If it is felt that ’have® should not be 
considered as having a zero allomorph, then we are forced 
to establish a series of ’tense’ possibilities of the 
type ’it would been* /twad bin/ occurring in free vari­
ation with /twyd 9 bin/ ’it would have been’. This 
seems to be unnecessary, however, (c.f. notes on the 
morphology of the compound modal tenses), In the 
examples below, the form of any auxiliary ’have’ is 
transcribed as /ov/ or /s/ or zero according to its 
actual realization in the utterance, with the (apparent) 
S,E. tense form incorporating ’have’ added in each case, 
for comparative purposes.
Although there are in fact twice as many conditional 
constructions incorporating /if/ as there are without 
it, a disproportionate number of the latter are given, 
as they seem to be of greater interest,
Examples a, with /if/
/if jy start "to—!6r uwej <!lyk awt/
If you start tother way, look out,
(/if jy wo—dn "sy— tin o im ird tel i; lged 9—wej
(If you weren’t suiting of him, he’d tell you: ’Get away
(/awt o ot/
(out of it,
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/if twos "i:n i: lajk bat jy ne—vr "lost ©t "did x r/
If it was in yon like that, you never l©gt it, did you? 
(/&j J yd g hin "wen ©v ©m if ajd ©—went ©p "ji:r ■
(I should have been one of them if I had gone up here 
(/bit mo:r/
(hit more,
(/if bat ©d h m  0 man pej— in "rent ird ad
(if that had "been a man paying rent „.. he would have had
(/to lyk ar— tr it "di—frant n "bat "wy&n 11/
(to look after it different than that, wouldn’t it?
/if Jy ziid "fajv &er jyd hi: 1©—ki:/
If you saw five there, youTd he lucky.
(/if iiz 0—pot dawn oil ajv ©— "zed bcr i: v/ydn
(if he’s a—put down all I’ve a— said there, he wouldnH
(/"wont t0 aks now "mo:r/
(want to ask no more.
ho without /if/ (conditional clause first in each case)
/"asm meon ©1 dy it "bej "wain/
Some men911 do it, they won’t,
/bo "we— bra oil—rajt aj down hajd i:n "ji:r ve—ri: I013/ 
The weather’s alright, I don’t hide in here very long, 
(/jy got t© plow © he—kr 0 grawnd jy "di—dn ma— str 
(You got to plough an acre of ground? you didn’t, master 
(/wad "tel i: © ©t/
(would tell you of it.
/jy 0oit jy v/ q z w©r0 "fajv "hoh i:d giv i: "tejn/
You thought you were worth five hoh, he’d give you ten.
(/'6ej k©m ovm 11 ji:rd 0 "bis bej wydn "ker 
(They came home and heard of this, they wouldn’t care 
(/bawd gow— in "owm/
(ahout going home.
/berz 0 "fe—I0 bar "i: zi:d it "awt bo riq/
There’s a fellow there ... he saw it, out the ring.
/i:d got 0 tjans to "jet n i:d “Jet n/
He’d got a chance to shoot it, he’d shoot it.
(/jy "noid jy gwen av bi—ki: pi:s 0 "kejk
(You knew you Y/ere going to have thicky piece of cake,
(/jyd 0 went ©p "ek— so—tr, lyks sow t© "mi:/
(you’d have gone up Exeter, looks so to me.
The example helov/ shows a pair of ’ conditional* clauses
in the same construction, one of which shows /if/ and
one of which does not.
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(/if br W8Z 0 wo:r on t©-"mo-row bejd got "zmz bejd 
(if there was^a war on tomorrow, they’d got sons, they’d 
(/dy oil bej "kyd to/
(do all they could to ...
The example "below shows a pair of ’conditional’ clauses
in the same construction, neither of which shows /if/.
/r majnd ta gow n "dy ©t ,(bejm a—pi: ben 1st 0m "gov//
Her mind to go and do it, they’m happy, then let them go.
The example below is particularly interesting, since the
tense form ’would have been thrown’ is an example of a
form only marginally present in the dialect. (See notes
on tense 32). Our interpretation of the /i:d bin
drord/ clearly depends on a willingness or otherwise
to admit a zero allomorph for ’have’. (In this case,
also, it happens that /d/ could be interpreted as ’had’
rather than ’would’, giving a construction ’He had been
over—height, he had been thown out*. There seems no
reason to do this, however, since in all the other
conditional sequences /d/ is presumably a reduced form
of ’would’ rather than ’had’ e.g. /i;d gxv i: tejn/ =?
’he y/ould give you ten’)
(/iid bin 0—vr "ajt i:d bin "drord awt
(He’d been over height, he would have been thrown out
1/0 b,a "ppajz/
(bf the phize.
Finally, we might note an example where this syntactic 
feature is used in way showing a concision scarcely 
possible in S,33.
(/aj kad 0 went to "zejl bo neks najt n ben 
(I could have gone to Zeal the next night and then,
(/no:d 11 jy aj zi:d aj k©d 0 "zejd/
(knew yon I saw, I could have said ,..
'(if ~I saw you, being someone I knew.)
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This topic should not he left without refer­
ence to two other factors. Firstly, ’unless* 
occurs twice in the dialect, and so does ’unless 
that*, a form not found in S.E.
/i-~dn motj to "dy naw on— les jym o mi— "ka—nik/
Isn't much to do now unless you’re a mechanic.
(/jy ky—dn mek now mi— "stejk ... on— les Dot 
(You couldn’t make no mistake ... unless that 
(/jy woz ue—di—kej-tid i:-naf to get in o 
(you was educated enough to get in a 
(/"aj—r d3bb/
(higher job.
In the same sense, we also find / m o m  n/ func­
tioning here in the sense of the 3.ID. conjunction 
’unless’ just as it functions in the sense of 
the 8.F. preposition ’except’.
/to—dej bej down "work mo:r n bej kn "sit "dawn/ 
To-day they don't work (unless) they can sit down.
The second point is that in S.IB., /if/ does
not appear solely in conditional clauses. It
also introduces nominal clauses which are the
object of verbs such as ’know’, ’see’, ’find out’
etc. According to the O.E.D., /if/ has gradually
been replacing /we—&r/ in this role. In the dialect
although /if/ is found with this function, /we— Or/
is far more common, and with certain verbs, such
as ’not to know’, occurs in virtually all the
examples. As a result, /we— Or/ is far more
common than in S.S. Thus although we find
(/aj kom in "jiir won "najt now if aj kod av bo 
(I come in here one night know if I could have the 
(/"o:rs 11 "trap/
(horse and trap.
there are seven times as many examples of the type
/jy di—dn men now "odz we—br jy "zi:d it o:r "now/ 
You didn’t make no ocMs whether you saw it or not. 
(/5ej down kcr we—br bej got o:t ty "ejt awt 
(They don't care whether they got aught to eat out 
(/ber r "now/
(there or no.
(/aj do—now we—br jy jirrd ©—bawt "i: r now 
(l don’t know whether you heard about him or not, 
(/o:r jy "maj— tn ev/
(or you mightn't have.
Almost all the examples with 'whether' show a
concomitant 'or’, but there are cases without
’or’ which are directly parallel to the usage of
’if’ quoted above
(/we—br bej "wil ar—tr 60 owl men "stop aj 
(Whether they will after the old men stop I don't 
(/do—now aj m "J o ;r/
(don’t know, I ’m sure.
’As’ and ’like’
So f.ar, 'like' has been discussed in its role 
as a preposition and 'as' not at all. If we try 
to differentiate ’like’ and 'as* in their con­
junctive roles, there are a number of difficulties, 
but certain salient features are apparent.
’A s ’ is used i. in the sense of ’while'
(it is not found in the dialect in the sense of 
’because’),
ii. after ’(the) same’. (cf. the 
use op ’than’ after ’different’).
iii. in the construction 'so/as + 
.ADJ. or A W .  + as’ ( We are concerned here with
the second ’as’.) In certain examples of patterns 
ft, and iii 'as' functions syntactically as a pre­
position.
iv. as a relative, in place of ' 
’who1 or ’which*. (This is a fairly infrequent 
usage.)
Thus we find, as examples,
i. (/ajd got oil bis on maj "majnd az aj w&z 
(I’d got all this on my mind as I was
(/w o : —k in o— w 1 o 13/
(walking along.
(/sow i: "sed t© mi: az 0s waz "sat bar 
(So he said to me as we were sat there 
(/won najt/
(one night .0«
ii.(/bej waz "oil awt Der sejm az be owl 
(They were all out there, same as the whole 
(/brejv "lot ov am/
(brave lot of them.
(/jy ad ‘60 sejm rajt ta "hat/ n az ©—br 
(You had the same right to catch him as other 
(/"pi:—pi av/
(people have,
iii.The position with this construction is more
complicated since either the first * so/as*
or, less frequently, the second 'as* (but
never apparently both) can be omitted.
There are very few examples of the adverb
form being /az/, /sow/ or /s(a)/ being the
normal form even in positive constructions?
in contrast to 3,3 . Thus we find:—
(/0s 0V 001 pri—dir nirr so me—ni; "strejn—dgrz 
(We’ve got -prett3r near so many strangers 
©z &er iz wot 0s koil ar "own/
(here as there is what we call our own.
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/5ejv k.9t n davm s (!pri— ti: &z jy "majnd ty/ 
They've cut him down so pretty as you mind to.
(/&3ist oz wel to ask her own ‘kar wot be jm
(just as well to ask their own car what they*re
(/“sat in 9Z &ej ubi: to ask “mi:/
(sat in as they are to ask me,
(/i: w©z a—pi: oz “&ej woz wiS n0ri:
(lie was (as; happy as they were with three, 
(/Hfo:r awn— s10/
(four ounces.
/bats so far “aj no id/
That's so far (as) I knew.
In this last example, it is in fact the con­
junction form which is omitted.
There are many parallel examples to 
these, the construction * so + ADJ/ADV + as1 
haing more common when the second 'as* is 
(or would be) conjunctive, as in the examples 
above, and the construction 'zero + ADJ/ADV 
+ as' being more frequent when the second 'as1 
is (or would be) prepositional as in the 
following examples.
/i: wsrlct so ard ©z “e—ni: dog fr “sor— tin/
He worked so hard as any dog, for certain.
/aj w.oz “glad ©z 0 “bard wen i: sed/
I was (as) glad as a bird when he said ...
(/aj kod kot i:n so "strejt som a 
(l could cut in so straight (as) some of 
(/“bej Sot/
(them that ...
There are no examples of this prepositional 
'as’ with a personal pronoun, the construc­
tion being avoided in both spontaneous and 
elicited examples, thus
/ “non ov '60 fa—mi—li: 1—dn so big oz “i: iz/ 
Hone of the family isn't so big as he is.
iv. The fourth use? as an alternative relative to
hoth 'who1 and ’which', is not frequent, and
reflects a usage which I feel to he marginal
to S.E. Two examples only are given.
(/jy si:d som © ‘6© “faj—nist fe—l©z brort 
(You saw some of the finest fellows "brought 
(/op ©z e—vr woikt ty "jyz © ule— &r/
(up as ever walked two shoes of leather.
/wel 3a si: tiz 60 uwej—d3iz ©z dyd ©t/
Well, you see, it's the wages as did it.
'hike1, on the other hand, has two major 
uses as a conjunction i. to convey the 
meaning of f in the mannei* of* or ' in the way 
that' (in answer to a hypothetical question 
'how?') , and ii« as the dialect equivalent 
to 8*13. 'as if*. Examples include:—
i. /if aj hajd li—v m  Hji:r lajk aj hi: unaw/
If I hide living here like I am now.
(/;6ej W9z oil kot awt lajk os his ute—lin 
(They were all cut out like we're telling 
(/©—bawt/
(about.
(/ad 0 !,by— di—fl bed to ulaj in "majnd lajk
(Had a beautiful bed to lie in, mind, like
(/aj got fr mi "own/
(l got -por my own.
/wo—dn now *'karz r ulo—ri:z lajk her iz to— ’*dej/ 
Weren't no cars or lorries like there are today,
/i: “towld n to gow 011 lajk i:z "g-ow— in/
He told him to go like he’s going ...
ii. (/aj nc—vr vi:ld lajk aj won— tid to li:v &©
(l never felt like I wanted to leave the 
(/"owl kon— tri:/
(old country.
/ird jysz it d^QS lajk twoz “no— 0ig/
He'd use it ... just like it was nothing.
/sirmz lajk i: jys t© gow awt to ,fwork/
Beams like he used to go out to work ...
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Differentiation of 'as1 and 'like' on the
above lines will account for over 9C$ of the
occurrences of each. Nevertheless there remain
a few exceptions: in the first place, the phrases
'like I say' and 'as I say' seem to be synonymous.
(/a3 jys to af to “work ‘‘lajk aj S,sej bat &er 
(I.used to have to walk, like I say, that there 
(/"ty majl n l*af/
(two mile and a half.
/ uaz aj usej twoz dej bi—foir “kris—mos ifi:v/
As I say, it was ... day before Christmas Eve.
In a parallel and frequently occurring usage,
'as* is always found.
/af— tr jyv o—kot “iin oz &ej ’‘koil it/
After you've a— cut in, as they call it ...
/ajl tek jy rawn dn oz jy l!ko:l it/
I'll take you round London, as you call it.
Apart from the apparent overlap at this point,
however, there are only five exceptions to the
categories suggested above in the entire corpus.
We four times find 'as' where we would expect
’like' (in the sense of 'in the manner of'),
(/bejm sat ber oil "dej gow— in a—log az 0 ,!kar 
(They're sat there all day going along as a car 
(/gowz 9—log/
(goes along/
/"trejt 0m os jy ”lajkbis (itrej—tid jr— ‘‘zelf/ 
Treat them as you like (to) be treated yourself.
and once we find 'like* where both S.E. and the
dialect would normally show ’ask
'/wen S© tra—files so H0ik lajk twoz "bi—ki:
„. when the traffic's so thick like it was thicky 
[/mo: r—n m /
(morning,
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There remain only three other subordinating
conjunctions which are found in the dialect,
namely ’so* and ’so that1 (57 and 4 occurrences
respectively), ’because* (63) and * so long as’
(2), in the sense of ’provided that’. Of the
occurrences of ’so*, all but three have the sense
of ’with the result that’,
/wo—dn now ukarz sow ©s ad t© uwo:k/
There weren’t no cars, so we had to walk.
The remaining three, together with the four occur­
rences of ’so that’, have the sense of ’in order 
that’,(which doss not itself occur,*)
(/praps i: wonts fr it to gow iron sow i: kn get 
(Perhaps he wants for it to go on so he can get 
(/i: “be— tr/
(you better,
(/&ejd stand 0m op lajk Oat her u&er sow &©t 
(They’d stand them up like that there there so that 
(/bej k©d udraj/
(they could dry.
There is one example of ’so as1 in the ’result1 
sense,
(/ajm not ve—^i: big Slnaw sow ©z jy m©s Gipk aj 
(I’m not very big now, so as you must think I 
(/wsz 0 "brej—vist fe—1©/
(was a bravest fellow ,..
For examples of ’because’ and ’so long as’, we 
might note,
(/ti—dn to neej r)©t koz jym ji:r in lfsaw0
(it isn't to say that because .you’re here in South
(/ to:— tn bot jy own 00 ulo.t/
(Tawton, that you own the lot,
%
« cf. the non—occurrence of 'in order to*.
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(/aj di-dn melt now odz 9 uoat ss log q z aj kod 
(I didn't make no odds of that, so long as I could 
(/‘W  n/
(have him,
Finally, it is interesting to note, before 
concluding this section, that a number of forms 
are totally absent from the dialect material. 
Perhaps the most striking* are 'for1 (found only 
as a preposition /fr/) and 'although*. The 
former has the near— synonym /koz/, but the latter 
has no such equivalent and expresses in S.E. a 
relationship clearly not native to the dialect 
('despite* is also lacking in the inventory of 
prepositions ). There are also a number of less 
central forms such as 'in case', 'now (that)', 
'even if' etc., which are not found in Devonshire. 
The relationships expressible within the conjunc­
tion system are thus clearly more limited than 
in ( educated) S.E.
Finally in this chapter, let us look at 
relative clauses. It Is not proposed to discuss 
here forms such as 'when1, 'where', 'why* etc., 
which, In this role at least, function in the 
dialect as in S.E, Attention is concentrated on 
those relative pronouns which have functions 
differing from their 8.S. counterparts.
We at once observe a system which is very 
different from S.E. *'./homT and 'which* do not 
occur at all, while 'who* occurs only three times
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in a corpus which contains several hundred relative
clauses. All of these three occurrences can
plausibly be ascribed to S.E. influence, as they
occur so rarely and in contexts where the standard
language would require them. Thus we find:—
/if bat 9d bin 9 man y woz war—k m  ard **i:n—land/
If that had been a man who was working hard in land*
What is obviously the basic system in the
dialect contains three terms only, 'what1, 'that*
and zero. Of these, only 'what* can be treated
separately, and then only partially* As in S.E*,
it is used in all grammatical situations (i.e.
subject, object and post—prepositionpl) when there
is no specific grammatical antecedent.
/'6is iz wot bej kozl © "mow— tr kar/
This is what they call a motor car.
/bats wot 9V "kild dart—mo:r/
That1s what's ki11ed Dartmoor.
(/i:d pro—pr fr— "got wot ajd 9—bin "in her 
(He'd pro^erljr forgotten what I'd a—been in there 
(/fo:r r 'askt n 0—bawt/
(for or asked him about,
77ith this one exception, however, it is 
impossible to characterize the three forms 
separately, in that each can appear in any of 
the three grammatical environments mentioned 
above, and each can refer to an animate or in­
animate antecedent,55 ‘Not only is the who:which
* In fact, the spontaneous occurrences of cases
where the relative is the grammatical object 
referring to an animate antecedent are so 
Infrequent as to be statistically invalid.
(animate: inanimate) opposition of S.33. lost (it 
is o^ten neutralized even in S.E. through the 
use of ’that* or zero) "but also a zero form of 
the relative can occur as subject of the verb, 
something never found in S.jU. Thus, to be more 
specific, we find phrases of all of these types
a, with 'that*
the man that sees me 22
the man that I see nil55
the thing that sees me 11
the thing that I see 10
the man that I live with 4
the thing that I live with 1
b. with 'what1
xthe man what sees me 3
xthe man what I see 1
xthe thing what sees me nil 
xthe thing what I see 3
xthe man what 1 live with 1 
xthe thing what I live withl
Co with zero
x(This is) the man — sees me 18
the man — I see 2
■“■(This is) the thing — sees me 6
the thing — I see 17
the man — I live with 1
the thing — I live „
with °
The forms marked x are those I believe to be
36 See note on previous page.
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foreign to S.H. The totals given represent the
exact number of spontaneous occurrences in a
restricted sample, but the percentage totals in
each case se^ato correspond approximate3.y to
figures for the entire corpus. It will be seen
that while the use of 'what1, foreign to
is not particularly widespread, the use of zero
as a subject form is. 'That1 and zero assume
all the functions of 'who/whom' and 1 v/hich' in
S,$. Thus we have a system of three, in apparent
free variation, although one member, 'what', is
clearly normally restricted to its role with an
indefinite antecedent, (in this usage, in the
same sample as the one from which the above
examples are taken, Twhatf occurs 27 times as a
grammatical subject or object and 18 times in
post—prepositional position, and is thus in fact
as common as 'that' as a relative,) As for 'that'
and zero, there are no apparent stress factors to
govern their occurrence, as the examples below show,
where a disproportionate number of the forms not
found in S,3 , have been given,
£•- personal ante cedent, gr ammati cal sub j ec t.
(/mi— str wajts man dot " Joiz &© ’pow—ni:z ksm 
(Mr. V/hite's man that shows the ponies, come 
(/t© 0© "o—fis/
(to the office I
/i: want awt 8— Hbro:d &i:z ji:r wots "dajd/
He went out abroad, this here what's died.
(/beja ty jog-stra t*]i:r wots 3i:r l!naw la 
tTheae two youngsters here what1re here now are 
f/gwen lihak ’’ssn—ded/
(going* hack Sunday.
/ber woz 0 Htjap was bev/
There was a chap was there.
(/as got a ’‘lot ov am 3i:r gowz n dy her*
(We got a lot of them here go63 and dcF their 
(/"fplaw— in 5ison—di: z/
(ploughing Sundays.
C/n Da utjap was her wi 80 ”roY/—Ir sad ’’jes
(And the chap was there with the roller said: ’Yes*,
(/i: "sed/
(he said.
\/&d dys to sip a tjap koild “wo—n©—kot livz ji:r 
(l used to help a chap called Wonnacott lives here 
(/in bo ’Vi— lid^ ji:r got a nads li— tl 
(in the village here, got a nice little 
(/usmo:— 1 owl—d m  plejs/
(small-holding place.
/ Hmad o— ^pi—nden ber uiz bed tek n l,m — tres rn it/
I>:y opinion, there are those take an interest in it ...
h . p ersonal antecedent, grammatical oh jecta
.(none with ’that’)
/os si:d i:z joy ,fs9n wot i:d l!ad ©p "ion—dn/
V/e saw his young son, v/hat he*d had up London.
/ad"lovd bo wy—ran ad "ma—ri:d/
I loved the woman I married.
c. personal antecedent, post~preposi11onal.
(/&o w©n bot ad s‘dy o hit fo:i» i: "lrvz in bo 
(The one that I do a hit for, he lives in the 
(/"vi—lid^/
(village.
/I: hro:t r Jirr dQi3 uwy~mn wot "adm te—l m  o—hawt/
He brought her here, young woman, what I’m telling
/ahout.
/two2 "i:z fa—br aj dys to Jow bo upow—ni:z fo:r/
It was his father I used to show the ponies for.
35 A second verh form occurring after ’and’ where 
this could he replaced hy *to!, as here, takes 
the unmarked hase (infinitive) form, and never 
a ’third—person* or past tense form. It is 
thus heat considered formally as an infinitive.
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d* lixaxiimate antecedent, grammatical subject.
/i: ad 9 d^ob *6ot "ni:dz som strerjG/
He had a job that needs some strength.
(none wi th r what *)
f/d3is bi—fo:r kam to bo stajl went in kros 
f j|ust before came to the stile went in across 
(/bo me—dow/
(the meadow,
/bcr waz won her waz Sikon— tri:/
There was one there was contrary.
/if a3 zi:d her waz so—mil) ‘'mos bi j dyd/
.0. if I saw there was something must he done*
(/ajv on—low—did “me—ni: o lowd o stowns kom 
(I've unloaded many a load of stones came 
(/from "me—ri—*vejl ukwo—ri:/
(from Merrivale Quarry.
e. inanimate antecedent, grammatical object:
(/&o aj— ist mo—ni: dot "aj ad waz ‘‘ej—dijn "bob 
(The highest money that I had was eighteen hob 
O b "wi:k/
(a week.
(/ifko:rs twaz o "pro—pr uhig aws wot 8ej koild 
(Course, it was a proper big house, what they called 
(/"oks—nam "ma—nr/ 
foxenham Manor*
(/"orn "wajt ad be3 ty "aw—ziz her wot bil
fern White had they two houses there ... what Bill
(/wajt "hil—did her/
White built there.
/bej ad li— ■tl owl "o:rs bejd ki:p/
They had little old horse they'd keep.
f  , inanimate antecedentv post—prepositional,
/"berz 9 plejs bot .a-J* ne—vr utyk fo:r/
There’s a place that I:..never took for*
/a 3 waz "a—pi: in ma j "d^oh wot aj waz a— l!hawt ov/
I was happy in my job what I was about of.
(Ytxz a "big '‘wejst t© si: Da stejt Da hit av 
(it’s a big waste to see the. state the bit of 
(/"grawnz got in/
(ground’s got in.
Pronoun Concord
It is not within the scope of this thesig to 
attempt any form of discourse analysis, on the 
lines suggested, for example, hy Zellig Harris* 
However, one feature at a higher level than the 
clause is so apparent that I feel it should be 
noted as a conclusion to this thesis. It follows 
very closely .from the remarks made earlier con­
cerning ’tag questions’, where the constraints 
governing the selection of the pronoun and/or 
auxiliary were said often to be relaxed, that 
these same constraints, which in S*33. operate 
also at inter— sentence level, are .relaxed at this 
level also in the dialect. Many examples will be 
found in the preceding pages, but just four more 
extended extracts are given here to illustrate 
the point further*
/aj ad wgy& ma— str n mi— siz twoz lajk 9 "far—br 
/n “m©—hr to mi:/
I had a good master and missus, it was like a 
father and mother to me.
/n jy "si: naw bej got berz som ov bej z owl 
/"wi—min berz "wen aj fr— "get bo nejm q v  0m 
/rz got sow "naw Dot if bej ksd av “ber wej/
And you see no?/ they got there’s some of these
old women, there’s one, I forget the name of them, 
she’s got so now that if they could have their way.
/'*&rii r ufo:r o i: majd. op her "majnd n jyd
/o— sejvd op ty o 0ri: sik— span— siz hi— "twizn
/9m n 9S od gow to "barn— sto—pl “fsr "bat 
/wy—dn last i: ve—rii lor)/
Three or four of you made up their mind and ***
you’d a— saved up two or three sixpences between
them * „ * and we would go to Barnstaple Pair*
That wouldn’t last you very long*
/wel jym oer i!0ri: "dejz "ba6 n "west os jys 
/to av u6ri: "dejz hot aj jys to lov it lidi:r~li: 
/n aj now wen aj woz ko—m m  "owm—wod in bo 
/"najt 337* ky— dn li:v bo "jow—plejs not fo:r 
/ s * z ik-s o— Si kl ok/
Well, you’re there three days, Bath and West, we 
used to have three days, hut I used to love it 
dearly, and I know when I was coming' homeward in 
the night, you couldn’t leave the showplace, not 
Before six o ’clock*,.
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APPENDIX A
The Morphology of the 
/irregular! verb s
A P P E N D I X  A
Classification of 'irregular* past simple 
forms and past participles, with full inventory
Principles of Classification
The two criteria which have been used in this classi­
fication - namely, the number of morphologically differenti­
ated forms and the method(s) of differentiation - are bjr no 
means original, having been used in all the major modern des­
criptions of this part of English grammar. Indeed, it is 
difficult to see what other criteria could be used which would 
enable one to reduce such diverse material to such relatively 
few classes.
It has seemed preferable to classify the Devon material 
as concisely as possible according to these criteria, rather 
than to attempt - with little success - to fit them into a 
sub-grouping already in existence for S.E. or an American 
English dialect. Thus, the major threefold division has been 
made according to the existence of 5? 4 or 3 morphologically 
distinct forms (Classes I, II and III respectively), and the 
subdivisions have been based on the type of stem-variation 
and/or the type of suffixation. However, although the classi­
fication is empirically based, the classes do coincide to some 
extent with those of S.E. , and for comparative purposes an 
appendix is provided indicating the class of each verb-form 
in S.E. This latter is based on the classification of 
A. A. Hill (’‘Introduction to Linguistic Structures" pp.154 
et seq.), with such modifications as are necessary to account 
for the fact that Hill was describing not S.E. but an American 
Midland dialect. Where a class in the dialect and a class in 
S.E. can be similarly defined, the numbers of the two classes 
in question are shown at the head of the appendix, facilitating 
direct comparison. All the subdivisions of Hill’s classes
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II-V .have their counterparts in-the analysis of Devonshire, 
hut Hill’s classes I and VI do not. Even with the former 
classes, the overlap is only partial, and many additional 
sub-classes (which are unnecessary for S.E.) are essential 
to describe the dialectal material adequately.
Where two or more alternative forms have been attested,
I have chosen to set up a class - member for e ach possibility.
Thus, to quote an extreme possibility;-
1. we;jk 3, wejkt/wok: 5. wej-kn/wo-kn
will be a member of four classess-
wej-k wejkt wej-kn
we ok wejkt wo-kn
we ok wok wej-~kn
we jk wok wo-kn
Of the primary data of 173 verbs presented to or used by 
the informant, 8 were rejected, namelys-
*x*
beseech, dwell, flee, hew, rend, strive, thrust, wreak 
The remaining 165 verbs show 217 possibilities on the lines 
outlined above, and it is these which are found in the sub­
sequent classification. All the modals are excluded, as are 
!be!, ’do1 and ’have1, each of which is separately dealt with.
ABBREVIATIONS 
= Preterite (Past Simple)
= Past Participle
= alveolar nasal suffix
= ’regular’ (^phonetically conditioned) alveolar 
suffixs {-d~-t~idj
- ’irregular’ alveolar suffix, i.e. [t] in place 
of ’regular’ [d]
= any vowel different from the base vowel
= any vowel different both from the base vowel
and also from ...Vs*.
’reek’ was accepted and attested as ’regular’,
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Form 3 
Form 5 
-N 
-D
v?.
iA). Classification, with members of classes 
Class I ..— All five forms differentiated
This class covers the area of Hill!s classes I and II, 
although there is in fact no class in Devonshire which 
actually corresponds with his Class I. The first three sub­
groups of our Class I correspond with groups 1, 2, 3 of Hill* 
Class II, hut it has been found necessary to establish a 
further 11 subgroups to handle the Devon material.
The first three classes have a nasal suffix in form 5, 
I 1. 3. BASE with
ir r ~  Ti£siLr "-nr--------------
Member
1V = /o/ wake wejk, wok, wej—kn 
Corresponds with Hill’s II, 1,
I 2 ,15, BASH with ° o • • •
5. BASE with 7 r l• *V + N
Members 
(a) V1 =
(t>) V1 =
(c) V1 =
/»/
/*/
/ow/
tread
wake
bite
strike
steal
tred,
wejk,
ba j t, 
strajk,
sti:1,
Corresponds with Hill’s II, 2,
trod,
wok,
bit,
strik,
stowl,
tro—dn 
wo—kn
bi— tn 
stri—kn
stow— 111
1 3. 3. BASE with •«»V1 .••
5. BASE with •••yh.. + N
O
Members (V always / V )
(a) Y = /ow/ drive drajv, drowv, dri-vn
rise rajz, rowz, ri-zn
(b) V = /o: / write rajt, rost, ri-tn
*1
(c) V = /o/ strike strajk,strok, str^-kn
Corresponds with Hill's II, 3.
The following four classes have form 3 ss BASE + D
1 3« BASE + I)
5* BASE + N
Members
shake
shrink
slay
wake
see
Je jk, 
Jr irjk, 
sle j, 
we 3k,
si
Jejkt 
J*r njct, 
sle jd, 
we 3‘kt,
Jej-kn 
Jr nj-kn 
slejri 
we j-kn
ii ; d si: n
I 5. 3. BASE + I)
BASE with • • •
Members 
1 ~V = /a/ in all casew
dig dig, d igd, dag
drink driijk, driqkt, drogk
shrink Jrirjk, Jrinkt, Jr ogk
sing sig, sag
sink s i rjk ? sigkt, sogk
sling slig, slind, slog
win win, wind, won'
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i e
I 8
3. BASS + JL
5. BASE with ••‘V •• . + N
Members
(a) Y = /os/ bear be r j berd? bo s rn
(b) yl = /ow/ freeze fri sz, fri:zd? frow-zr
(c) V1 = A j / weave wi 5 v , wi svd? we j - vn
(a) yl = A / wake we jk? we jkt, wo-kn
(i) 3. BASE + I)
5. BASE with • • • V *• • + D
Members 
(a) V1 = A/ say
sleep
sej , 
sle jp?
sejd, 
sle jpt,
se d 
slept
(b) V1—i = A A shear jisr, jisrd, Jo 2 rd
(c) V = /ow/ swell
tell
swel ? 
tel j
sweld ? 
teld ?
swowld
towld
(a) V = /ej/ cleave
(cling to)
klitv ? kli s vd7 klejvd
(ii) 3j_ BASE +
• . +5. BASE with •••V1 .
Member
y1 = A/ feel f i ; 1, fisld, felt
3. BA SB + D*
5. BASE + D
Members
build
burn
bild? 
born,
bilt, 
bornt 9
bil-did
bornd
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9. 3* BASE with
5. BASE + I)
Members
*23**
(a) V “ /s/ hang aq, ©g, agd
cling klig, klog, kligd
(b) V”*" ~ /z/ sweep swisp, swep, swispt
10• 3. BASE with •••V1 *»• + D
5. BASE + D
Members
(a) v1 = A d/ leap lisp, lejpt, li spt
saw so s, se jd, So 5 d
weave wi s v, we jvd, wi s vd
(b) v1™1 = /»:/ strew stry;, strosd, strysd
(c) Y = /ow/ sell sel, s owld, seld
(a) V = A / sleep slejp, slept, slejpt
n. 3. BASE with ’' •V1.■• + D
5. BASE with • • •V1 • • • + N
Members
(a) V = A-'/ know now, no s d. nos n
tear te r, to srd? to srn
(b) V1 = A d/ weave wi; v, we jvd. we j-vn
1 12• 3. BASE with ■••y1 ... + p
5. BASE with •••V »..
Member
take tejk, tykt, tyk
I 13. (i) 3. BASE + I)
t5, B-AS5, less final consonant, + D 
Member
build bUd, bil-did, bilt
I 13.(ii) 3» BASE, less final consonant, +
9. BASE + D
Members
bend bend, bent, ben-did
send send, sent, sen-did
I 14. 3. SUPPLETIVE BASE + i/
-------- — 3---------------------
3. 8 * 'Y * »* + N
Member
go gow went, gon
Class II ~ Four forms differentiated
This class covers the field of Hill's classes III and IV. 
Our class II 1 corresponds with his class III, II 2 with his 
IV 1 (the 'regular' verbs\ II 3(i) with IV 2 (though differently 
defined - see below), II 5(ii) with part of IV 4? II 4(i) with 
IV 3? and II 4(ii) with part of IV 4o For the explanation of 
the reordering, see the note after our class II 2(ii),
(A) FORMS 3 and 5 are the same, but differ from FORM 1.
11 1* 3 . BASE with - * «
3. BASE with * * *
Members
(a) V'1" = /o/ begin
cling
fling
hang
ring
spring
sting
swim
(b) V1 = /o/ beget
break
forget
get
shine
shoot
speak
(c) Y^ ~ - /aw/ bind
find
grind
(a)
1
Y = /e/ meet
y l
read
(e) = /a/ sit
(f) V1 = A / light
bi-gm,
klip,
flip,
rig,
sprirj,
stig,
swim,
hi~g©n, 
klag, 
fl9I),
ag,
rog, 
sprog, 
stag, 
sworn,
bi-gon
klog
flog
0g
^og
sprog
stag
sworn
bi-get , 
bre.jk, 
fr-get, 
get,
Jajn,
Jet,
spi;k j
bi-got,
brok,
fr-got,
got,
Jon,
Jot,
spok,
bi-got
brok
fr-got
got
Jon
J ot
spok
ba jnd, 
fa jnd, 
gra.j nd,
bawnd,
fawnd,
grawnd,
bawnd
fawnd
grawnd
mi s t ? 
ri s d,
met,
red,
met
red
Sit j sat, sat
la jt, lit, lit
P O W V
rowd
rowv
rowd
(h) = /y/ take tejk, tyk, tyk
There is an additional verb in (h) which is exceptional 
in that it loses the nasal consonant of its base allomorph
Corresponds with Hill’s Class III.
II 2(i) 3* BASE + D
5. BASE + D
This is the open class of ’regular* verbs. Although
this class cannot be listed as a whole, it seemed
essential to indicate those verbs which are normally ~ 
or occassionally - ’irregular* in S.E., but which are 
’regular’ in the Devonshire dialect, i.e. those verbs 
- which might be expected to be ’irregular’ (from an 
S.E. point of view) but which are in fact ’regular’.
1whenever •••V • • occurs.
stand stand, styd, styd
* normally irregular in S.E
* *  nnna.q-i nn«1 1 v i rrAjynlnr i noccas o ally egula  S.E,
* build
**bereave /bi-risv/ * shoe /jys/
/bild/ * sleep /sle.i;
* slink /sligk/
* smell /smel/ 
**spell /spel/ 
**spill /spil/
* spin /spin/
* spoil /spojl/
* stave /stejv/
* stink /stigk/
* string /strip/
* swear /swer/
* swing /swig/
* teach /tej-tr/
* wear /wer/ 
**wed /wed/
le.ip/
choose
* ci?eep
* deal
* dig
* draw
* dream
learn
* lie
*  mosiean
* kneel 
**knit
* quit
* see
**wet /wet/
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There are also eleven verbs which have a set of forms 
belonging to this class but also one or more alternative 
forms. These verbs are listed here, and also in the other 
appropriate subgroups.
fall /fosl/; rin) /rm/; sink /sipk/;
give /giv/ ; run) /ran/ 5 sling /slip/;
hear /ji:r/; shear /jisr/; weave /wisv/ 5
keep /kisp/ 5 slay /slej/; wring /rip/ ;
Corresponds to Hill’s class IV, 1.
II 2(ii) 3. BASE, less stem-final consonant, + D 
5 . BASK, less stem-final consonant, + D
Member
make mejk, mejd, mejd
The next class is in fact Hill’s class IV 2,
although differently categorized. By describing ’make1
as above (which Hill places below), this and subsequent
classes can be defined in terms of the original base-
all omorph simply by the introduction of one additional
possibility, namely the loss of stem-final consonant.
(See note after II 5 (iii)) This allows the establishment
1
of a second base-allomorph in terms of *•*V as in the
case of the other classes, and therefore seems preferable
1to Hill’s approach; in this way, only •••V need be
specified, not the whole of an alternative allomorph. The 
only two verbs which do not fit this pattern are ’leave1 
and ’lose’, where the stem-final consonant is not lost but 
rather devoiced. Perhaps, for the Devon material, these 
should be treated as forming a distinct and anomalous sub­
class, on the lines of {gow-went ~g on;] we have, however,
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decided to incorporate them in the way that ’ stand’ was 
included in II 1 (See note after II 5 (iii)), Similar 
arguments justify our definition of classes II 4 and II 5? 
although this does lead us to split Hill's class IV 4 into 
two subgroups (II 4(ii), II 5(ii))> nevertheless, it is now 
possible to handle the Devon material in terms of our 
original criteria.
II 3(1) 3. BASE with •••V1 • * • -)~ D
5. BASE with ••-V1 • * • + D
Members
(a) V = A A blow blow. bio sd, bios d
crow krow, kros d, kro s d
grow grow, grosd, grosd
know now, no s d, nos d
mow mow, mos d, mos d
sew/sow sow, so s d, so s d
show J ow, Jos d, J o s d
tear ter, to:rd, tos rd
throw 6row, 0ro s d, 6ros d
(b) V - /ow/ heave e jv owvd owvd
sell sel, sowld, sowld
tell tel, towld, towld
(c) V1 = A d/ saw SOS , se jd, sejd
(a) V1 = A / say se j, sed, sed
sleep sle jp , slept, slept
weep wi sp, wept, we pi;
(e) V1 = A / hear is r, ord, ©rd
with devoicing of stem-final consonant (see above)
(f) V = A / leave li s v, left, left
(g) V1 = A / lose lys z, lost, lost.
Corresponds to Hill’s class IV 2
II 4(1) 3. BASE + D’t
5. BASE+IT
Member
burn born, bornt, barnt
Corresponds to Hill’s class IV 3.
-L.
II 4(ii) 3« BASE, less stem-final consonant, + D
t5. BASE, less stem-final consonant, + B 
Members
bend b end, b ent, b ent
build b fLd, b ilt, b lit
lend 1 end, 1 ent, 1 ent
send s end, s ent, s ent
spend sp end, sp ent, sp ent
Corresponds to part of Hill ’ s Class IV 4
(see also our II 5(ii))•
5(1) 3* BASE 
5.. BASE
-j" o a o ~\P~ • a 
14. * * • "\f • *
T,t* + I)
• + D
Members
(a) V ^  = /os/ buy baj, best, bost
(b) V^ “ = /e/ lean lisn, lent, lent
II 5(ii) 3« BASE with less stem-final consonant +n.
5c BASE with »*.y «»« less stem-final consonant + D
Members
ip- = /o;/ throughout
(see also our II 4(ii))
bring briii, bro st, bro s t
catch katf, ko t t , ko s t
fight fa jt, fo 11 , fast
seek si sk, So 01 , So s t
think 0113k, 00 s t , 00 * t
Hill1e> Class IV 4.
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II 5(iii) 3. SUPPLETIVE BASE + Pi:
5. SUPPLETIVE BASE + D11
Member
go gow went went
It will be noted that the relationship of 2(ii) to 
2 (i), 4(ii) to 4(i) and 5(ii) to 5(i) is constant, depending 
on the presence or absence of stem-final consonant. There 
is no equivalent parallel class to Class II 3(i)> since this 
has no sub-class where the stem-final consonant is lost.
This class does, however, contain those two verbs already 
referred to where the final consonant is devoiced rather 
than lost, namely ’leave* and ’lose’ (q.v.).
(B) Although Forms 3 and 5 differ, Form 3 is the same as 
Form 1, so there is only a four-term opposition.
The four sub-classes in (B) and the two in (C) are 
not needed by Hill, since they describe a feature not 
found in S.E., namely a four-term opposition where Forms 
3 and 5 differ but where either one or the other is the 
same as Base Form 1.
II 6 . 3 . BASE
5. BASE with ...y1 ...
Members
bleed bli %d, bli 3 d , bled
breed bri sd, bri;d, bred
feed fi s d fi s d, fed
lead lis d, lisd, led
meet mis t, mist, met
speed spi s d, spi sd, sped
(b) = A / light lajt,
V1
smite sma 31 ,
(c) = /aw/ wind wajnd,
(a) Y = / V stick stik,
(e) yl = /a/ -■.•upset ap-set,
lajt, lit
II 7. 3. BASB
5. BASE + D 
Members
d l-eave 
(to cut) klejv klejv, kle jvd
come ksm, kern, komd
fall f osl, f osl, f s?sld
fit fit, fit, f i-txd
give g IV, giv, givd
keep kisp, ki s p , kispt
stick st ik, st ik, 
strajd,
st xkt
stride strajd, stra j-did
strive stra jv, stra jv, stra jvd
swing swig, swig, swigd
11 8* 3. BASE
BASE + N
Members
beat bejt, bejt, bej-tn
eat ejt, ejt, ej-tn
II 9. 3. EASE
EASE with ••-V1 ... + N
Members
bite bajt bajt, bi-tn
hide ajd? ajd, i-dn
smite smajt, smajt, smx-tn
•**27 6 ,mt‘
(C) Forms 3 afrd 5 differ, but in classes 10 and 11, it is
form 5 which is the same as form 1, Hence there is still 
4 term opposition,
11 1 0 3. BASE + D
5. BASE
Members
give giVo givd, giv
run r m )  rind) rin)
rsn) r©nd) ron)
II II  BASE with
5. BASE
Members
(a) Y = /e/ meet mist, met, mist
*1
(h) V = /i/ slide slajd, slid, slajd
Class III - Three terms differentiated
In the case of these verbs, forms 1 , 3 and 5 are all 
the same, and hence there is only a 3-ierm morphological 
opposition. This class corresponds with Hill’s class V.
Ill 3. BASE 
5,. BASE
Members
bet /bat/? bid /bid/; bide /bajd/; bxxrst /bast/; 
cast /kast/; come /  kom/; cost /kost/; cut /kot/; 
eat /ejt/; forbid /fr-bid/; forsake /fr-sejk/; 
give /giv/s hit /it/; hold /owld/; hurt /art/? 
let /let/; meet /mist/? mind /majnd/; put /pot/? 
rid /rid/; set /set/; shed /Jed/; shut /Jot/; 
slit /slit/; spit/spit/; split /split/; 
spread /spred/; sweat /swet/; taste /tejst/; 
wind /wajnd/.
It should be noted that Hill's classes VI 1 and 
VI 2 have been accounted for in the preceding material, 
and his class VII as a whole is outside the scope of this 
appendix.
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a L A G 3 I N D E X
This index comprises a list of the verbs used by or 
elicited from the informant, together with the class or classes 
of the forms attested in Devonshire, as well as the class in 
S.E., using the categorisation suggested by Hill with such small 
alterations as are necessary to accommodate this to S.E.
Below is a list of those of our classes and those of Hill 
which correspond more or less exactly. Those dialectal classes 
not listed below have no equivalent in Hill’s classification.
Devonshire S„E. - A. A. Hill
1 1  II, 1
1 2  II, 2
1 3  II, 3
II 1 III
II 2(i ) & (ii) 'regular* ’regular' IV, 1
II 3(i) IV, 2 VI, 1 VI, 2
II 4(i) IV, 3
II 4(ii) IV, 4 (part)
II 5(ii) IV, 4 (part)
III V
INFINITIVE DEVONSHIRE S.E.
1 . bear I 6 (a) II, 2
2 o beat II 8 V (exc.)
3* beget II 1 (b) II. 2
4. begin II 1 (a) I
5. bend I 13(ii); II 4(ii) IV, 4
6 . bereave II 2(i) IV, 2
7. beseech rejected by informant IV, 4
8 „ bet III V
9. bid III II , 1; V
1 0 . bide III IV, 1? VI
1 1 . bind II 1 (c) vL I
1 2 . bite I 2 (b); II 9 II, 2
13. bleed II 6 (a) III
14. blow II 3(i) (a) II, 1
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INFINITIVE DEVONSHIRE S.E.
15. break II 1 (b) II, 2
16. breed II 6 (a) III
17. bring II 5(ii) IV, 4
1 8 , build I 85 I 13(i); II 2(i); IV, 4
II 4(ii)
19. burn I 85 II 4 (i) IV, 3
2 0 . burst III V
2 1 . buy II 5(i) (a) IV, 4
2 2 . cast III V
23. catch II 5(ii) IV, 4
24. choose II 2(1) II, 2
25. (a)cleave= clingto(a) I 7(i) (d) / TV 0
(b)cleave==cut up (b) II 7 \ 1 V ^ c.
26. cling I 9 (a)j II 1 (a) *j>»
27. come II 7; III V (exc.)
2 8 . cost III V
29. Creep II 2(i) IV, 2
30. crow II 3(i) (a) VI, 2
31. cut III v
32. deal II 2(1) IV, 4
33. dig I 5; II 2(1) III
34. draw II 2(1) II, 1
35. dream II 2(1) IV, 4
36. drink I 5 I
37. drive I 3 H > 3
38. dwell rejected by informant IV, 3
39. eat II 85 III II, 1
40. fall II 2(i) | II 7 II, 1
41. feed II 6 (a) III
42. feel I 7(ii) IV, 4
43. fight II 5(ii)
m  « «  
m L.
44. find II 1 (c) Ill
45. fit II 7 IV, 1
46. flee rejected by informant IV, 2
47. fling II 1 (a) III
48. fly II 2 (i) !!, 3
49. forbid III II, 1
50. forget II 1 (b) II, 2
51. forsake III H » 1
52. freeze I 6 (b) II, 2
53, get II 1 (b) III
54. give II 2 (i ) ? II 7? II 10; 1 1 ) 1
III
55. go I 145 II 5(iii) not class
56. grind II 1 (c) III
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K “T INFINITIVE DEVONSHIRE S.E.
57. grow II 3(1) II, 1
58. hang I 9 (a); II 1 (a) III
59. hear II 2(1); II 3 (i) (e) IV, 2
60. heave II 3(1) IV, 1
61, hew rejected by informant VI, 1
62. hide II 9 II, 2
63« hit III V
64 hold III III
65. hart III V
6 6 , keep II 2(1); II 7 IV, 2
67. kneel II 2(1) IV, 4
6 8 . knit II 2(1) V
69. know I 11; II 3(1) (a) II, 1
70, lead II 6 (a) III
71. lean II 5(1) (b) IV, 4
72. leap I 10 (a) IV, 2
73. learn II 2 (i) IV, 3
74. leave II 3(1) (f) IV, 2
75. lend 11,4(11) IV, 4
76. let III V
77. lie II 2(i) II, 2
78. light II 1 (f); II 6 (b) III
79. lose II 3(1) (g) IV, 2
8 0 . make II 2(ii) IV, 2
8 1 , mean II 2 (1 ) IV, 4
82. meet II 1 (a); II 6 (a); III
II 11 (a); III
83. mind III IV, 1
84. mow II 3(D (a) IV, 1
85. put III V
8 6 . quit II 2(1) V
87. read ii i (a) III
8 8 , reeve ii l (f) not found
89. rend rejected by informant IV, 4
90. rid III V
91. ride 17 1 (g) II, 3
92. ring II 1 (a) I
93. rise I 3 (a) II, 3
94. run II 2(i): II 10 v (exc.)
95. saw I 10 (a); II 3(1) (c) IV, 1
96. say I 7(1) (a); II 3d) (a) i—i
' 
< PC
97. see I 4; II 2(1) II, 1
98. seek II 5(ii) IV, 4
99. smell I 10 (c); II 3(1) (b) IV, 2
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INFINITIVE DEVONSHIRE
1 0 0 . send I 1 3 (H) ? II 4(ii) IV. 4
1 0 1 . set III V
1 0 2 . sew II 3(i) (a) VI, 1
1 0 3 . shake I 4 II, 1
104. shear I 7(i) (b); II 2 (i) VI, 1 (var:
105. shed III V
1 0 6 . shine II 1 (b) III
107* shoe 11 2 (i) IV, 2
1 0 8 , shoot II 1 (b) III
10 9 0 show II 3(i ) (a) VI, 1
1100 shrink I 4 5 I 5 I
1 1 1 . shrive rejected by informant II, 3
1 1 2 . shut III V
113. sing I 5 I
114. sink II 2(i)s I 5 I
115. sit II 1 (e) III
116. slay I 4; 11 2(i ) II, 1
117. sleep I 7(i) (a)? II 2 (i)
I 10 (d ) 5 II 3(i) (d) IV, 2
1 1 8 . slide II 11 (b) III
1 1 9 # sling I 55 II 2 (i) III
1 2 0 . slink II 2(i) III
1 2 1 . slit III V
1 2 2 . smell II 2 (i ) IV, 3
12 3 . smite II 95 II 6 (b) II, 3
124. sow II 3(i) (a) VI, 1
1 2 5 * speak II 1 (b) II, 2
126. speed II 6 (a) III
127. spell II 2(1) IV, 3
1 2 8 . spend II 4 (ii) IV, 4
1 2 9 . spill II 2(i ) IV, 3
1 3 0 . spin II 2 (i) III
1 3 1 o spit III III
1 3 2 . split III V
1 3 3 . spoil II 2(i) IV, 3
134. spread III V
135. spring II 1 (a) I
(exc,)1 3 6 . stand II 1 (h) (exc.) III
137c stave II 2 (i) III 5 IV, 1
1 3 8 . steal I 2 (c) II, 2
1 3 9 . stick II 6 (d); II 7 III
140. sting II 1 (a) III
141. stink II 2 (i ) I
1 4 2 , strew I 10 (b) VI, 1
143« stride II 7 II, 3
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INFINITIVE DEVONSHIRE S.E.
144. strike I 2 (b); I 3 (c) III
145. string II 2(i) III
146. strive II 7 II, 3
147. swear II 2(i) II, 2
148. sweat III V
149. sweep I 9 (b) IV, 2
150. swell I 7(i) (c) variant of VI,
151. swim II 1 (a) I
152. swing II 2 (i); II 7 III
153. take I 12; II 1 (h) II, 1
154. taste III IV, 2
155. teach II 2(i) IV, 4
156. tear I 11 (a); II 3(i) (a) II, 2
157. tell I 7(i) (c); II 3 (i) (b) IV, 2
158. think II 5(ii) IV, 4
159. throw II 3(i) (a) II, 1
160. thrust rejected by informant V
161. ttaead I 2 (a) III
162. upset II 6 (e) III
163. wake I 1 ; I 2 (a); I 4; II, 2
I 6 (d)
164. wear II 2(i) II, 2
165. weave I 6 (c); I 10 (a); II, 2
I 11 (b); II 2(i)
166. wed II 2(i) V
167. weep II 3(i) (d) IV, 2
168. wet II 2(i) V
169. win I 5 III
170. wind II 6 (c); III III
171. wreak rejected by informant IV, 4
172. wring II 2(i) III
173. write 1 3  II, 2
F O R M i I N D B X
Those forms which are underlined have heen spontaneously 
attested.
IlfFINITIVE PRETERITE PAST PARTICIPLE
1 . hear ber herd b 0 : rn
i2 . heat bej t be j t ’bei-tn
3. heget bi— f get bi— * got bi— ’got
4. hegin bi— * gin bi— ’gen bi— * gen
5. h end b end. bent ?ben—did, bent
6 0 hereave bi—Tri: v Bi- 1 ri: vd
7. "beseech DPIi'lED BY irforiiart
6 . het bet bet bet
9. hid bid bid bid
10 0 bide ba jd ba jd ba jd
1 1 . hind bajnd b awnd b awnd
13 o bite baj t bit, bajt * b 1— tn
13. bleed bli; d bli :d bled
14. blow blow bio i d bio; d
15. break kre.-jk brok brok
16. breed bri: d bri: d bred
17. bring brip " bro; t bro: t
18. build bjld ^bil—did, bilt Tbil—did, bilt
19. burn born bernt bernd, bernt
2 0 . burst bast best best
SI. buy baj bo; t b 0 ; t
2 2 . cast kast kast kast
23. catch katj ko; t ko; t
24. choose tjyz tjyzd tjyzd
25. a.cleave 
cling to kli: v kli;vd klejvd
h .cleave 
cut up klejv klejvi.11 i ■ r ».m * klejvd
26. cling klig kleg klep, klxpd
27. come kem kern kern, kemd
28. cost kost kost kost
29. creep kri r p kri rpt kri rpt
1 crawl* preferred
30. crow krow kro: d kro: d
31. cut ket ket ket
32. deal de jl de Jld de jld
r? ryCO. dig dig digd digd, deg
34 o draw dro: dro: d dro: d
35. dream dri: m dri:md dri:md
36. drink dripk dr 113k t dreqk
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
66
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
INFINITIVE PRETERITE PAST PARTICIPLE
drive
dwell
eat
fall
feed
feel
fight
find
fit
flee
fling
fly
forbid
forget
forsake
freeze
get
give
go
grind
grow
hang
hear
heave
hew
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep
kneel
knit
know
lead
lean
leap
learn
leave
lend
let
lie
light
lose
make
mean
drajv
DENIED
f o: 1
fill
f a j nd 
fit
DENIED
f lig 
f laj 
fr^hid 
fr— * get 
fr^rselk 
fris z
S£l
giv
gow
grajnd
grow
an ■——^
i;rg
ej.v
j i: r
DENIED
ajd
T t
owld 
art 
ki :p
h i : 1
nit
now
lifd
drowv
BY
e 3 1
fo:ls fo:Id 
fiid 
f i; Id 
f o: t 
f awnd 
fit
BY
flan 
f land 
fr— 'h id 
f r— | got
fri;zd
got
gxvd£?Y> 
went
grawnd
groid
or)
ard, j i: rd 
owvd
BY
ajd
it
owld
art
ki:pts ki:p
ni: Id
*ni— tid
no: d
li; d
lent
lejpt
larnd
left
lent
let
la j d
lajt, lit 
lost 
me j d 
ini :'nd
£ivd
! dri—vn
INFORMANT
e.jt, »e3-tn
f o i Id
fed
felt
fa: t
f awnd
® -p t— ii- t rl
INFORMANT 
flan 
f la3d 
fr“*?hxd 
fr— * got 
fr—'rse3 k 
1frow— zn 
got 
glV.j
gon» went 
grawnd
gro i d
sun
hrds 
owvd
INFORMANT 
! i— dn 
it
owld 
art 
ki ;pt 
ni: Id 
*ni— tid 
no:d g no:n 
led 
lent 
li :pt 
larnd 
left 
lent 
let 
la jd 
lit 
lost 
mej d 
mi :nd
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82
85
84
85
86
8V
88
89
90
91
92
93
94-
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
182
123
124
125
126
INFINITIVE PRETERITE PAST PARTICIPLE
meet mi: t met, miit met, mi:t
mind majnd
r . T ....
majnd majnd
mow mow mo: d mo: d
p u t  V pot" Jot isi
quit kwxt *fcwi— tid !kwi~tid
read ri: d red red
reeve ri: v rowv rowv
rend DENIED BY INFORMANT
rid rid rid rid
ride rajd r o : d ro: d
ring rig rag rag
rise raja rows ! r i— zn
run rin, ran rind, rand rin,ran, rind,rand
saw so: se jd sejd, sou­
say sej sed, sejd sed
see si; si:d si:d, si:n
seek si:k so: t so: t
sell scl sowld seld, sowld
send send sent sent, ^ e n —did
set set set set
sew sow so: d so: d
shake Jejk Jejkt * J e j-lrn
shear Jiir J i : rd Jiird, Jo:rd
shed Jed Jed Jed
shine Jajn J on J on
shoe Jy: ^ Jy:& Jy: d
BhOOt J e t ' Jot J ot
show J,ow J o: d J o>: d
shrink J rigk J n g k t fJrig—kn, Jragk
shrive DENIED BY INFORMANT
shut .L®i Jot J at
sing siq sigd sag
sink sigk sigkt sagk, sigkt
sit sit sat sat
slay sle j sle jd slejd, slejn
sleep sle jp slept, slejpt slept, slejpt
slide slajd slid sla^d
sling slig sligd sligd, slag
slink sligk slight sligkt
slit slit sift slit
smell smcl smeld smeld
smite smaj t smaj t smit, fsmx—tn
sow sow so: d so: d
speak spi: k spok spok
speed spi: d spi: d sped
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187
188
189
130
131
138
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
14-0
141
148
143
144
14 5
14-6
147
148
149
150
151
158
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
168
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
178
173
INFINITIVE .PRETERITE PAST PARTICIPLE
spell spel speld speld
spend spend spent spent
spill spil spild spild
spin spin s p m d s p m d
spit spit spit spit
spi X t split split split
spoil spo.il spojld spojld
spread spred sprea spred
spring sprig sprag sprag
stand stand styd styd
stave ste jv stejvd stejvd
steal stiul stowl * &&ow— In
stick stik stik stikt, stak
sting st ig stag stag
stink stigk stigkt stigkt
strew stry: stra;d stryd
stride strajd strajd * straj-did
strike strajk strilc , strak *stri—kn
string strig strigd strigd
strive strajv strajv strajvd
swear swer swerd swerd
sweat swet swet swet
sweep swi :p swep swi:pt
swell swel sweld swowld
swim swim svirom swam
swing swirj swiru swipd swi rid
take te~3k tyk, tykt tyk
taste te'jst te j st tejst
teach tejtj tej tj tejt/
tear ter to: rd toird, toirn
tell tel towld9 teld towld
think 6ipk Qa 11 Qo 11
throw ©row 0ro: d Or old
thrust DENIED BY INFORMANT
tread tred trod 1tro—dn
upset ap— ? set op— * set ap— ’ sat
wake we jk wejkt, wok 1we j—kn, 1wo—kn
wear wer werd werd
weave wi: v wejvd, wiivd *wej—*vn, wiivd
wed wed * we—did T we—did
weep wi:p wept wept
wet wet fwe—tid 1 we— tid
win w in wind wan
wind w a rind wajnd wajnd, wawnd
wreak DENIED BY INFORMANT
wring rig rigd rxgdt i
write raj t ro: t * r i—tn
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APPENDIX B
Phonetic and Phonemic 
Tr an s crip 1 1on
Specimen Phonetic and Phonemic Transcription
There was four cottages, you see, and the land "belonged
[o.ear waz 'foiar *ko—di—&3 iz ja si: on bo lasnd bi— 'logd
/fe.er waz *fow—r fko—di—1312 ja zi: n ‘60 land bi— ’loijd
to an old lady called dope, a landlady her was for us,
[ty ©n oui flei— di: korld &30UP 0 *laend— lei— di: or waz far as
/ty an owl *lej—di: koild d30wp 0 ?land—lej—di: r wsz fr ©s
like, then. And her was going to sell it and her was going 
[la£k bon ©n ar viraz gwen 0 zeu at an ar ws>z gwen
A  ajk ban n r waz gwen 0 zel at n r waz gwen
to give the tenants the first chance. So I thought to myself
[gi ba *te—nans ba fss tjasns sow aj 0o:t mi:zeu
/gi ba te—nans ba fas tjans sow aj 0ozt mi:zel
1 G*et hit further up the road, up top the hill bit more, then1, 
[ged bid fvar—bar ap ba r o : d  ap tap bi: xu bit moiar ban 
/ged bid fvar—br ap ba rord ap tap bi: il bit mo:r ban
So I laid hold to this. Course I had it altered a bit, you 
[sow aj lej.d ould ta bis ko:rs aj ed at fol— tard a bit ja
/sow aj lejd owld ta bis koirs aj ad at * ol— trd a bit ja
know. Yes, had it altered a bit. Stairs used to to, er,,,
[new jes ed it ?ol— tard a bit stearz jys ta ty er« o 9 •
/now jes ed it Tol— trd a bit sterz jys ta ty ar
go from over there, like that, there was a passage there,
[goU fou—var bear laik bast bear waz a fpas-sid3 bear
A • O O 4
/gow fow—■vr ber lajk bat ber waz a *pa— sid3 ber
right there, you see* And then the doorway here, and stairs 
[rait be or jo si: an ben bo do: or—we;. jiior on stcorz 
/rajt ber jo zi: n ben bo do:r—wej ji:r n stsrz
went up there like, thicky side, thicky end of the wall*
[went op beor lajk bi—ki; zaid bi—ki: eind o bo wo:l 
/went op ber lajk bi—ki: zajd bx—ki: ejnd a bo wo:l
Right up over you like, that!s the "big room, right up over 
[rajt op 1vor jy laik baets bo “big rym rait op * o—var
/rajt op ' o—vr jy lajk bats bo big rym rajt op * o—vr
you er one of them see* And (he?) had to go up there,
[jy o wen ov om zi: an i: aad to gwap bear
/jy © won ov om zi: n i; ad to gwop ber
well then, you had to go in one room to go back into tother,
[weij ben jy sedT to gwiin wan rym to gou bask *i:nta 1 to—bar
/Wei ben jy ad to gwi:n won rym to gow bak ?i:nto T to—br
then, back in they days, see*
[bon bssk in bej &eiz si:]
/bon bak in bej dejz si:/
Note A hyphen indicates a syllabic boundary, and so normally 
does the space between 'words1* Where, however, a syllable- 
final consonant occurs immediately before a word— initial 
vowel, the syllabic boundary will normally occur before 
that consonant, e*g* fright up* [raj—top]* This has not 
been indicated in the transcription above to make the trans­
cription easier to follow* The status of /j/ and /w/ inter—
vocalically has already been discussed, under the section
* diphthongs* *
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APPENDIX C
Specimen Suprasegmental 
Analysis
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Specimen Transcription, showing Stress, 
^Intonation and Pause
*i
Note 1. /P7 = a pause of between 1 and 2 seconds. When
no duration is indicated, the pause is 
perceptible, but of less than 1 second 
o duration.
/P7 =a pause of 2—3 seconds etc.
Note 2. The boundaries between tunes are indicated by a 
double oblique\line //. &.t these points only is 
a juncture feature normally possible. Inherent 
stress is not shown.
/aj kn ii tel i: Sbis motj // R aj *workt on bo Nro:dz
lE7
I can tell you this much. I worked on the roads
\S
/fr 0or— ti jiir // Q n aj !stil ad maj Ngar—dnZE7 W
for thirty years ..... and I still had my garden 
/dawn *bsr //* n aj igys t© urent © li—tl Nplat
Mr £E7
down there ,.. and I used to rent a little plat 
/&3 is 0 li— tl wej #awt // from bis <-plejs // •
ZE7
just a little way out from this place 
/* ji 1 r l * aWc3- © utejn mi—nits *wo "ej—d i m
here, about a ten minutes' walk .... eighteen
/Nlen~jard / / 0 n aj ~jys t© *~kol— ti—ve j t vmaj fgar—dn //
n L r
lanyard .... and I used to cultivate my garden
/ ’lajk aj got n Niiaw // n zow aj ’"did bo splat^//g 
like I got it now, and so I did the plat o « o o a
/n aj njys utaf to Arajd // xzam—tajmz // ^fo:r— ti:n 0
/p 7
and I used to have to ride, sometimes, fourteen or
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/*f if— tirn^majl ^ejtj %wej // on a spyJ—bajk // t© ^w©rk 
fifteen mile each way on a push—hike to work
/ev—ri: \dej // ^ ber “wo—dn “"now vlo—ri:z // itbak
/R/
every day* There wasn't no lorries hack
//&sn // fr t© utek *mi: // lajk bej tek ni:n ov ©m 
then for to take me like they take in of them 
/t©— ,dej // bej upik ©m ©p t©— udej on b© ^do:r— step //
lE7
today. They pick them up today on the doorstep
/n if bej nan ©— uvi—ni/t itklej—n m  ber 'byts // 
and if they haven't a—finished cleaning their boots, 
/bejl uwejt fo:r bej Aev // *lyksow / A  wel se—ni:—aw / A
* ZE/ Z E
they'll wait (until) they have, looks so. Well, anyhow, 
/'bat w©z 'wot y jys t© af t© gow \dry // bak n bat
/ L T
that was what used to have to go through back in that 
/tajm y V  %ko:s // aj ^jys »ki:p © ulod © spigz lajk 
time. Course, I used (to) keep a lot of pigs like,
/j© *nowy^/ “dri: © svow—r // zam—tajmz ajv ad xvnjv 
you know, three or four, sometimes I've had five,
/n iimoir Nti—di;z jy ,gro:d // b© “be— tr stwez fr ii /7^ 
and more tiddies you grew, the better it was for youi 
/sow Q Ne—ni:— aw // aj got Ndry ©t o:l—rajt // wel
Zl/
So anyhow I got through it alright. Well
*see discussion of 'before' as a conjunction, 
b-f&ew p 0 jhj
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/./.a . ’sam— tajm ,af— tr aj 1 los mi #mi— siz // aj
Mj ZE7
then ,,, sometime after I lost my missus, I 
/^givd 9p '6© vplat //- aj 0o:t "bis waz kwajt "naf
/jyx
gave up the plot, I thought this was quite enough (to) 
/ki:p mi; sgwen // /ben / / 0 n ajv 9 , "tild n "ev—ri:
keep me going then. And I've a— ,0* tilled him every 
/ ^ ‘ii^ // n ajv ed 've—ri: gyd ri—vz9lts wi n //„
o 7  n y
year, and I ’ve had very good results with it ,,,,,
/uo:l—wiz ugro:d najs lod 9 Nti—di:z ja so #now //
always grew (a) nice lot of tiddies, you must (?) know ,,,
/*hejnz // n *pejz // n wel "e~ni: n "cv—ri: 0ig
/ p7
heans and peas and well any and every thing 
/jy nwon—tod ber jo now / / 0 sow ajv a ‘ « ~dy;d ve—ri:
ZZ/ 7S7
you wanted there, you know ,,, so I’ve a— done very 
/'wel // wel 'naw jy *zi\ k z > i v s  mi ^hoj wen 0—^wej 
well, well now, you see, , « *„ course, my hoy went away
/in ba v ar—mi: // i; w@z o—»wej*// i: w@z usorvd 9 hit
M? M?
in the army, he was away, he was served a hit
/ r a f  ja now -priz—nr^ / ^  n "ben wen si: ksm ✓ owm // 
rough, you know, prisoner . „ 0 and then when he came home,
* incomplete tuno, with no nucleus.
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\ *
/aj " 0o:t mi:*~zel n a w w t e k  it 
I thought (to) myself now, I shall proper (?) take it 
/© hit sej—zi; // v i:l ,0 ko—lr o , lod ov ©t //
4 /
a hit easy; he'll aollar a lot of it 
/-naw //p
M?
now.
* This syllable is not really kinetic hut static, 
although it seems to he both prominent and 
nuclear. It seems to he a pattern foreign to 
S.E.
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